CITY OF SACRAMENTO -- COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
APPROVED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL
MAR 3 1 1998
OFFICE OF THE

CITY CLERK

March 23, 1998
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors, and
City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT:

"GOLD FEVER!" Memorial Auditorium Exhibit, 1999

LOCATION AND COUNCIL DISTRICT:

All

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that City Council and the County Board of Supervisors approve a
Resolution which authorizes the City Manager and the County Executive to: (1) execute
an agreement with the Oakland Museum to display its "Gold Fever!" Exhibit at the
Sacramento Memorial Auditorium in Fall 1999; (2) defer approximately $202,400 in rent
on the Memorial Auditorium as the City's contribution to the project; and (3) execute an
agreement with the County of Sacramento guaranteeing matching funds in the form of a
line of credit. City and County contributions will be repaid from revenues from the exhibit.

CONTACT PERSON:

n.a

FOR COUNCIL AND BOARD OF SUPERVISORS MEETINGS OF: March 31, 1998
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SUMMARY:
This report, which is being presented to both the City Council and the Sacramento County
Board of Supervisors on March 31, 1998, provides information on the planned "Gold
Fever" exhibit, tentatively scheduled for Fall 1999 to correspond with the statewide
celebrations commemorating the 150 th anniversary of the Gold Rush. The report reviews
the budget for the exhibit, and the program to attract underwriters. A future report to
Council and the Board of Supervisors will provide information on projected staffing
requirements, timing, and Requests for Proposals for a gift shop operator and marketing
firm. In early 1999, staff will return to Council and the Board of Supervisors to request
. permission to execute contracts for the gift shop operator and marketing firms.
COMMITTEE/COMMISSION ACTION:
None.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The "Gold Fever!" exhibit is the keystone of a three-year statewide celebration beginning
in 1998 with the 150th anniversa`ry of California's statehood and culminating in 2000 with
millenium celebrations. It is anticipated that more than one million people will journey to
the state during this three-year period, many specifically to visit the Gold Rush area, of
which Sacramento is the center.
,
The confluence of timing for these 'eVents presents an unparalleled opportunity to.
encourage tourism to this area. To this end, the Downtown Department has contacted the
Oakland Museum to request a loan Of their "Gold Fever!" exhibit. It is planned that this
exhibit be housed in the Memorial Auditorium for a period of 12 weeks, beginning in
August 1999 and continuing throUgh October 1999. The exhibit, comprising more than
2,000 objects will encompass the entire Auditorium.
This exhibit represents a joint effort by the City and the County to fund and present a
program of local and international interest, consistent with past joint City-County programs.
Over the past year, the City and County have provided several loans for various joint
programs as shown below:
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Sports Commission Letter
of Credit)
Sesquicentennial (Loan)
Gold Fever
(Proposed Loan)
Rail Fair (Loan)

2000

$150,000
50,000
200,000

X
X

X
X

1998
1999

100,000

X

X

1999

The expense budget for the exhibit as shown on attached Exhibit A estimates costs of
approximately $1,113,590. It is recommended that the City and the County each
contribute $202,400 to fund this exhibit.. are underway to obtain private underwriters
to fund the balance of the cost, of $708,790, or approximately 64%, of the cost of the
exhibit. The Sponsorship Committee, chaired by former Sacramento Mayor Burnett Miller
has already contacted the McClatchy Newspapers as a potential exhibit sponsor, and will
contact other major corporations regarding underwriting a portion of the exhibit. In addition,
it is expected that some revenue to the City may be realized from an agreement with a gift
shop operator who guarantees a percentage of gross revenue from sales of programs and
exhibit-related materials. Auxiliary revenue to the City is expected to be generated by
sales of food and beverages by the Convention Center's licensed caterer.
A key element in the success of the exhibit is advertising. It is anticipated that Requests
for Proposals from gift shop operators and from marketing firms to handle advertising and
media relations will be issued in early 1999. The expected value of the marketing contract
is approximately $50,000. A future Council report will provide further details on potential
agreements with underwriters, and requests for authorization to execute contracts with a
gift shop operator and a marketing firm.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

The expense budget for the exhibit as shown on attached Exhibit A estimates costs of
approximately $1,113,590. Staff is proposing that the event be underwritten jointly by the
public and private sectors. The City will defer the payment of the Memorial Auditorium rent
of $202,400 and the County will provide a line of credit in an equal amount. The combined
amount, $404,800 is approximately 36% of the total costs. It is intended that private
underwriters will fund the balance of approximately $708,790. It is expected that the exhibit
will, at a minimum, break even or will generate a modest return, however, in keeping with
the City's and the County's desire to approach the exhibit in the most prudent manner, staff
recommends that a minimum of $400,000 in funds be pledged from private exhibit
underwriters before a formal agreement is reached with the Oakland Museum. Staff will
negotiate with private underwriters to secure, the necessary private funding. It is
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recommended that the funding agreement between the City and the County specify that
the City and County be repaid from the first revenues from the exhibit with additional terms
to be agreed upon during the negotiation process. It is suggested that the exhibit and the
funding be managed by a joint City and County committee consisting of representatives
from the Downtown Enterprise Department, the Convention Center, the County of
Sacramento, and the Sponsorship Committee. It is recommended that the makeup of the
committee be finalized during the City/County agreement negotiations. Staff will contact
Council and the Board of Supervisors for their Committee member recommendations prior
to the City/County agreement negotiations.
Staff is in the process of developing information on attendance numbers, demographics
and revenue from the Oakland Museum's "Gold Fever!" exhibition. This information will
be presented to Council and the Board of Supervisors at the March 31 meetings. Ticket
prices are also currently being studied. To keep the event competitive with other
entertainment venues (average local cost of cinema admission), staff is projecting a ticket
price of $7.50 for adults and $5.00 for children. Revenue projections, based on these
ticket prices, are conservative; the budget, Exhibit A, the most conservative estimate,
• shows a break-even cash flow. However, it is anticipated that the revenues from the
exhibit will actually exceed expenses. Exhibits B-1 and B-2, the monthly Cash Flow
Analysis, provide details on expected revenue and expenses shown on Exhibit A, and is
based on the $7.50 ticket price. Of the projected $1,113,590 in revenues, it is anticipated
that $935,000 will derive from ticket sales to the general public, $69,400 will be received
from school groups, that revenue from the gift shop will produce $89,190 and that the
opening reception will yield $20,000.
The $1,113,590 in projected expenses include the exhibit fee of $200,000, $80,000 in
salaries for the professional event and museum managers required to oversee the exhibit,
$100,000 in exhibit transportation, installation and removal costs and $368,000 in
operations costs. Other projected expenses include marketing, $50,000; the Auditorium
rental fee which will be repaid as the City's contribution of $202,400; fine arts insurance
fees of $8,000; and educational program costs totaling $57,690. In addition, it is expected
that the revenue of $20,000 anticipated from the opening reception will be offset by equal
expenses of $20,000; movie rentals for the film showings are projected at $7,500 and box
office costs are expected to total $20,000.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The actions recommended in this report are exempt from CEQA review pursuant to Section
15323:
"Normal operations of existing facilities for public gatherings, provided that
facilities were designed for such gatherings and similar kind of activity has
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been occurring for at least 3 years (includes convention centers,
auditoriums, swimming pools and amusement parks)".
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:

The proposed funding agreement between the City and the County . for this exhibit is
consistent with several other joint funding agreements between the City and the County
including the Old Sacramento, the Metropolitan Arts Commission and the Sacramento
Sports Commission, and supports the interests of the City and the County to support
activities which provide activities of entertainment, cultural, and historic value.
MBENVBE:

The City and the County will cooperate to maximize diverse participation in all purchases
of goods and services related to this exhibit.
Respectfully submitted,

John O'Farrell
Administrator for Community
Development and Neighborhood
Assistance Agency

Thomas V. Lee
Deputy City Manager

RECOMMENDATION APPROVED:

RECOMMENDATION APPROVED:

•

/Robert P. Thomas
County Executive

William H. dgar
I City Manager

c:\goldfever-rpt-otto •
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EXHIBIT A
Gold Fever !
Estimated Budget
Assumptions:
Three Month Exhibit - August, September, October
Gift Shop operated by other entity
Opening Reception is a Breakeven Affair
General public attendance is estimated at 120,000
which equals 40,000/mo or an average of 1,333
per day.

REVENUES
Ticket Sales
$935,000
General Public
$7.50/98,000adults
$5.00/40,000children
Education/Schools
69,400
Groups/Programs
Gift Shop
89,190
10% Gross Sales
20,000
Opening Reception
Movie Theater
-0Sub-Total
EXPENSES
Exhibit Fee
Event and Museum
Managers
Transportation, Installaand Removal
Operations
Marketing, Promotions
Auditorium Fee
92 days $2,200
Fine Arts Insurance
Education, Schools
Staffing
Audio Systems
Printing
Docents
Reception Caterer
Movie Rentals
Box Office Costs
Sub Total
Total

$1,113,590
$200,000
80,000
100,000
368,000
50,000
202,400
8,000
10,190
34,500
9,000
4,000
20,000
7,500
20,000
$1,113,590
$0
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EXHIBIT B-1
Gold Fever!
Cash Flow Analysis

Of°

V7

1998

Revenues Expenses Net Cash Flow
Cumulative

Notes

25,000
5,000
5,000

Deposit

q //??,

Oakland Museum
Retain Curator
Retain Exhibit Manager
Underwriters
Sub Total
1999

35,000
$35,000

$35,000

$0

3V7fige/z."
Curator
Exhibit Manager
Education
Pamphlet Printing
Retain Marketing Firm
Underwriters
Sub Total
Exhibit Manager
Curator
Marketing
Underwriters
Sub Total

2,500
2,500
9,000
10,000
24,000
$24,000

$24,000

$0

2,750
2,750
5,000
10,500
$10,500

$10,500

$0

bkrY.,.401'' AVE=
Exhibit Manager
Curator
Marketing
Underwriters
Sub Total
:,:rfrABOW.aleAre:04;i
Exhibit Manager
Curator
Fine Art Insurance Fee
Marketing
Underwriters
Sub Total

'Efiff,r0.10,170
Exhibit Manager
Curator
Exhibit Installation
Movie Rentals
Box Office Costs
Marketing
Opening Reception
Operations
Schools-pre Sales
Ticket Pre Sales
Sub Total

4,250
4,250
5,000
13,500
$13,500

$13,500

$0

4,250
4,250
8,000
7,500
24,000
$24,000

20,000
17,350
235,000
$272,350

$24,000

$0

4,250
4,250
50,000
7,500
5,000
7,500
20,000
46,000

$144,500

presales

$127,850

EXHIBIT B-2
• Gold Fever!
Cash Flow Analysis
Revenues Expenses- Net Cash Flow
Cumulative

1999
INV

• iffei€7/70/7

/• '/

/// /4/..:•n

•

Exhibit Manager
Curator
.Education
Staffing
Audio Systems
Docents
Box Office Costs
Marketing
Schools
Ticket Sales
Operations
Sub Total

Xi
4.16Nz'd
Exhibit Manager

4,250
4,250
3,397
11,500
1,334
5,000
5,000
17,350
240,000
$257,350

/

Curator
Education
Staffing
Audio Systems
Docents
Box Office Costs
Marketing
Operations
Schools
Ticket Sales
Sub Total

agaglibiaME2:
Exhibit Manager
Curator
Operations
Exhibit Fee
Exhibit Removal
City of Sacramento
Gift Shop(10%)
From Underwriters
Total

$258,469

4,250
4,250
3,397
11,500
1,333
5,000
5,000
92,000
17,350
230,000
$247,350

mo40/4.wimuom

Exhibit Manager
Curator
Education,Schools
Staffing
Audio Systems
Docents
Box Office Costs
Operations
Marketing
Schools
Ticket Sales
Sub Total

92,000
$126,731

$126,730

$379,089.

4,250
4,250
3,396
11,500
1,333
5,000
92,000
5,000
17,350
230,000
$247,350

$126,729

$499,710

4,250
4,250
46,000
175,000
50,000
202,400
89,190
$89,190

107,000
$588,900

$0

Notes
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ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL

MAR 3 1 1996
OFFICE OF THE
CITY CLERK

ON DATE OF

"GOLD FEVER!" Memorial Auditorium Exhibit, 1999
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO THAT:

The City Manager is authorized to:
1.

Execute an agreement between the City, the County and the Oakland Museum to
display its "Gold Fever!" Exhibit at the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium in Fall
1999;

2.

Defer approximately $202,400 in rent on the Memorial Auditorium as the City's
contribution to the project;

3.

Execute an agreement with the County of Sacramento guaranteeing matching funds
in the form of a line of credit with payback from any profits realized.

MAYOR

ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY

RESOLUTION NO..
DATE ADOPTED:

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA
For the Agenda of:
March 31, 1998
10:15 a.m.

To:

Board of Supervisors

From:

County Executive's Office

Subject:

GOLD FEVER! MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM EXHIBIT 1999

Contact Person: John O'Farrell, 874-6474

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. That you receive and file this report; and
2. Direct the Community Development and Neighborhood Assistance Agency to work
with the County Department of Finance with the City of Sacramento to negotiate an
agreement guaranteeing a line of credit in the amount of $202,400.
DISCUSSION:
The attached joint report requests the City Council and Board of Supervisors to
authorize negotiations with the Oakland Museum to display its "Gold Fever!" exhibit at
the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium in Fall, 1999 to correspond with the statewide
celebrations commemorating the 150th anniversary of the Gold Rush.
Funding for the exhibit will be provided by private sponsorships and public (City/County)
support. The City's portion of the public support will consist of an in-kind deferment of
Memorial Auditorium facility rent of $202,400. The County will provide a line of credit in
an equal amount, to be repaid from the first revenues from_the_exhibit. The proposed
financing mechanism would include a loan to the Transient-Occupancy (T.0.) Fund
from the Treasury Pool and secured by T.O. funding. The funding agreement will not
become effective until Fiscal Year 1998/99.
City and County contributions will be repaid from revenues from the exhibit. It is
anticipated that the agreement will provide for the County support to be repaid before
any other obligations are satisfied. It is anticipated that any net revenues will be split
equally among the City, the County and the sponsors.

GOLD FEVER! MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM EXHIBIT 1999
- Page 2
CONCLUSION:

It is recommended that your Board approve the enclosed report which authorizes the
City Manager to negotiate an agreement with the Oakland Museum to display the Gold
Fever exhibit at the Memorial Auditorium during the Fall of 1999. It also authorizes the
City Manager to negotiate an agreement with the County which would guarantee a line
of credit in the amount of $202,400. The line of credit would be in the form of a loan to
the T.O. Fund from the Treasury Pool, to be repaid from the first revenues from the
exhibit. Exhibit revenues are expected to fully cover operational expenses, with a
modest net revenue to be split equally among the City, the County and the sponsors.
Respectfully submitted,

'7").

ROBERT P. THOMAS
County Executive
MB: kb (w:\ c.d.n.a1goldrevr.bdm.doc)
Attachment
cc: William Edgar, City Manager, City of Sacramento
Thomas Lee, Deputy City Manager, City of Sacramento
John Dark, Director of Finance
Geoff Davey, Deputy County Executive, Central Budget and Capital Management
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COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA

For the Agenda of:
March 31, 1998
10:15 a.m.

To:

Board of Supervisors

From:

County Executive's Office

Subject:

GOLD FEVER! MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM EXHIBIT 1999

Contact Person: John O'Farrell, 874-6474

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. That you receive and file this report; and
2. Direct the Community Development and Neighborhood Assistance Agency to work
with the County Department of Finance with the City. of Sacramento to negotiate an
agreement guaranteeing a line of credit in the amount of $202,400.
DISCUSSION:
The attached joint report requests the City Council and Board of Supervisors to
authorize negotiations with the Oakland Museum to display its "Gold Fever!" exhibit at
the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium in Fall, 1999 to correspond with the statewide
celebrations commemorating the 150th anniversary of the Gold Rush.
Funding for the exhibit will be provided by private sponsorships and public (City/County)
support. The City's portion of the public support will consist of an in-kind deferment of
Memorial Auditorium facility rent of $202,400. The County will provide a line of credit in
an equal amount, to be repaid from the first revenues from the exhibit. The proposed
financing mechanism would include a loan to the Transient-Occupancy (T.0.) Fund
from the Treasury Pool and secured by T.O. funding. The funding agreement will not
become effective until Fiscal Year 1998/99.
City and County contributions will be repaid from revenues from the exhibit. It is
anticipated that the agreement will provide for the County support to be repaid before
any other obligations are satisfied. It is anticipated that any net revenues will be split
equally among the City, the County and the sponsors.

.
GOLD FEVER! MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM EXHIBIT 1999
- Page 2
•

•.

CONCLUSION:
It is recommended that your Board approve the enclosed report which authorizes the
City Manager to negotiate an agreement with the Oakland Museum to display the Gold
Fever exhibit at the Memorial Auditorium during the Fall of 1999. It also authorizes the
City Manager to negotiate an agreement with the County which would guarantee a line
of credit in the amount of $202,400. The line of credit would be in the form of a loan to
the T.O. Fund from the Treasury Pool, to be repaid from the first revenues from the
exhibit. Exhibit revenues are expected to fully cover operational expenses, with a
modest net revenue to be split equally among the City, the County and the sponsors.
Respectfully submitted,

9

I/

ROBERT P. THOMAS
County Executive
MB:kb (w:\ c.d.n.a\goldfevr.bdm.doc)
Attachment
cc: William Edgar, City Manager, City of Sacramento

Thomas Lee, Deputy City Manager, City of Sacramento
John Dark, Director of Finance
Geoff Davey, Deputy County Executive, Central Budget and Capital Management
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OAKLAND MUSEUM of CALIFORNIA

•
•
sA-rwip .Ay, JANUARY 31
•Ethnic Diversity and Conflict in the California Gold Rush

Lecture and CCH . Chantatiqua Program.
2:00 p.m. —
James Moore Thearre

•

The Oakland Museum of California is pleased to

•

2:00 p.m. Ethnic Diversity and 'Conflict in the 'California Gold Rush
Scholar Dr. James .Rawls talks about die experiences of diverse peoples during•
the Gold Rush, including Black Californians, Spanish-speaking Californians,
.
Asian Californians and Native Ameritans.. Rawls, Instruct& 'of History at Diablo
Valley College, is the author of numerous . boOks on California history, including
California: A n.Interpretive History and Indians of California: The Changing Image. .
• - .
•
3:30 p.m. Biddy Mason: From Slave to Philanthropist—
A CCH Chauiauqua.Program

present , this series of public programs that highlight the Gold Rush as California's formative event
which seemingly overnight brought people to the
region from around the world and began a' multi„ •
cultural society. Several of the , following program

Following Rawls' lecture, Sandra Karnusikiii portrays Biddy Mason, an African
American woman who arriVed in California in 1851 as a slave:and later rose to
prominence , in Los Angeles. Mason organized the first African American
Methodist EPiscopal Church of L.A. Sandra Kamusikiti is associate professor of
.English at CSU San Bernardino, •

feature the California Council for the Humanities'
•,History Alive! Chautauqua performances, which
are part of CCH'S .Rediscovering California at. 150
Project. These chautauqua programs feature

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1

African American Roots in the Gold Rush

scholar-performers ("chautauquans”) portraying

2:00 —% 4:30 p.m.
. Lecture Hall

, historical characters to ensure . historical accuracy
and entertainment value for audiences of all ages.

•

History . docent Audrey. Robinson and George Jenkins, whose roots in
'California go back to the Gold Rush, share their welf-researched family stories. In the second part of the program Electra 'Kimble Price, co-founder of thelast,.
Bay African American Genealogy. Society and volunteer at the Family History
. ' Center at the Mormon Temple in Oakland, will talk about how t6 begin
researching your family's historY in California; with an emphas ts' ' .onthe resources
African Americans ,might' consider utilizing first. Dev,eloped-in collaboration with
' the museum's African American Cultural; Program Committee.

Audience members will have a chance to interact
with the performers and ask questions about the
characters.. Unless otherwise noted, programs are
free with museum admission and no reservations
n

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY .8

•

. •

'

Beneath San Francisco—Gold Rush Stories'Dnfold
4:00 p.m.
James Moore Theatre

• 1000

,OAKLAND,MUSEUM of CALIFOlkNlA
OAK .STREET, OAK .LAND, CALIFORNIA 94607,
FOR INFORMATION CALL 5 i6 23.8.-3818

4 •

Allen
, Pastron; who has directed a variety of archaeological projects in recent
•years in downtown San Francisco, lectures on Gold Rush sites he has'
uncovered beneath San Francisco's streets.
- •

Genealogy :Series

'SUNDAY; MARCH

SATU,RDAY:,FEB. 14, MAR. 21, APRIL 18:-MAY, ! 9, JUNE 13, •1998..

Mining , Gold in California
.2:00
James Moore Theatre

, 2:00 - 4:30 p.m. .
Learning Center'
Free with Museum AdmiSsion (additional materials fee my apply)
Research yOur family's history! Join experts on specific areas of'.genealogy for
five Saturday programs focused on various aspects of researching family history.
Speakers include Regina Mason, of. ShadOws of the Past, 'discu'ssing methods for
researching African American 'family history, and Bob Trap, volunteer at the
Family History Center at the Mormon Ternple, vhoe area.of eXpertise is
census recorcl. and-the Civil' War. He will 'discuss ways to access thoSe.records,
One Saturday will be led by' Broderbund Software Company in the use of the
'resources provided by their software Family . Tree Maker. Two additional
•
sessiOns are yet to be announced: ReservationS are required as space is limited.
FOr reservations and information, call (sip) 238-3818. IDev6loped in collaboration with the museum's,African American Cultural Program Committee.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 22

•

We Were There Too: African Americans in the Gold Rush
Performance & Activity Day
Loo — 4:00 p.m.*
•

James MooreTheatre and.Fish Pond
Through *music, dance and theater, performer James Tyrone 'Wallace presents
characters based on the. experiences of .blacks in California at the time of the
Gold Rush. The characters will-reveal sonic of the stories of African Americans'
who 'were already, in California and those who arrived during the oldRush
. • in
pursuit of gold and freedom. The -audience will interact with Wallace through
. his : use-of "call 'and response,"' rap and other musical pieces insPired by black
history Of this era and Created especially for. this performance. Appr opriatefff
• children 8 years of * and older. ,

Children are invited to bring-a snapaiot or ' have their picture taken for, $1 for a .
. family tree activity:
- *Performance will be from I — 2 p.m. followed by the family tree .activity.•

s

Ron l.,imbaugh, Professor of History at University of the Pacific, gives a slide
lecture, on placer mining, hard rock mining, hydraulic
mining, and dredging.
. ,
SUNDAY, MARCH *15

Women of the Gold Wish: Juana Briones and
Mary pipit' Pleasant
A CCH. Chautauqua Prograrn

2:00 --4:30 p.m.
James Moore' Theatre
Renowned national award-winning storyteller Olga Loya 'portrays Juana
Briones, one of the most prominent women of early California. Juana Brioncs
grew up as the daughter of the .Commandante.of. the Presidio Of San Francisco.
Her success as a businesswoman, landowner, rancher and humanitarian was
unus.ualfor'a woman of her times.
Scholar,' lecturer and performing artist Susheel Bibbs portrays .Mary Ellen
Pleasant, N,Vho was,a civil rights activist and philanthropist known as the .
"Mother of Civil' Rights" in .:Calitornia because of herwork in aiding runaway
slaves, and winning a civil rights case in court.
.SUNDAY, MARCH '22 2

:Dame Shirley's Days of '49
Performance & Activity DaY
1:00 — 4:00 p.m..*
•
•

,,
James Moore ' Theatre and Fish Pond

•
Join the adveneure-- -the good times.and the bad—with a true California
pioneer, Dame: Shirley: See- the GOld Rush through the eyes of a Woman in
this interactive performance featuring so:56es, songs and rPoetry..Actress Naomi
Caspe adapts the accounts . recorded 'in .77w Shirley Letters, written in 184 by
Lonise Amelia Knapp Smith Clappe. • '
Make a Gold Rush journal kit by *creating a. booklet of parchment paper, •
getting your-own 'quill pen, and rolling a beeswax candle to • light your writing
during those lonely nights in the gold fields!
•
*PerfOrrnanc' e will be from 1-2 p.m followed, by arts and crafts activities and a
chance to meet Dame Shirley.

SUNDAY, APRIL 5 •

SUNDAY, APRIL 19

Lecture:
The California Environment—Before and
•
After the Gold Rush •

The Art :of the Gold Rush
2:00 — 4:00 p.m.
James Moore Theatre

. 2:60 — 4:00 p.m
James Moore Theatre.Raymond Dasmann, Professor of Ecology Emeritus,. University of California at
Santa Cruz,lectures on -the effects of- the Gold Rush on California ecology.
•

Janice Driesbach, Curator of Art, Crocker Art Museum, Saeramento
and
.
Harvey L. Jones, 'Senior Curator. of Am-Oakland Museuni•of California, give-a.
. lecture and slide presentation on the art of the Gold Rush and its legacy.

SATURDAY APRIL 18

SATURDAY. APRIL 25

California Indians and the Gold Rush
2:00. — .5:00 p.m
James Moore Theatre •

Panel Discussion—Laws and Politics Affecting People of •
Color in the Gold Rush
•
4:32 p.m.. •
Lecture Hall • -

The legacy of Gold Rush on ,California's native peoples is explored in a
lecture by historian- James . Rawls and a panel discussion featuring California
Indian scholars 'and community representatives.

Native American Studies, California State University; Sacramento

California historian Charles . Wollenberg lea'cls a panel of- experts-in discussing
the effects of Gold Rush lax-vs and politics on people of color. professor Charles
McClain of U. C. Berkeley,. author of. In Search of .Equality: The Chinese Strinde
Against Discrimination in Alinereeinh-Ceniury America, will speak about the .
.
experience of the Chinescas they rushed to Gold Mountain. Joseph Meyers
(Porno) of the'National Indian justice Center wiliaddress the effectS of Gold
Rush laws on California Indians, The experience- Of At-6Ln Americans during
this period-in California's'history will be discussed:by Clarence: Cesar of
California State Parks; and Felix Gutien-ez, a -descendent olCalifornios who
has conducted research into the laws of the time, will present' the Latino .
experience. Developed in collaboration with the museum's African American
Cultural Prograin Committee. • •
.
! •

HAitiv . FONS.ECA (Nisenan Maidu, Hawaiian, I Portuguese), Arti.st'

SUNDAY, APRIL

Lecture
JAMES . RAWLS, author and Instructor of History, I)iablo Valley College'

Panel
EDWARD CASTILLO (Cahuilla), 'Professor of Native American Studies,

Sonoma State University

•

•

FRANK LA1EN4 (Wintu), Professor of Art and Ethnic Studies; Director of

APNIL Mo0uE

(Nisenan Maidu, Washo), tribal historian

QLEN VILLA (MiwOk), tribal historian

Audience participants are encouraged to view the exhibition
THE DISCOVERY OF COLD IN CALIFORNIA: .Paintings by Han)) Fonseca
in the Breuner Gallery before the program begins..
•

•

26 -

Kick Up Your Heels: There's Gold in Them Fields!
Peiformarice Dzy.
1:0,0 — 4:00 p.m.
. Museum Gardeos
Save the date for this . foot-stomping, fun-filled afternoon featuring
performances of dance from the Gold Rush era. dances will be interactive
in format-allowing for audience participation s and learning.
•

EVERY WEEKEND FROM JANUARY 24 - JULY 26,'1998

• FRIDAY NIGHT EVENTS
at the Oakland Museum of California

Gold Panning Experience'
Saturdays ii. a.M. to 5 p.m.
Sundays—Noon to.5.p.m.
last admissions sold ,at 4:30•p.m.
Rishell Court, Museum Gardens

The entire'museum
. is open every Friday night until 9 .p.m from January 30
through July :24, 1998. The museum'cafe will be open until 9 p.m.

Willyour gold panning efforts an out or end up a flash in the pan? Find ciut
how hard it was to pan for gold in this spe.ciallY-designed-hands-on activity area'
in he museum gardens. Discover some of the different techniques the miners
used to find the precious metal. Cost is $.1: per person, free for museum members
and for-children 5 and under and for parents helping theiryo.ungaildren.

The following events begin at 7 p.m. Programs are free with
museunr admission.

Friday Nights
DISCOUNTED
ADMISSION!

Unless otherwise noted, programs will be in the James Moore Theatre.

MARCH .6

The Gold Rush Sisters•
2 A Musical .Pe4-ormance for Families ,

Playing instalments of the time, including fiddle r banjo, gintar, accordionand
spoons, The Gold Rush Sisters (Libby McLaren and Robin Hower).transport
you to California in the I85Os through stories and songs. This highjspirited•duo
*takes you on a journey through the' gold rush camps where you will drop in to
Sum Luni Woo's general store, visit the hard,wOrking, raucous vomen of
Hangtown, cower when Black 'Bart robs .a stagecoaCh, meet anAlrican
American ' slave striking a claim of
own, arid hear about James Marshall's
digcovery of gold in 1848.
MARCH 20

MUSEUM GENERAL ADMISSION-

Antonio' Garra: A California Indian Civil Rights Activist
A. CCI'-I Chautauqua Program'
•

GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories, includes a special exhibition surcharge
6r$ 3 . On the first Sunday of each month, the general admission fee will be
waived, but the $3 Special exhibition surcharge will continue to apply to all
visitors to the Gold Rush! exhibitions.
•

JANUARY 24 - JULY

g 6. 1998.

MARCH 27

Adults .

$8*

Senior's (65. and over)

$6*

Students (youth anti- adults with valid . ID)

$6*

,Meinbers
Children (under 5)

•

Jose Rivera, scholar, .ranger and interpretive specialist for the California State
Parks Service, portrays Antonio Garra,.a Cupeno" Indian who vas' the leader of
the 1851 Indian:tax revolt in southern California against-the United StateS. He
also fought for Indian tights to clue proEess i1 1 the judicial system. He lost his
struggle and his life in the cause.- .

$3*
Free

- *On the day. purchased, includes admittance to all permanent galleries, all GOLD
RUSH! exhibitions,.and the use of a COLDSEVER! audioguide for the special
exhibition, GOLD FEVER! The Ldie and Legacy of the California Gold Rush.

Friendly Fire: A 49er's Life with the 114iuvok People
One-Man Play by Rick 'Foster
Actor Van Gordon portrays Jeff- Blake, a 49er from Missouri who comes to the
Mother Lode in 'the Gold Rush, • dreaming. Of riches. .He hares the prejudices
that the •white Americans of hii day-felt toward the Native Peoples. But when
he is lost and injured in the 'mountains, he is taken in and rescued by a village
of Miwok people. He discovers that everything he' thought he knew about
.
Indians' is wrong. AccePted by the people, he grows to love them: -chen, when
their very 'existence is threatened, he risks his , life in an attempt to avert the •
catastrophe. Friendly Fire tells a powerful story about cultural conflict and
understanding.

FRIDAY NIGHT EVENTS
at the Oakland Museum of California
.

APRIL 3

These public: programs are part of COLD RUSH! Califbrnia's . Untold Stories, a'si-N---ilionth
commenioration_at the Oakland Museum of Califomi of the rich history,and enduring
legacy of the California hold Rush: The.commenioration opens January 24, 1998 and
features: .
.
COLD FEVER! The Lure and Lega4 of the Catihrizia (old Rush (January 24 July 26, 1998)
Silver & 'Gold: Cased Images of tbe"California Cold-Rush (January 2+—July. 26. , 1998)

_

Friendly Fire:
'A 49er's Life with the Mivvok People
A One-Mart Play by Rick Foster
.description.
See arch
APRIL 17

Art of the Cold Rush (January 24 — May 3 , 1998)
THE. DISCOVERY OF 'COLD IN CALIFORNIA: Paintiugs by Harry

s (April . 18, 1998 .—January 3, 1999)

,
and public programs and performances, teacher workshops,. new curriculum materials,.
on=line resources and suitcase exhibits. The Oakland -Museum 'of Californias GOLD RUSH! •
commemoration has.been desigmated a Golden Partner by the California Gold Discoyery
to Statehood Sesquicentennial Commission.
.

Van Gordon portrays
Jeff. Blake in Friendly Fire

THE DISCOVERY OF . GOLD IN CALIFORNIA:

Paintings by Harry Fonseca ,

•.
• •
Opening reception for the . special exhibition. An installation of paintings , by
artist Hany Fonseca addresses the legacy of the Gold Rush. Brenner Gallery,
Cowell Hall of California History.

_,., - ;Gold Rush Sponsors'
.PRESENTING:SPONSORS
..
The National Eridownint for the Humanities, The- Clorox Company Foundation;
Anonym o' us, City-of Oakland, California Department of Ethication,.and
Oakland Museum Women's Board. •

Friday Nights

APRIL 24 '

DISCOUNTED

Carnillo Ynitia:
A California Indian Traversing Three Cultures

ADMISSION!

• MAJOR , SPONSORS
BarkleyOund, Waltcr & Elise Haas Fund, Kaiser P,errnanente, Wells Fargo, .
F.E. Corder, S.H.: Cowell Foundation, Levi -Strauss Foundation,:
'
Trhe • Bernard Osber Foundation, Pacific Gas and Electric C6mPaily, , •
• The Rockefeller Foundation, The L.J. Skagp and Mary C. Skaggs Foundation,
and.Transamerica.Fodndation.

A CCH Chautauqua Program
•
Scholar, and ranger for the California State Parks Service, Jose Rivera portrays
Camillo Ynitia, the last chief of the coastal Miwok village . of OlomPali. Camillo
Ynitia was one of a thanclful of Native• Californians who successfully traversed
three cultures. Born into the_traditional Miwok world, he adapted to the
Spanish world, experienced the Californio%Mexican period„ and witnessed the
entrance of the American period in California. Considered a genre de razon
(a person of reason) during the Mexican period, he was a compadre of Mariano
Vallejo, who helped hiiir acquire his Rancho Olompali., •
•

- CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS
APL Limited, Richard & Rhoda G O
- ldman Fund,' Oakland Museum History Guild,
Mr.. and Mrs% Ellis Stephens, Union Bank of Califomi Chevrori, David and Lyn Anderson,:
California Arts Council, California Connell for the Humanities, Christie's, Crosby Heafey
Roach.& May, Helen 'F. Novy, pacific Bell Foundation, Steven'Read, Albert Shumate,
William F. Weeden, and Members and friends Of the Oakland Museum of California.

Special discOunted admission for Friday nights covers entry to all Gbia
Ri.thh exhibitions, including GOLD FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the
California Cold Rush.
FRIDAYS FROM 3 TO 9 P.M.

Adults
Seniors (65 and over)
Students (youth and adults-with valid ID)'
.•
Members
Children (under 5)

•

• $5
S3
'$3
Free
'Free

Call (510)238-381S- for more information and a . listing of Friday night And
weekend prOgrams from May through July, '1998.

1:0115.0.47

"

MEDIA .SPONSORS
KR.01":4-TV 4, BayTV, The Gate, San Francisco Chronicle, and BART.
:.
•
ADDITIONAL SUPPORT'
•
Kamer-§inger & AssOciates, Outdoor Systems, Hal Riney & Partners,
Republic Entertainment, .E'& J. Gallo Winery, Lakeside Foundation, Jaines•R. 'Moore,
Ramsay Family FOundation, Mary T. BaldwM,. Lois M. De . Dominico, Morris Stulsaft
Foundation, Oakmead Foundation, James and Janice Vohs, FtiSter Poultiy Farms,
Denny. and Ruth -McLeod, William F. Sharon, 'Target:,Stores, Rotary International,
and Mr. and Mn: Michael WilSey.
•

OAKLAND
MUSEUM
Of

OAKLAND MUSEUM q(CALIFORNIA
000 OA K • STR E.T
OAKLAND. CALTORNIA 94(307

Special museum hours during
COLD RUSH! piLLIFORNIA'S UNTOLD STORIES
;are: Tuesday,Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m:
Friday extended hours, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
The museum is closed on Mondays. -

COVER PHOTOS:

Tap

Olga Loya portrays
Juana Briones in Histgry
Plioto: Mike. Blumensaadt •
Top right: The Goldrush Sisters.
Photo: Irene Young
Bottom left: Panning experience.
Photo: Joe Samberg
•
Bottom right: Sandra Kannisikiti
portrays Biddy Mason in
History Alive!
Photo: Mike Blinnensaadt

-

THE LURE AND LEGACY OF •
THE CALIFORMAGOLD RUSH

_WELCOME
Welcome to GOLD FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the
California Gold Rush. GOLD FEVER! 'commemorates
the r5oth anniversary of the discovery of gold at S.utter's
Mill on January 14, 1848. The exhibition is presented
through a free Audio Tour. This .easy-to-use audio program is your personal guide to the exhibition. It will allow
you to walk in the footsteps of those who were part of the
Gold Rush experience and to hear their words and stories.
There are also several Discovery Centers throughout
the exhibition Which allow you to step off the main tour
and elplore objects and issues more intimately through a
series of hands-on activities.
Come explore the magical lure of gold fever!

1100 HAL ENDOWNI E NT FOR ThE

HUMANITIES

GALLERY GUIDE INSTRUCTIONS

Your Audio Guide is easy to use. You can select what you
want to hear, and how much you hear. Simply locate the
numbered labels throughout the exhibition, enter that
number on the Audio Guide keypad and press the green
PLAY button. That's all there is to it.

GIANT GOLD MACHINES

General Audio Tour
The General Audio Tour is designed for audiences ages
13 and older.
• introductory messages will be heard automatically, as
you proceed from gallery to gallery
• other exhibition messages are optional and are selected
by you. Just look for the brown numbered symbols. The
larger symbols describe entire exhibits; the smaller
symbols describe objects within the exhibits

ENTERTAINMENT

LOS ANGELES

THE LEGACY

NIA
RCE

LAW
& ORDER

If at any time you want to stop a message, you can either:
• press the red STOP button on your Audio Guide, or *
•• enter another number and press the green
button, or

START
PROSPECT 'C

SAN FRANCISCO

• proceed through to the next gallery, and.a new
automatic message will play

Youth Audio Tour

LIFE OF THE MINER

The Youth Audio Tour is designed for 4th grade visitors,
but is appropriate for ages 7 through 12.

EXIT
11abliliffillI11111111

Silid1111111111

• just look for the green numbered symbols that say
"Youth Tour"
STEPPING
BACK IN
TIME

• children can listen to the General Audio Tour messages,
and adults can listen to the Youth Audio Tour messages
• Both Audio Tours are available in English, Spanish and
Cantonese. The Audio Tours were produced by Antenna
Audio Tours.

LIFORNI
NTHE EVE
R

RUSHING
BY LAND

GOLD FEVER!
RUSHING
BY SEA

HELP!

Please press the HELP message on your Audio Guide if
you. want a refresher course on how to use the unit. Just
enter "1". on the Audio Guide, and press the green PLAY
button. If you are experiencing any difficulties with your
Audio Guide, please contact any gallery assistant or
docent wearing a green vest.
An index of other general museum information available
on audio is listed on the back of the Audio Guide.

SPREADING THE NEWS

FIRST
FINDS

1

DISCOVERY
ENTER

--3•n•••PI

0

GOLD RUSH! Exhibitions at the Oakland Museum
'Don't miss any of the GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories exhibitions:
GOLD FE VER! The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush, located
in the Great Hall, is open through July z6.
Art of the Gold Rush, featuring 7 2. works of art about the gold rush, is
located in the Art Special Callery, at the-rearof the Gallery of California Art
on the third level. Art of the Gold Rush, organized by the Crocker Art
Museurn and the Oakland Museum of California, is open through May 31.
Silver and Gold: Cased Images of the California Gold Rush, featuring io

daguerreotypes and other early photographs, is located at the rear of the
.Cowell Hall of California History on the second level, and is open through
July /6.
Discovery of Gold in California: Paintings by Harry Fonseca, will be on
view in the Breuner
Gallery, at the rear of the Cowell Hall of California
—
History on the second level, April 18, 1998 through January 3, 1999.

GOLD PANNING EXPERIENCE
In addition to the GOLD RUSH! exhibitions, there is an engaging hands-on
mining activity area in the museum gardens on weekends, where you can
experience what it is like to pan for gold!
GOLD RUSHI PUBLIC PROGRAMS
The Oakland Museum of California is presenting an exciting six-month
array of public programs associated with GOLD RUSH! California's
Untold Stories, including lectures, panel discussions,-musical, dance and theatrical performances, film presentations, an4 . special tours of the gold
country and Bay Area. These programs are designed for adults, families and
children. Please pick up a C-alendar of GOLD RUSH! programs in the foyer
as you exit the exhibitiOn today.
EXHIBITION DATES & HOURS
The Oakland Museum of California is open for the GOLD RUSH!
exhibitions Tuesday through Sunday, so to 5, with extended hours Friday
evenings until 9.
FOR FUTURE RESERVATIONS ".
Reseations for specific days and times to GOLD FEVER! The Lure and
Legacy of the California Gold Rush may be made in advance. Please call
r888-OAK-MUSE (62.5-6873) or 510-z38-zzoo for more information,
and to request the date and time you prefer.
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
The Oakland Museum of California is proud to offer GOLD RUSH!
California's Untold Stories. We are indebted to the generous support
of our Presenting Sponsors, including the National Endowment for the
Humanities, a federal agency, The Clorox Company Foundation,
Anonymous, City of Oakland, California Department of Education,
and the Oakland Museum Women's Board.
Major Sponsors include the Barkley Fund, Walter and Elise Haas Fund,
Kaiser Permanente, Wells Fargo, F.E. Corder, S.H. Cowell Foundation,
Levi Strauss Foundition, The Bernard Osher Foundation, Pacific Gas and
Electric Company, The Rockefeller Foundation, The L.J. Skaggs and
Mary C. Skaggs Foundation, and Trat-iarnerica Foundation.
Contributing Sponsors are APL Limited, Richard and Rhoda Goldman
Fund, Oakland Museum History Guild, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Stephens,
Union Bank of California, Chevron, David and Lyn Anderson, California
Arts Council, California Council for the Humanities, Christie's,
Cosby Heafy Roach and May, Helen F. Novy, Pacific Bell foundation,

Steven Read, AlbertShumate, William F. Weeden, and members and
friends of the Oakland Museum of California.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Oakland Museum of California creates opportunities and inspiration for

people to discover, explore and appreciate California's rich environment, history
and art. Created by the citizens of the City of Oakland in 1969, it is one of the
largest cultural institutions in the San Francisco Bay Area and the only museum
devoted exclusively to collecting, preserving and interpreting California.
For additional information about COW RUSH! California's Untold Stories, call
the exhibition hodine at 888/OAK-MUSE (625-6873) or visit the exhibition's
website at www.museumca.org/goldnash.html.

MUSEUM HOURS
Special hours during GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories:
Tuesday—Sunday, to a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday extended hours,
to a.m. to 9 p.m.; closed . Mondays.

SI-1.

GOLD RUSH! EXHIBITION ADMISSION
The admission price includes general admission to the museum and
a $3 special exhibition surcharge for the COLD RUSH! exhibition.
Adults
Senior Citizens (65 and over)
Students (youth and adults with valid ID)
Members
Children (under five)

$8
$6
36
$3
Free

CALIFORNIA'S

UNTOLD STORIES

FRIDAYS (3-9 P.M.), NO SPECIAL EXHIBITION SURCHARGE

Adults
Senior Citizens (65 and over)
Students (youth and adults with valid
Members
Children (under five)

ID)

$5
$3
$3

-

Free
Free

EXHIBITIONS

FIRST SUNDAY OF THE MONTH, GENERAL ADMISSION WAIVED,
EXHIBITION SURCHARGE ONLY

Adults
Senior Citizens (65 and over)
Students (youth and adults with valid ID)
Members
Children (under five)

OLD
FEVER!

$3
$3
$3
$3
Free

THE LURE AND LEGACY OF
THE CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH

SCHOOL AND GROUP TOUR RESERVATIONS
School and Group Tour Reservations are available by calling the museum
at 510/238-3514.
MUSEUM MEMBERSHIP
Membership offers many benefits, including free admission (except to
GOLD RUSH!), discounts on store purchases, and members-only events.
If you are interested in becoming a member, contact the Oakland
Museum of California's membership office at 510/238-2917.

01 TI-IF.

GOLD RUSH

LOCATION
The museum is located at Oak and toth Streets in Oakland, one block
from the Lake Merritt BART station. Ride BART for convenience!
Inside: Unknown maker, Two Miners with Cold Nugget Stick-Pins, c. 1853. Oakland Museum
Art Department Collections; Miners in a River, 18505. Courtesy of Oakland Museum of
California; Charles Christian Nahl and Frederick August Wenderoth, Miners in the Siemr, 185i.
National Museum of American Arc, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., gift of the Fred
Heilbron Collection.
Flaps: John Woodhouse Audubon, San Francisco, 1850. Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, gift of
Eva Scott Fenyes.
Cover: Unknown maker, Woman in Miner's Clothes (detail), ISsos. The Huntington Library,
San Marino, California; E. Hall Martin, Mountain Jack and a Wandering Miner (detail), 1850.
Oakland Museum of California, gift of Concours d'Antiques, Art Guild; Unknown maker,
77,onias Drew, Forty-niner. Collection of the Society of California Pioneers.

OAKLAND
MUSEUM
of

OAKLAND MUSEUM of CALIFORNIA
boo OAK STKEET, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94607
GENERAL INFORMATION: 510/238-2200

SILVER
&GOLD

Cased Images of the California Gold Rush

OAKLAND
MUSSUM

OAKLAND MUSEUM
of CALIFORNIA

PRESENTING SPONSORS:

tn
ao lox

NATIONA1 ENDOWMENT FOR THE

The mere mention of the California Gold
Rush conjures up vivid images of westward
migration, miners' camps and panning for gold.
But the real stories of the Gold Rush go far
beyond this. One hundred and fifty years ago,
the discovery of gold in California and the Gold
Rush initiated the explosive development of the
dynamic, diverse state we know today.

HUMANITIES
National Endowment
for the Humanities

Anonymous, City of Oakland, California Department of Education,
and Oakland Museum Women's Board.

MAJOR SPONSORS:
Barkley Fund, Walter & Elise Haas Fund, Kaiser Permanence,
Wells Fargo, F.E. Corder, S.H. Cowell Foundation,
Levi Strauss Foundation, The Bernard Osher Foundation,
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, The Rockefeller Foundation,
The L.J. Skaggs and Mary C. Skaggs Foundation, and
Transamerica Foundation.

In GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories you
will discover how the California Gold Rush
contributed to the state's modern-day complexities and played a significant role in our
cultural diversity, environmental awareness
and ever-shifting society.

CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS:
APL Limited, Richard & Rhoda Goldman Fund,
Oakland Museum History Guild, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Stephens,
Union Bank of California, Chevron, David and Lyn Anderson,
California Arts Council, California Council for the Humanities,
Christie's, Crosby Heafey Roach & May, Helen F. Novy,
Pacific Bell Foundation, Steven Read, Albert Shumate,
William F. Weeden, and members and friends of the
Oakland Museum of California.

GOLD RUSH! includes three interrelated exhibitions, public programs and performances, new
statewide public school curriculum materials,
on-line resources and traveling exhibits that
explore the enduring legacy of this profound
event.

MEDIA SPONSORS:

GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories is a Golden Partner
of the California Sesquicentennial Commission.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The Oakland Museum of California creates opportunities and inspiration for

January 24=May 31,1998 .

people to discover, explore and appreciate California's rich environment, history
and art. Created by the citizens of the City of Oakland in 1969, it is one of the
largest cultural institutions in the San Francisco Bay Area and the only museum
devoted exclusively to collecting, preserving and interpreting California.
For additional information about GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories, call
the exhibition hotline at 888/OAK-MUSE (625-6873) or visit the exhibition's
website at wvow.museumca.org/goldrush.html.

MUSEUM HOURS'
Special hours during GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories:
Tuesday—Sunday, To a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday extended hours,
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.; closed Mondays.

• OF THE

OLD RUSH

GOLD RUSH! EXHIBITION ADMISSION
The admission price includes general admission to the museum and
a $3 special exhibition surcharge for the GOLD RUSH! exhibition.
Adults
Senior Citizens (65 and over)
Students (youth and adults with valid ID)
Members
Children (under five)

$8
$6
$6
83
Free

FRIDAYS (379 P.M.), NO SPECIAL EXHIBITION SURCHARGE

Adults
Senior Citizens (65 and over)
Students (youth and adults with valid ID)
Members
Children (under five)

$5
83
$3
Free
Free

FIRST SUNDAY OF THE MONTH, GENERAL ADMISSION WAIVED,
EXHIBITION SURCHARGE ONLY

Adults
Senior Citizens (65 and over)
Students (youth and adults with valid ID)
Members
Children (under five)

$3
$3
83
$3
Free

SCHOOL AND GROUP TOUR RESERVATIONS
School and Group Tour Reservations are available by calling the museum
at 510/238-3514.
MUSEUM MEMBERSHIP
Membership offers many benefits, including free admission (except to
GOLD RUSH!), discounts on store purchases, and members-only events.
If you are interested in becoming a member, contact the Oakland
Museum of California's membership office at 510/238-2917.
LOCATION
The museum is located at Oak and Toth Streets in Oakland, one block
from the Lake Merritt BART station. Ride BART for convenience!
Inside: Unknown maker, Two Miners with Gold Nugget Stick-Pins, c. 1853. Oakland Museum
Art Department Collections; Miners in a River, 1850s. Courtesy of Oakland Museum of
California; Charles Christian Nahl and Frederick August Wenderoth, Miners in the Sierra, t SSI.
National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., gift of the Fred
Heilbron Collection.
Flaps: John Woodhouse Audubon, So'n Francisco, 183o. Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, gift of
Eva Scott Fenyes.
Cover Unknown maker, Woman in Miner's Clothes (detail), 183os. The Huntington Library,
San Marino, California; E. Hall Martin, Mountain Jack and a Wandering Miner (detail), 1850.
Oakland Museum of California, gift of Concours d'Antiques, Art Guild; Unknown maker,
Thomas Drew, Fonrniner. Collection of the Society of California Pioneers.
OAKLAND
M US E

of

of CALIFORNIA
i000 OAK STREET, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94607
GENERAL INFORMATION: 510/238-2200

OAKLAND MUSEUM

Art of the Gold Rush, a collaborative exhibition

between the Oakland Museum of California and the
Crocker Art Museum of Sacramento, reveals a wonderful visual history through paintings, watercolors
and drawings of the California Gold Rush that document the period from 1848 to the mid-1880s,
when a core of resident artists created the first artists'
community in California.
Among the subject matter in the exhibition are vistas of San Francisco, reflecting the city's growth and
change during the Gold Rush; genre paintings of
prospectors, settlers and life in the mining camps;
and portraits of California residents, including John
A. Sutter, at whose lumber mill gold was first discovered, and Washington A. Bartlett, the first alcalde
(mayor) of San Francisco. Landscape views portray
California's natural beauty, abundance and diversity.

January
24-July
26,1998
.....
.
.

SILVER

Cased Images of the California Gold Rush
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Silver & Gold presents the first major exhibition
of Gold Rush photographs—T.5o stunning
daguerreotypes and ambrotypes made between 1848
and 1860. Photography was barely 1.0 years old
when gold was discovered ,. and the rush of fortune
seekers that descended on California brought many
daguerreotype practitioners, making this remarkable
world event the first to be documented photographically.
The exhibition includes rare images of Native
Californians, the earliest known portrait of a Chinese
man in California, and portraits of the Mexican
Califomios whose forebears first arrived in the ath
century. Panoramas of San Francisco document the
explosive growth of the city, and images of the gold
fields reflect the miners' rough houses, sunburned
faces and makeshift clothes, capturing a sense of the
loneliness and detemiination of men working under
difficult conditions far from home. Women 49ers
are also portrayed—wives, mothers, and other
hardy individuals who made the arduous journey to

••

SYMPOSIUM
DAY ONE, JANUARY '24, 1998

8:15 - 8:55 Registration
9:00 - 9:10 Opening Remarks
9:10 - 9:50' J.S. Holliday,
Historian and author of GOLD FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush and
The World Rushed In: The California Gold Rush Experience, will serve as keynote speaker and
present the Gold Rush as an event of worldwide importance that drew people to California
from many points around the globe.

10:00 -10:40 Malcolm Rohrbough,
Professor of History at the University of Iowa, and author of Days of Gold: The California Gold
Rush and the American Nation, Will serve as the second speaker, describing the Gold Rush as a
national experience.

11:00 -12:30 Panel discussion
"The Gold Seekers: Who They Were, Why They Came and What They Found":

Ling-chi Wang, Associate Professor, Department of Ethnic Studies, University of
California, Berkeley;

Frank La Pena, Professor of Art and Ethnic Studies and Director of Native
American Studies, California State University, Sacramento;

Rodger Birt, Professor of Humanities and American Studies, California State
University San Francisco;

Lisbeth Haas, Associate Professor of History, University of California, Santa Cruz.
12:30 - 1:30
Lunch
1:30 - 2:10 Patricia Limerick,
Professor of History at the University of Colorado, will give the mid-day lecture: "The Role of
the Gold Rush in Shaping the American West."

2:30 - 4:00 Panel discussion
"Mining the Gold— Mining the Miners":

Ron Limbaugh, Professor of History, University of the Pacific;
T.H. Watkins, former editor of Wilderness magazine, Wallace Stegner, Professor of
Western American Studies, Montana State University, author of 26 books;
James Henley, head of the Sacramento Archives and Museum;
Allen Pastron, archaeologist and president of ArcheoTech in Oakland.
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SYMPOS1T11n1
DAY ON143, JA-1\-CARI%?4, 1998

YiNIPOS11;74- .DAY TWO JANUARY 25, 1998

8:15 - 8:55 Registration

8:15 - 8:55 Registration

9:00 - 9:10 Opening Remarks

9:00 - 9:10 Opening Remarks

9:10 - 9:50 J.S. Holliday,

9:10 - 9:50 Richard White, Professor of History at the University of Washing.

Historian and author of GOLD FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush and
The World Rushed In: The California Gold Rush Experience, will serve as keynote speaker and
present the Gold Rush as an event of worldwide importance that drew people to California
from many points around the globe.

ton and author of It's Your Misfortune and None of My Own: A New History of the
American West, will open the second day of the symposium with a lecture, "The
Legacy of the California Gold Rush."

10:00 - 12:00 Panel discussion
10:00 -10:40 Malcolm Rohrbough,
Professor of History at the University of Iowa, and author of Days of Gold: The California Gold
Rush and the American Nation, will serve as the second speaker, describing the Gold Rush as a
national experience.

11:00 -12:30 Panel discussion

"Statehood, Urban Expansion, Vigilance, Racial and Economic Conflict: The Good,
The Bad and The Ugly":

John Burns, California State Archives;
James 1. Rawls, author, and Instructor of History, Diablo Valley College;

"The Gold Seekers: Who They Were, Why They Came and What They Found":

Susan Johnson, Assistant Professor of History, University of Colorado;
Ling-chi Wang, Associate Professor, Department of Ethnic Studies, University of
California, Berkeley;

Holliday, historian, author and advisor to the GOLD FEVER! project.

American Studies, California State University, Sacramento;

12:00 - 1:00
Lunch

Rodger Birt, Professor of Humanities and American Studies, California State

1:00 - 1:40 Kevin Starr, California State Librarian, historian and author, will pm

University, San Francisco;

"The Gold Rush and the California Dream." Starr will discuss how the Gold Rush
among those events that established California as a place where virtually anything :
possible, bringing about subsequent "rushes"—agriculture, real estate, oil, film, eve
computer chips.

Frank La Pena, Professor of Art and Ethnic Studies . and Director of Native

Lisbeth Haas, Associate Professor of History, University of California, Santa Cruz.

12:30 - 1:30
Lunch
1:30 - 2:10 Patricia Limerick,
Professor of History at the University of Colorado, will give the mid-day lecture: "The Role of
the Gold Rush in Shaping the American West."

2:30 - 4:00 Panel discussion
-Mining the Gold— Mining the Miners":

Ron Limbaugh, Professor of History, University of the Pacific;
T.H. Watkins, former editor of Wilderness magazine, Wallace Stegner, Professor of
Western American Studies, Montana State University, author of 26 books;
James Henley, head of the Sacramento Archives and Museum;
1L14.1

2:00 - 4:00 Panel discussion
"The Legacy of the Gold Rush—A Golden State?":

Gray Brechin, architectural and environmental historian and author;
David Gutierrez, Professor of History, University of California, San Diegt
Michael Duchemin, Curator of History, Autry Museum of Western Heriti
Gerald flaslam, Retired Professor of English, Sonoma State University, co
of The Great Central Valley: California's Heartland.
Call 1-888-Oak-Muse (625-6873) to make reservations, for further information
Museum hours, admission fees and for directions to the museum. You can ali
our web site at: www.museumca.org/goldrush.html.

REGISTRATION

•

E. HALL MARTIN

c. 1850, oil on canvas
Collection of the Oakland Museum of California, gift of Concours D'A ntiques,
the Art Guild, and the Oakland Museum of California
Mountain Jack and a Wandering Miner,

NATIONAL GOLD RUSH SYMPOSIUM
JANUARY 24-25, 1998
Name
Address
City/State/Zip code
Daytime Telephone
QUANTITY

TICKETS
General Admission/$40
Museum Members, Student and Seniors/ $30
Box lunch (optional)/$10
Total Amount Enclosed

TOTAL

0 I am a member of Donor Forum
Pre-registration is recommended. Advance registration will be listed at registration table.
Registration fee includes admission to the museum and morning coffee and pastries.
Box lunches are available at $10 and must be ordered in advance.
Deadline for pre-registration is January 21.
*Please make your checks payable to: OAKLAND MUSEUM OF CALIFORNIA.
Mail your check with this registration form in an envelope to:
NATIONAL GOLD RUSH SYMPOSIUM
Oakland Museum of California, 1000 Oak Street, Oakland, CA 94607
Call 1-888-Oak-Muse (625-6873) to make reservations, for further information about Museum hours,
admission fees and for directions to the museum. You can also visit our web site at:
www.museumca.org/goldrush.html.
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SYMPOSIUM
DAY TWO, JANUARY 25, 1998

8:15 - 8:55 Registration
9:00 - 9:10 Opening Remarks
9:10 - 9:50 Richard White, Professor of History at the University of Washington and author of It's Your Misfortune and None of My Own: A New History of the
American West, will open the second day of the symposium with a lecture, "The
Legacy of the California Gold Rush."

10:00 - 12:00 Panel discussion
"Statehood, Urban Expansion, Vigilance, Racial and Economic Conflict: The Good,
The Bad and The Ugly":

John Burns, California State Archives;
James J. Rawls, author, and Instructor of History, Diablo Valley College;
Susan Johnson, Assistant Professor of History University of Colorado;
J.S. Holliday, historian, author and advisor to the GOLD FEVER! project.

12:00 - 1:00
Lunch
1:00 - 1:40 Kevin Starr, California State Librarian, historian and author, will present
"The Gold Rush and the California Dream." Starr will discuss how the Gold Rush was
among those events that established California as a place where virtually anything seemed
possible, bringing about subsequent "rushes"—agriculture, real estate, oil, film, even
computer chips.

2:00 - 4:00 Panel discussion
"The Legacy of the Gold Rush—A Golden State?":

Gray Brechin, architectural and environmental historian and author;
David Gutierrez, Professor of History University of California, San Diego;
Michael Duchemin, Curator of History Autry Museum of Western Heritage;
Gerald Haslam, Retired Professor of English, Sonoma State University co-author
of The Great Central Valley: California's Heartland.
Call 1-888-Oak-Muse (625-6873) to make reservations, for further information about
Museum hours, admission fees and for directions to the museum. You can also visit
our web site at: www.museumca.org/goldrush.html.

ntinuing lecture series on select Sunday afternoons from 2 -4 p.m. will be offered in
tection with the exhibitions. The series will include:
uary 8
Leath San Francisco—Gold Rush Stories Unfold" by archaeologist Allen Pastron, who
iirected a variety of archaeological projects in recent years in downtown San Francisco.
ch 8
aing Gold in California," a slide lecture by Ron Limbaugh, Professor of History, University
e Pacific, on placer mining, hard rock mining, hydraulic mining, and dredging.
15
California Environment—Before and After the Gold Rush" by Raymond Dasmann,
essor of Ecology Emeritus, University of California, Santa Cruz.
:I 19
: Art of the Gold Rush" by Janice Driesbach, Curator of Art, Crocker Art Museum,
imento; "The Legacy of Gold Rush Art" by Harvey L. Jones, Senior Curator of Art,
and Museum of California.
3
. Francisco—The Imperial City" by architectural and environmental historian and author
Brechin, who is currently completing a written history of San Francisco.
17
)1_,IC—A Gold Rush Ship" by Thomas N. Layton, Professor and Chair, Department of
iropology, San Jose State University, and director of the FROLIC Shipwreck Project.
•31
ifornia Cased Images: The Photography of the Gold Rush" by Drew Heath Johnson,
itor of Fine Art Photography, and Marcia Eymann, Curator of Historical Photography, both
e Oakland Museum of California; and photographic historian Peter Palmquist, California
: University, Humboldt, on daguerreotypes, ambrotypes and tintypes of the period and
t they tell us today.
: 14
men Writers of the Gold Rush" by Ida Rae Egli, Department of English, Santa Rosa Junior
?ge, and author of No Rooms of Their Own: Women Writers in Early California.
: 28
ceptions of California and the American West" by Howard Lamar, Yale University
' Tian, a discussion of the historians and works that have influenced Americans' perceptions
alifornia and the West.
•
iission to the lecture series is free with museum admission.
symposium and lecture series are part of GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories a sixth commemoration at the Oakland Museum of California of the rich history and enduring
of the California Gold Rush. The commemoration opens January 24, 1998 and features
ID FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush, Silver & Gold: Cased Images of the
'ornia Gold Rush, and Art of the Gold Rush, public programs and performances, teacher
<shops, new curriculum materials, on-line resources and suitcase exhibits. The Oakland
eum of California's GOLD RUSH! commemoration has been designated a Golden Partner
le California Gold Discovery to Statehood Sesquicentennial Commission.

E. HALL MARTIN
Mountain Jack and a Wandering Miner, c. 1850, oil on canvas

Collection of the Oakland Museum of California, gift of Concours D'Antiques,
the Art Guild, and the Oakland Museum of California

NATIONAL GOLD RUSH SYMPOSIUM
JANUARY 24-25, 1998
Name
Address
City/State/Zip code
Daytime Telephone
TICKETS
General Admission/$40
Museum Members, Student and Seniors/ $30
Box lunch (optional) /810
Total Amount Enclosed

QUANTITY

TOTAL

0 I am a member of Donor Forum
Pre-registration is recommended. Advance registration will be listed at registration table.
Registration fee includes admission to the museum and morning coffee and pastries.
Box lunches are available at $10 and must be ordered in advance.
Deadline for pre-registration is January 21.
Please make your checks payable to: OAKLAND MUSEUM OF CALIFORNIA.
Mail your check with this registration form in an envelope to:
NATIONAL GOLD RUSH SYMPOSIUM
Oakland Museum of California, 1000 Oak Street, Oakland, CA 94607
Call 1-888-Oak-Muse (625-6873) to make reservations, for further information about Museum hours,
admission fees and for directions to the museum. You can also visit our web site at:
www.museumca.org/goldrush.html.

LECTURE SERIES

A continuing lecture series on select Sunday afternoons from 2 - 4 p.m. will be offered in
connection with the exhibitions. The series will include:
February 8
"Beneath San Francisco--Gold Rush Stories Unfold" by archaeologist Allen Pastron, who
has directed a variety of archaeological projects in recent years in downtown San Francisco.
March 8
"Mining Gold in California," a slide lecture by Ron Limbaugh, Professor of History, University
of the Pacific, on placer mining, hard rock mining, hydraulic mining, and dredging.
April 5
"The California Environment—Before and After the Gold Rush" by Raymond Dasmarm,
Professor of Ecology Emeritus, University of California, Santa Cruz.
April 19
"The Art of the Gold Rush" by Janice Driesbach, Curator of Art, Crocker Art Museum,
Sacramento; 'The Legacy of Gold Rush Art" by Harvey L. Jones, Senior Curator of Art,
Oakland Museum of California.
May 3
"San Francisco—The Imperial City" by architectural and environmental historian and author
Gray Brechin, who is currently completing a written history of San Francisco.
May 17
"FROLIC—A Gold Rush Ship" by Thomas N. Layton, Professor and Chair, Department of
Anthropology, San Jose State University, and director of the FROLIC Shipwreck Project.
May 31
"California Cased Images: The Photography of the Gold Rush" by Drew Heath Johnson,
Curator of Fine Art Photography, and Marcia Eymann, Curator of Historical Photography, both
of the Oakland Museum of California; and photographic historian Peter Palmquist, California
State University, Humboldt, on daguerreotypes, ambrutypes and tintypes of the period and
what they tell'us today:
June 14
"Women Writers of the Gold Rush" by Ida Rae Egli, Department of English, Santa Rosa Junior
College, and author of No Rooms of Their Own: Women Writers in Early California.
June 28
"Perceptions of California and the American West" by Howard Lamar, Yale University
historian, a discussion of the historians and works that have influenced Americans' perceptions
of California and the West.
Admission to the lecture series is free with museum admission.
The symposium and lecture series are part of GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories a sixmonth commemoration at the Oakland Museum of California of the rich history and enduring
legacy of the California Gold Rush. The commemoration opens January 24, 1998 and features
GOLD FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush, Silver & Gold: Cased Images of the
California Gold Rush, and Art of the Gold Rush, public programs and performances, teacher
workshops, new curriculum materials, on-line resources and suitcase exhibits. The Oakland
Museum of California's GOLD RUSH! commemoration has been designated a Golden Partner
by the California Gold Discovery to Statehood Sesquicentennial Commission.

REGISTRATION

E. HALL NLAIZTIN
Mountain Jack and a Wandering Miner, c. 1850, oil on canvas

Collection of the Oakland Museum of California, gift of Concours D'Antiques,
the Art Guild, and the Oakland Museum of California

NATIONAL GOLD RUSH SYMPOSITJM
JANUARY 24-25, 1998
Name
Address
City/State/Zip code
Daytime Telephone
TICKETS
General Admission/$40
Museum Members, Student and Seniors/ $30
I Box lunch (optional)/$10
Total Amount Enclosed

QUANTITY

TOTAL

0 I am a member of Donor Forum
Pre-registration is recommended. Advance registration will be listed at registration table.
Registration fee includes admission to the museum and morning coffee and pastries.
Box lunches are available at $10 and must be ordered in advance.
Deadline for pre-registration is January 21.
Please make your checks payable to: OAKLAND MUSEUM OF CALIFORNIA.
Mail your check with this registration form in an envelope to:
NATIONA L GOLD RUSH SYMPOSIUM

Oakland Museum of California, 1000 Oak Street, Oakland, CA 94607
Call 1-888-Oak-Muse (625-6873) to make reservations, for further information about Museum hours,
admission fees and for directions to the museum. You can also visit our web site at:
www.museumca.org/goldrush.html.
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A Sampling of Objects from the Exhibitions
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Mountain Jack and a Wandering Miner, c. 185o, oil on canvas.
Collection of the Oakland Museum of California, gift of Concours D'Antiques,
the Art Guild, and the Oakland Museum Association.
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Portrait af a Chinese Mall, C. 185 1.
Collection of the Oakland Museum of California, gift of an anonymous donor.
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Maria RosaliaVallejo Leese, sisier of AlarianoVallejo and urife offaeoll Leese, c. 18 s 1,
quarter-plate daguerreotype.'
Collection of the California Historical Societ-S:, San Francisco.

Faro scorekeeper, six shot pepperbox-Percussion revolver,
California poker deck, drinking glass, and checkerboard game box.
'Collection of the 'Oakland-Museum of,California,.
donors G.P. !Norris, Alice Sproge, and Marian M. Sniffen.

Rocker, wood and sheet iron.
Used in early days of placer mining. Collection of the Oakland Museum of California. .
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Thomas Drew, Foriy-Niner, c. 1852, sixth-plate daguerreotype.
Collection of the Society of California Pioneers, San Francisco.
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William D. Peck of Rough & Ready, California, 1853, watercolor.
Collection of the Oakland Museum of California.
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Portrait cf art Indian Boy, c. 185i, sixth-plate daguerreotype.
Collection of the Oakland Museum of California, gift of an anonymous donor.

THE WAY THEY GO TO CALIFORNIA.
•

NAT IIANIEl. CURRIER
The

Way They Go To Caitlin-Ilia, c. 18 4 9, hand-colored lithograph.

Collection of the Oakland Museum of California, Founders Fund.

ALBUR T US . 1)E1, OR! ENT BROWERE
'• The Lone Prospector; 1853, oil on canvas.

Collection of.the Oakland Museum of California, lent by Hideko Coto-Packard.

Cold Nuggets.
Collection of the Oakland Museum of California, gift of Douglas Kline.

Rocker, wood and sheet iron.
Used in early days of placer mining. Collection of the Oakland Museum of California.
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Thomas Drew, Forty-Nina, c. IS sz, sixth-plate daguerreotype.

Collection oldie Society of California Pioneers, San Francisco.
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William 0. Peck of Rough & Ready, California, 185 3 , watercolor.

Collection of the Oakland Museum of California.

GOLD RUSH!
California's Untold Stories
Contact:

OAKLAND
MUSEUM
Of

Abby Wasserman
Jo Rowlings
Oakland Museum of California
1000 Oak Sc.,.0aldand, CA 94607
510/238-3402 for media calls
510/238-2200 for public information

Experience the Lure and Legacy of
the Califirnia Gold Rush at
the Oakland Museum of California
OAKLAND, California —January 24, 1998, exactly one hundred and fifty years after James

Marshall's discovery of gold in California, the Oakland Museum of California opens the largest and
most comprehensive exhibition and investigation of this complex period in America's history:
GOLD FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the Cahfornia Gold Rush.
GOLD FEVER! will immerse visitors into the sights, sounds and aura of a remarkable era
noted for both its greed and its glory—and the stampede of fortune seekers that poured into California. This multi-disciplinary exhibition, occupying 10,000 square feet, presents the event's explosive
impact on California's economy, population, environment and cultural diversity through interactive
exhibitions, more than 1,000 artifacts, a theatrical audio guide, film footage, a reconstructed archaeological dig, conversations with museum docents, and much more.
Many of the stories told in GOLD FEVER/will be new to those who learned about the Gold
Rush only from elementary school textbooks or a casual tour of Sutter's Mill. Applying new research,
the exhibition seeks to inform the visitor by exposing stereotypes, revealing untold stories, illuminating new truths and calculating the event's lasting impact. Authentic objects, papers, and photographs
document the simultaneous triggering of extraordinary fortunes for some and utter catastrophes for
many others, including California's Native Americans and Califomios. The displays, natural specimens and photographs also vividly present the staggering effect of mining techniques on California's
natural resources and the consequent birth of the conservation movement.
"The 150th anniversary of the Gold Rush is an ideal time to go back and expose its stereotypes, bring forth new discoveries, look at its legacy, and explore what it means for us today," said L.
Thomas Frye, GOLD FEVER! project director. "The Gold Rush lured the world to California in a
frenzy. What happened to California and to the people who were thrown together here by this
accident of fate is the story of this exhibition."
Visitors will begin their GOLD FEVER' tour with a look at nuggets, ingots, coins, jewelry
and other artifacts from around the world that represent the compelling symbolism of gold in human

a.
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history. They will then enter an archaeological "dig" filled with a vast array of 1850s goods, many
found in partially burned ships, piers and buildings below San Francisco, including remarkably
preserved jars of Gold Rush olives.
A second area will present those who were living in California on the eve of the Gold Rush,
native peoples, Californios, Russians and others. Visitors will then be able to immerse themselves in
the events surrounding the moment of discovery of gold by James Marshall in the mill race at Sutter's
Mill in 1848, and pick up newspaper accounts of the extraordinary riches of the first finds.
Tableaux of miners' lives and those who arrived to exploit other opportunities will vividly
depict the experiences of the men, women and children—Anglo Americans, African Americans,
Chinese, Europeans, Mexicans, Chileans, Hawaiians, and more—who made the difficult journey and
took up residence in the gold fields and burgeoning cities under arduous living conditions. "Our
cultural diversity did not happen yesterday," Frye says. "It goes back 150 years in its greatest dimension. It has enabled California to grow and prosper as no other state in the union has."
A personal audio guide, developed by Antenna Theater, will use an innovative theatrical
approach, with actors presenting passionate, insightful first-person accounts taken from journals and
correspondence of the Gold Rush era to provide visitors with a sense of being present on the scene.
The staggering impact of mining on California's environment will be dealt with through
objects related to mining techniques, from panning in streams to the massive destruction of entire
hillsides with enormous hydraulic nozzles that blasted away mountains, silting up California's rivers
for miles downstream and flooding prime agriculture land and towns.
Finally, the exhibition will examine the continuing legacy of the Gold Rush. "If we open our
eyes, we can enjoy the wonderful metaphor of a golden California, and identify with the bold entrepreneurs who struck it rich in mines or in capital endeavors," Frye says. "But we also need to look at
the Gold Rush in a new light. The real challenge is to examine both the winners and losers, and to
look inward at ourselves and think of California's future, our own cultural value systems and our
need to preserve the golden land that sustains us."
GOLD FEVER! will be on view through July 26, 1998 and will be accompanied by a richly
illustrated, 300-page companion book of the same name. The book, published by the University of
California Press, was written by American historian J.S. Holliday, author of the best-selling book on
the Gold Rush, The World Rushed In: The Califirnia Gold Rush Experience.
GOLD FEVER.' will travel to the Autry Museum of Western Heritage in Los Angeles
(September 19, 1998 - January 24, 1999) and to the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium (July 7 October 31, 1999).

-more-
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Presenting sponsors for GOLD FEVER!, its programs and book are the National Endowment for the Humanities, a federal agency, The Clorox Company Foundation, Anonymous, City of
Oakland, California Department of Education and the Oakland Museum Women's Board.
Major sponsors are Barkley Fund, Walter and Elise Haas Fund, Kaiser Permanente, Wells
Fargo, F.E. Corder, S.H. Cowell Foundation, Levi Strauss Foundation, The Bernard Osher Foundation, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Rockefeller Foundation and L.J. Skaggs and Mary C.
Skaggs Foundation.
Contributing sponsors are American President Lines, Ltd., Richard and Rhoda Goldman
Fund, Oakland Museum History Guild, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Stephens, Union Bank of California,
Chevron, David and Lyn Anderson, California Council for the Humanities, Crosby Heafey Roach
and May, Helen F. Novy, Pacific Bell Foundation, Dr. Albert Shumate, William F. Weeden, and
other members and friends of the Oakland Museum of California.
The GOLD FEVER! exhibition is part of GOLD RUSH! Califernia's Untold Storks, a sixmonth commemoration at the Oakland Museum of California of the rich history and enduring
legacy of the California Gold Rush. The six-month presentation opens January 24, 1998 and features three interrelated exhibitions, a major symposium and lecture series, public programs and
performances, teacher workshops, new curriculum materials, on-line resources and traveling exhibits.
The Oakland Museum of California's GOLD RUSH! commemoration has been designated a
Golden Partner by the California Gold Discovery to Statehood Sesquicentennial Commission.
Museum hours for GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories (January 24-July 26, 1998)
will be: Tuesday - Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. The Museum is closed on
Mondays. Admission to the Museum and exhibition will be $8 for adults, $6 for senior citizens (65
and over), $6 for students (youth and adults, with valid ID) and $3 for members. Children under
the age of five are free. This admission indudes general admission to the Museum and a $3.00
special exhibition surcharge. On the first Sunday of each month, the general admission fee will be
waived, but the $3.00 special exhibition surcharge will continue to apply to all visitors to the GOLD
RUSH! exhibitions, except those under the age of five. Special student and group rates will be
available.
Call 510/238-2200 24 hours a day for further information in English and Spanish about
hours, admission fees and for directions to the Museum. You can also visit our web site at:
www.museumca.org/golcirush.html.

OAKLAND
MUSEUM'

GOLD RUSH!
California's Untold Stories
Contact:

of

Abby Wasserman
Oakland Museum of California
1000 Oak St., Oakland, CA 94607
510/238-3402 for media calls
510/238-2200 for public information

Oakland Museum of CaliArnia
GOLD FEVER! Exhibition Features
San Francisco Archaeological Finds
Shipping is the foundation of San Francisco—literally.
The city's downtown is built upon the carcasses of hundreds of ships from the Gold Rush era.
Many of the boats were abandoned in the harbor in the 1850s when both passengers and crew hightailed it for the gold fields, leaving the wooden crafts to fall apart on a stretch dwaterway dubbed
"Rotten Row." They became the city's first landfill, extending San Francisco's Pacific boundary as
they clogged the harbor.
Others were salvaged by enterprising Charles Hare, who dragged the decrepit ships onto the
beach near what is now the intersection of Harrison Street and the Embarcadero, where he demolished them, removed the brass and copper fittings and sold the metal to small foundries along First
Street, along with splintered masts and deck planks to fuel the smelting fires.
"Anyone with a bright idea could make a buck back then," notes Allen Pastron, an archaeologist who has excavated three important sites beneath the city's streets.
Two entrepreneurs who decided that California's wealth lay not in the gold mines, but in the
pockets of the miners, are the subject of two other archaeological digs. Pastron is busy uncovering the •
Hoff Store, which catered to Anglo-Americans, and a store run by Chinese immigrants not far away at
Sacramento and Kearny streets.
The Oakland Museum of California will put archaeological discoveries from the three sites on
view in its major exhibition, GOLD FEVER/ The Lure and Legacy of the Califionia Gold Rush, opening
January 24, 1998. The exhibition will contain more than 600 artifacts, including the gold nugget
discovered by James Marshall that launched the Gold Rush 150 years ago.
GOLD FEVER! is one of a trio of exhibitions, presented under the aegis of the Gold Rush!
Califarnia's Untold Stories project, commemorating the event that shaped the California we know
today.
Some of the objects Pastron has unearthed will be featured in a simulated archaeological dig as
a reminder that California's history lies just beneath our feet. Visitors will see remarkably preserved
jars of 150-year-old olives and gooseberries, bottles of champagne and whiskey—both Scotch and Ng
-more-
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Ky Py, a Chinese rice whiskey—porcelain rice bowls and a toy teapot.
There also are Native American objects from that pastoral time before gold-seekers ran
rampant over the landscape. "It's important to know that California history didn't begin with the
Gold Rush," says Pastron. "The Bay Area has thousands of years of Native American heritage." Some
of the richest troves of Native American artifacts in San Francisco, he says, are buried 15 to 20 feet
below the most heavily occupied downtown real estate along Montgomery Street, which used to
mark the shoreline.
One dramatic object on view will be the copper-sheathed stern of the Gold Rush ship
Niantic. The bow remains beneath the Financial District. Other ships were resurrected for a life

above water during the 1850s, according to Pastron.
"There was a shortage of buildings, so clever entrepreneurs got the idea of buying the hulk of
a ship for a song, dragging it onto the beach, cutting the topsides off and converting it into a store,
warehouse or restaurant."
The Yank Sing restaurant is constructed over the skeleton of a ship called the General

Harrison. The Euphemia became a municipal jail.
The Hoff store was located on Howison's pier, which extended into the bay from Sacramento
St. Its Chinese-owned counterpart stood three blocks west. "You have these two stores reflecting two
different aspects of Gold Rush San Francisco, an incredibly diverse community," Pastron says. Both
stores were destroyed in the Great Fire of May 3, 1851.
"That's almosc too good to be true, from an archaeologist's standpoint," Pastron says. The
stores' inventory, encased in the detritus despite the city's "chaotic amalgam of building, burning,
clearing, dumping and building again," offers a vivid picture of life at the time.
The Chinese score is the only major archaeological site ever found in San Francisco's
Chinatown, Pastron says. "Without question, it's the largest, oldest and most important overseas
Chinese site in America, and we're lucky to have these artifacts in a good state of preservation."
Yet another site celebrated its 25th anniversary in August as an icon of Chinatown politics.
The International Hotel, once home to dozens of elderly Chinese and Filipino men, was demolished
in 1972 despite rigorous protests by Asian-American activists. All that remains is a pit, undeveloped
since, that proved to be a gateway to one of the oldest Gold Rush-era sites north of Market St.
"It's a year older than the stores, apparently a combination residence and carpenter shop,"
Pastron says. "It's important because we found a lot of tools and hardware the owner probably used.
It's exemplary of the fact that the Gold Rush set in motion a whole series of social, demographic and
economic effects. People realized: This city is growing; the gold is right here. They stayed and made a
-more-
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good living."
Allen Pastron combs these archaeological sites not just for objects, but for clues to
California's character. "A lot of what we take for granted in the city today, and the issues facing the
country, began in the Gold Rush," he says. "Our multiplicity of languages, our ethnic diversity,
cosmopolitan outlook and love of international cuisine—all were themes of the Gold Rush that
shaped the American West in ways we can still see."
The GOLD FEVER/exhibition is part of GOLD RUSH! Cali.Arnia's Untold Stories, a sixmonth commemoration at the Oakland Museum of California of the rich history and enduring
legacy of the California Gold Rush. The six-month presentation opens January 24, 1998 and features three interrelated exhibitions, a major symposium and lecture series, public programs and
performances, teacher workshops, new curriculum materials, on-line resources and traveling exhibits.
The Oakland Museum of California's GOLD RUSH! commemoration has been designated a
Golden Partner by the California Gold Discovery to Statehood Sesquicentennial Commission.
Museum hours for GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories (January 24-July 26, 1998)
will be: Tuesday - Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. The Museum is closed on
Mondays. Admission to the Museum and exhibition will be $8 for adults, $6 for senior citizens (65
and over), $6 for students (youth and adults, with valid ID) and $3 for members. Children under
the age of five are free. This admission includes general admission to the Museum and a $3.00
special exhibition surcharge. On the first Sunday of each month, the general admission fee will be
waived, but the $3.00 special exhibition surcharge will continue to apply to all visitors to the GOLD
RUSH! exhibitions, except those under the age of five. Special student and group rates will be
available.
Call 510/238-2200 24 hours a day for further information in English and Spanish about
hours, admission fees and for directions to the Museum. You can also visit our web site at:
www.museumca.org/goldrush.html.
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Visitors to the Oakland Museum of California may pan for real gold and see how

their efforts "pan out" or end up "a flash in the pan" at the Gold Panning Experience in the
Museum Gardens on weekends from January 24 to July 26, 1998.
During this hands-on activity in the Museum Gardens, adults and children will
taste the challenges and rigors that were the lot of the forty-niners nearly 150 years ago.
Using pans, bateas (wooden pans introduced by Latino miners), rockers and other tools,
visitors will look for gold both in gold panning troughs and a dry mining area. Museum
teachers will explain how to use the panning and mining materials and demonstrate
various techniques used by different groups. There will be a claims office where goldstruck hopefuls can "stake" their claims and an assay office where theytan discover
whether they've struck gold or pyrite,. the disappointing fool's gold 19th-century wags
called "Leaverite" (as in "leave 'er 'right there").
On selected days to be announced visitors will enjoy additional glimpses of Gold
Rush life, enlivened by the rousing music of the period and demonstrations of mining
camp cooking or quilt-making.
The Gold Panning Experience is offered in conjunction with the museum-wide
GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories, three exhibitions celebrating the Sesquicentennial of the California Gold Rush, on view January 24 through July 26, 1998. Hours for the
weekend Gold Panning Experience are 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays and noon to 5 p.m.
Sundays. The museum opens at 10 a.m. both days, so there's time to enjoy a snack in the
Museum Cafe or walk through an exhibition about the Gold Rush before beginning. Last
entry to The Gold Panning Experience is at 4:30 p.m. The activity is recommended for
children 6 and older and adults. There is a cost is $1 per person. The event is free to
children 5 and under and parents helping their children.
The Gold Panning Experience also will be open on selected weekdays for school
groups with advance reservations only. Call (510) 238-3818 for information.
For general information about GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories, the public
may call 1-888-OAK-MUSE (625-6873).
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Oakland Museum of California
Develops New Statewide Gold Rush Curriculum
OAKLAND, California — School children will learn the previously untold stories of the California
Gold Rush with the help of far-ranging and highly investigative curriculum materials developed by
the Oakland Museum of California in partnership with the California Department of Education and
the National Endowment for the Humanities. This new statewide educational curriculum will reveal
both the realities and the myths of this crucial period in California's history.
Today's rapidly evolving technology and concerns with the environment, immigration, civil
rights and ethnic diversity are closely related to California's Gold Rush beginnings. In fact, there are
many interesting correlations between then and now. The new curriculum addresses the impact of
the Gold Rush on society today. The in-depth curriculum was developed in response to the needs of
teachers throughout the state and utilizes resources provided by the museum, including the reproduction of primary materials such as journals and photographs.
"We are thrilled to be able to make educational resources available to California teachers,
especially since they will enrich the students' learning experience of the California Gold Rush," said
Oakland Museum Chief Curator of Education Barbara Henry. "We have been able to incorporate
curriculum into five grade levels of social studies classes."
• Fourth and fifth grade students, in the California history unit, will learn a more inclusive
story about the Gold Rush, including the roles of women, children and minorities; the impact on
the environment and the evolution of technology; and the growth of the state as a cultural and
industrial center as the result of the Gold Rush.
• Eighth grade students, in the unit on westward expansion, will learn the role of the Gold
Rush in that great migration, with an emphasis on the impact of the Gold Rush in the development
of California; the role of manifest destiny in the Gold Rush; and the effects on the natural landscape.
• Tenth grade students, in the unit on unresolved global problems, will learn about the Gold
Rush's long-term, profound impact on the environment.
• Eleventh grade students, in the unit on immigration and civil rights, will learn how the
Gold Rush formed California as a racially and culturally diverse society, and how that legacy continues today.
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Teacher training in the new curriculum is ongoing, taking place now through 1998. Call
510/238-3818 for more information.
The educational curriculum is part of GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories, a sixmonth commemoration at the Oakland Museum of California of the rich history and enduring
legacy of the California Gold Rush. The six-month presentation opens January 24, 1998 and features three interrelated exhibitions, a major symposium and lecture series, public programs and
performances, teacher workshops, new curriculum materials, on-line resources and traveling exhibits.
The Oakland Museum of California's GOLD RUSH.' commemoration has been designated a
Golden Partner by the California Gold Discovery to Statehood Sesquicentennial Commission.
Museum hours for GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories (January 24-July 26, 1998)
will be: Tuesday - Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday extended hours: 10.a.m. to 9 p.m. The Museum is closed on Mondays. Admission to the museum and exhibition will be $8 for adults, $6 for
senior citizens (65 and over), $6 for students (youth and adults, with valid ID) and $3 for members.
Children under the age of five are free. This admission includes general admission to the museum
and a $3.00 special exhibition surcharge. On the first Sunday of each month, the general admission

fee will be waived, but the $3.00 special exhibition surcharge will continue to apply to all visitors to
the GOLD RUSH! exhibitions, except those under the age of five. Special student and group rates
will be available.
Call 510/238-2200 24-hours a day for further information in English and Spanish about
hours, admission fees and for directions to the museum. You can also visit our web site at:

www.museumca.org/goldrush.html.
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Oakland Museum's 1998 GOLD FEVER! Exhibition
Receives Major Humanities Grant
The significance of the Oakland Museum of California's coming exhibition GOLD FEVER!
The Lure and Legacy of the Califirnia Gold Rush to the nation recently was demonstrated by a grant
of $501,020 from the National Endowment for the Humanities, a federal agency. The grant is the
largest the NEH gave to a museum program this year. Designated to support the GOLD FEVER!
exhibition and public programs, the grant awards the museum $251,020 outright and another
$250,000 in matching funds. The museum has already matched the latter amount through its private
fundraising efforts on behalf of GOLD FEVER!
"We were extremely fortunate to have been selected for full funding for this project," said L.
Thomas Frye, Project Director for GOLD FEVER! "The National Endowment for the Humanities
has provided us with a challenging confirmation of the importance of this project. Californians have
much to look forward to."
The selection of grants is a stringent and competitive peer review process, NEH spokesman
Jim Turner said. "Out of the entire lot of applications, this was the most compelling and impressive
to the museum panel because of its potential to impact public understanding of the humanities."
Seventy-three museums applied for NEH grants to fund public programs, and 25 projects, or 34
percent, received funding. The NEH grants are in the areas of public programs and instructional

enrichment in the dassroom, helping to create new television and radio documentaries, museum
exhibitions and library activities for the public, and classroom instruction at both the secondary and
collegiate levels.
"This grant will make it possible for large numbers of Californians to experience the history
of this state and the legacy of its founding in a way that has never been presented before," museum
Development Director Jim Sotiros said. "The Endowment has recognized with this grant our pivotal
role and foresight in planning our gold rush exhibitions and taking the lead in this sesquicentennial
commemoration."
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L THOMAS FRYE
Director, California Gold Rush Sesquicentennial Project
Oakland Museum of California

Project Director, GOLD FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the Calnwia Gold Rush
L. Thomas Frye, Chief Curator Emeritus of History at the Oakland Museum of California,
has spent over 30 years in California collecting and preserving the objects and evidence leading to
this exhibition. A native of Sacramento, Frye has specialized in finding and interpreting California's
material culture, from the largest objects—a giant Daniel Best steam traction engine, for example,
or the contents of James J. Ott's Nevada City Assay Office—to tiny flakes of placer gold like those
which launched the California Gold Rush.
Mr. Frye has called GOLD FEVER' "the greatest challenge of my career. Telling this story
has taxed my energy and ingenuity to the hilt." Formerly Chief Curator of History at the museum,
he retired after 31 years in order to direct this project, knowing it would be impossible to do both
jobs.
"The Gold Rush was the formative event in California history in the 19th century," he said.
"You cannot understand the way this state is today without understanding the dynamics of the
Gold Rush. Its legacy is all around us—under our feet, in our rivers, and in our attitudes about
what it means to be a Californian. Digging deeper, literally underground, and into primary source
material has enabled us to tell a bigger, more inclusive story."
Some artifacts for GOLD FEVER! have been in the museum's collection for years while
others are newly acquired. In 1967, Frye acquired a magnificent gold box made in San Francisco in
the 1870s and marked by jeweler A.A. Andrews. Made of dazzling gold and gold quartz, and
showcased in the Paris Exposition of 1878, the jewel box was the quintessential symbol of
California's golden era.and its newly acquired wealth.
The interior and contents ofJames J. Ort's 1853 Nevada City Assay Office, where the first
silver from the famed Comstock Lode was assayed, was acquired by Frye in 1967 with funds provided by the Tribune Publishing Company. Representing the explosive growth of underground
quartz mining, assayers like Ott used science to pass judgment on the worth of ore, and fortunes
were made and lost in mining ventures based on the report of an assayer.
In the early 1970s, Mr. Frye and his staff removed and brought to the museum part of the
log cabin built by miner George Washington Arbaugh in Sislciyou County, in the shadow of Mt.
Shasta. The cabin, dating from the raid-1850s, boasts skillfully hand-hewn beams and dove-tailed
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GORDON CHUN
Principal,
Gordon Chun Design

Installation Designer, GOLD FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush
The design of the GOLD FEVER/ exhibition is the responsibility of Gordon Chun
Design, with Gordon Chun as principal and Andrew Stacklin as project designer. The
firm's extensive background in the field of museum design lends itself to the unique
challenge presented by this exhibition. "We hope to create an environment that appeals to a
wide audience ranging from grade schoolers to veteran museum-goers," Mr. Chun said. "It
will be intriguing and informative, and will offer experiences not usually associated with
museum exhibits. In particular, the audio component by Antenna Theater and theatrical
sets will transform visitors' expectations and help them understand the unique stories being
presented."
Since starting his design firm in 1979, Gordon Chun has specialized in design for
museums, including publication graphics, exhibits and signage. Exhibit projects include:
The Chinese of America, a touring historical exhibition for the Chinese Culture Foundation,
Darkened Waters, a revealing profile of the Exxon Valdez oil spill, The Living Tradition of
Yup'ik Masks, a unique view of museum treasures through the stories they embodied for the
Native Americans who made and used them. Other significant work by Gordon Chun
Design are projects for Muir Woods National Monument, Coyote Point Wildlife Center,
the Asian Art Museum in San Francisco, California Historical Society, California
Academy of Sciences.
Gordon Chun holds a B.A. in fine arts from the University of California, Berkeley
(1970). From 1973 to 1979 he was the head of Graphic Design at the Oakland Museum.
He has served as consultant art director to the Asian American Bilingual Center, the
Chinese Culture Center and John F. Kennedy University. Mr. Chun has won numerous
design awards, including citations from the American Institute of Graphic Arts, the Art
Museums Association, and the Smithsonian Institution.
Andrew Stacklin has a degree in interior architecture from the California College
of Arts and Crafts. He has designed theater sets on both coasts for 15 years. Since 1990, he
has also served as design consultant to the Exploratorium in San Francisco, where his work
on exhibitions includes Boundaries, Turbulent Landscapes, and Finding Your Way.
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BARBARA HENRY

Chief Curator of Education,
Oakland Museum of California

Co-creator, "Myth and Reality in the California Gold Rush" Curriculum
Barbara Henry, Chief Curator of Education, has more than 19 years experience developing and
administering museum education programs for children and adults. Her specialties include designing
programs that serve culturally diverse communities and broaden public understanding of complex issues
and subjects.
The museum's school programs serve more than 60,000 students annually from the nine Bay
Area counties. The department also operates many non-school youth programs, including youth interpreter and family programs, large-scale events including symposia, festivals and community celebrations,
and community exhibit guide programs. She assisted with the development of a museum-wide plan for
the interpretation of collections and exhibitions through a National Endowment for the Humanities•
Self-Study project. In collaboration with the museum's Latino Advisory Committee, Ms. Henry directed
the development of the Days of the Dead annual exhibition and education programs that draw an
additional 25% of visitors annually to the museum.
Most recently, Ms. Henry established the museum's California Gold Curriculum Advisory
Committee, a statewide committee of educators advising museum staff on the development of curriculum and teacher training programs to serve teachers throughout the state. The new Gold Rush School
Curriculum, designed by Oakland Museum staff and California educators, ensures that students in 4th,
5th, 8th, 10th and 11th grades will continue to learn about California history and contemporary issues
as they relate to the Gold Rush. By building lessons around the artifacts in the museum's GOLD RUSH!
Califirnia's Untold Stories project, curriculum writers mined a treasure of creative ways to make history
exciting.
"Our goal was to answer students' often-asked question: How does what I'm studying relate to
me? Teachers told us that original primary source materials—diaries, objects, photographs—helped
students identify with history," Ms. Henry said. "The problem is that teachers don't have time or resources to go out and find such materials. As the Museum of California, we thought it was important to
bring the objects to them."
A Los Angeles native who lives in Berkeley, Barbara Henry received her B.A. degree in art history
from the University of California, Berkeley, and her Museum Education degree from George Washington University.
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J.S. HOLLIDAY

Chief Historical Consultant, GOLD FEVER!
Oakland Museum of California
Author, GOLD FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the Califbrnia Gold Rush
J.S. Holliday is the author of the 300-page companion book for the Gold Fever!
exhibition as well as the best-selling book on the Gold Rush, The World Rushed In: The

California Gold Rush Experience. Dr. Holliday serves as chief historical consultant to the
GOLD FEVER! exhibition.
Dr. Holiday began working with the sesquicentennial commemoration of the
discovery of gold project in 1995. His book will be illustrated with many never-before-seen
images and published by the University of California Press in the spring of 1998. "Like a war,
the Gold Rush years released forces that built California, strengthened the nation's economy
and changed the American people's expectations and values," said Dr. Holliday. "One
hundred and fifty years later those forces reverberate through our history and reward our
curiosity."
After serving for three years in the U.S. Navy during World War II and graduating
from Yale University, Dr. Holliday left a secure family business career to pursue his deep
interest in California history. He received his Ph.D. in American history and went on to serve

as the Assistant Director of the Bancroft Library at the University of California at Berkeley,
the Executive Director of the Oakland Museum of California and the Executive Director of
the California Historical Society.
He served as Associate Professor of American History at San Francisco State
University and as Associate Editor for the magazine The American West. His first book, The

World Rushed In: The Califbrnia Gold Rush Experience was published by Simon & Schuster in
October 1981. It has received numerous awards and recognitions, is in its twelfth reprint and
served as the basis for the third episode of Ken Burns' television series: The West
Dr. Holliday has dedicated the majority of his professional career to the enormous
task of investigating, analyzing and writing about California's history. He describes the
impact of this devotion as changing his life more than the lives of the many goldseekers who
went to California and then returned home.
###
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GOLD RUSE
CURRICULUM MATERIALS!

MYTH & REALITY:

The California Gold Rush
and Its Legacy
A visual literacy and
primary source-based curriculum
for grades 4, 5, 8, 10 and 11!

OAKLAND MUSEUM of CALIFORNIA
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
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& REALITY:
The California Gold Rush
and Its Legacy
These curriculum units present an abundant array of lessons
supported by primary source materials drawn from museum
and library collections. They are designed to supplement your
classroom materials.
All the curriculum units correlate with the History—Social Science
Framework for the California Public Schools at each grade level.

The supplemental curriculum materials offer:

• An array of primary source materials to teach about the experience and
significance of the California Gold Rush to diverse students.
• High-quality color and black-and-white overhead transparencies of paintings and
daguerreotypes.

—

• Teaching strategies and lesson plans created and field tested by teachers in urban,
suburban and rural schools throughout California during the spring of 1997.
• Activities for strengthening students' visual literacy skills.
• SDAIE (Specially Designed Academic Instruction in English) teaching strategies.
• Strategies for teaching U.S. History from the perspective of the West.
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• Lessons on the cultural diversity, technology, environmental impact and legacy of
the Gold Rush.
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GOLD RUSH! SPONSORS
PRESENTING SPONSORS
National Endowment for the Humanities
The Clorox Company Foundation
California Department of Education
Oakland Museum Women's Board
MAJOR SPONSORS
Barkley Fund
Walter and Elise Haas Fund
Wells Fargo
S.H. Cowell Foundation
Levi Strauss Foundation,
The Bernard Osher Foundation
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Rockefeller Foundation
U. Skaggs and Mary C. Skaggs Foundation

CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS
American President Lines, Ltd.
Richard and Rhoda Goldman Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Stephens
Union Bank of California
Chevron
David and Lyn Anderson
California Arts Council
California Council for the Humanities
Christie's
Crosby Heafey Roach Sr May
Helen F. Novy
Pacific Bell Foundation
Dr. Albert Schumate
William F. Weeden
and
other members and friend s' of the Oakland
Museum of California

GRADE 4
There are two separate volumes which together explore four topics for the fourth-grade curriculum. The volumes may be used
either together or independently.
VOLUME ONE

VOLUME TWO

"A Ripping Trip"

"The Diggin's"—Daily Life in the Mines

(Grade 4)

(Grade 4)

The California Gold Rush, an international event, brought thousands
of people virtually overnight to California. Many came by sea as well
as overland. These materials focus on the maritime story. They introduce students to the diversity of the people who came, the places they
came from and the sea routes they used. The unit helps teachers guide
students in placing themselves into this historical event by becoming
imaginary gold seekers. By studying primary source materials, students create their own journals which document their challenges and
opportunities in venturing to California. These materials include
integrated activities and primary sources for students' study.

What are the characteristics of a mining town? What were the myths
and realities of life in the mines? What was the lifestyle of a miner?
These are some of the questions students will explore in this exciting
unit on the lives of the diverse people who came to mine for gold in
California. Students will use an array of primary and secondary
sources including art prints, daguerreotypes, journals, letters, and historical fiction to see how difficult life was for the miners and how very
little could be bought for the amounts of gold that they found.
Students will also get a look at the opportunities for storekeepers that
contributed to the region's business and commercial growth. Within
the lessons, diversity is evident in the individual lives that the students encounter in the art prints, the daguerreotypes and the written
entries.

City Life During the Gold Rush
(Grade 4)
The Gold Rush contributed to the growth and establishment of
Sacramento, Stockton, Los Angeles, San Diego and a myriad of small
mining towns. California's rapid, dramatic change during the Gold
Rush was especially evident in San Francisco. Using San Francisco as a
topic for studying regional history, these lessons provide in-depth
activities on the effect the Gold Rush had, and still has, on San Francisco. History will be evident to the students through a variety of
primary sources and learning strategies presented in this unit. Daguerreotypes, photographs, paintings, newspapers, maps, census figures,
biographies, quotations and writings from the time period will be
provided as primary sources. Throughout these lessons, students will
compare the development of San Francisco to the development of the
city in which they live. Fourth-grade teachers can make connections
with third-grade teachers at their school who have taught local
history to further enrich their lessons and build on students' prior
knowledge.
VOLUME ONE FEE: $60

Mining the Environment
(Grade 4)
This unit explores the impact of the Gold Rush on the natural environment. Technology in the mines began with the pocket knife and
the California Indian woven basket. These quickly gave way to the
gold pan, the Pan to the rocker, and the rocker to the long tom and
the sluice box. By the end of the 1850's, the gold that remained was
either under rivers, in prehistoric riverbeds far from existing water or
locked away in solid quartz deposits underground. Mining became a
corporate enterprise requiring money and hired labor. Gold production now came from hard rock mining that involved miles of tunnels
under the earth or from hydraulic mining that washed away mountain sides. Through the use of primary source materials, students will
assess the cost and benefits of gold mining. What were the benefits,
and at what cost? Was it worth it? This unit looks at how humans
deal with the environment from an historical perspective, as well as
what we are doing to our own environment today.
VOLUME TWO FEE: $60

George H. Johnson (ca. 1823-1879), Mining on the American Rim,
Near Sacramento, ca. 1852, Whole plate daguerreotype

Collection of Matthew R. Isenbrug
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The Oakland Museum of California is
organizing its largest project to date in
commemoration of the 150th anniversary of
James Marshall's discovery of gold in
California. GOLD RUSH! California's Untold
Stories features three major traveling exhibitions on the history and art of the Gold Rush.
The three exhibitions open January 24, 1998,
and are on view through July 26, 1998. The
project has been officially designated as the
1998 Signature Event of the state's three-year
Gold Discovery to Statehood
Sesquicentennial.

The exhibitions
GOLD FEVER: The Lure and Legacy
of the California Gold Rush

Silver and Gold: Cased Images
of the California Gold Rush

JANUARY 24—JuLY

JANUARY 24—Jua

26, 1998

26, 1998

Oakland Museum of California

Oakland Museum of California

SEPTEMBER 19, 1998—JANUARY 24, 1999

AUGUST 13-0cr0BER

Audy Museum of Western Heritage, Los Angeles

Crocker Art Museum, Sacramento

JULY

1999—NovEmBER 1999

Memorial Auditorium, Sacramento

Art of the Gold Rush
JANUARY 24—MAY

31, 1998

Oakland Museum of California
13, 1998
Crocker Art Museum, Sacramento

JUNE 20—SEPTEMBER

10, 1998

For more information on the special
exhibitions and educational programs,
order a School Program Guide from the
Education Department of the Oakland
Museum of California. (510) 238-3818,
ITY (510) 451-3322,
e-mail: eddept@museumca.org
RIGHT, AND ON COVER:

Nathaniel Currier
The Way They Go to California,
c 1849
Hand-colored lithograph on paper
14 x 21 14 inches
Collection Of the
Oakland Museum of California
ON COVER:
Attributed to Joseph Blaney
Stark-weather (c. 1822-?)
Miners at Spanish Flat,
El Dorado County
Quarter plate daguerreotype
Collection of
California State Library
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SUITCASE EXHIBIT

GRADE 4

Gold Rush Tools, Treasures and Thingamajigs
(Grade 4)
Bring the excitement of the California Gold Rush to your classroom
with this exciting outreach kit. The kit is packed full of replica
daguerreotypes, prints of artworks and more. Artifacts reflect the daily
life of gold rush participants and invite students to make comparisons
between then and now. Sample objects include eating and cooking
utensils, toys, abacus, wash pan and vials of fool's gold and real gold.
Accompanying curriculum explains how to set up an artifact laboratory in your classroom which enables students to explore artifacts and
artworks to learn more about the past. Available for three-week loan
periods. To reserve a suitcase, complete the order form on back page.

FEES: $80/Oakland class
$95/non-Oakland class

(Suitcase exhibits may be sent UPS round-trip with insurance for about $35.)

Schedule:
BORROW

RETURN

Jan. 2
Jan 30

Jan. 23
Feb. 20
Mar. 20
Apr. 24
May 22
June 19

Feb. 27
Mar. 27

May 1
May 29

GRADES 5, 8, 10 & 11
The Big Rock Candy Mountain
(Grade 5)
The discovery of gold in California inspired thousands to cross the
continent. What were the aspirations and experiences of the overland
travelers? How do these contrast with the perspectives of the Native
Americans in the West? Following overland trails, people encountered
others different from themselves and confronted decisions unique to
the time and place. This unit presents the West as a region defined
geographically by its arid, rugged land and historically by its role as a
meeting ground for diverse groups of people. Students create study
centers which represent "crossroads" along the historic overland trails
and encounter the perspectives of the people there and the decisions
they faced.

Technology and the Environment:
Clashing Priorities
(Grade 10)
Many of the unresolved problems of the world facing Californians
today, such as environmental issues, can be traced back to the days of
the Gold Rush. In this unit, students first learn about the environment
of California before the Gold Rush. Through examining primary
sources, students then explore the role technology and its effect on
the environment played in the quest for gold. Next, interrelationships
among types of technology, labor, capital, water, and effects on the
environment are investigated. Finally, students reflect on contemporary environmental issues related to technological change.
FEE: $60

FEE: $60

Westward Expansion: Gold, Greed and Government

Cultural Diversity: California's Issue in the 1850's,
America's Issue in the 1990's

(Grade 8)

(Grade 11)

These materials focus on the effects on California as the "world rushed
in." Through a variety of visual and written primary sources, students
examine and discover the diversity and values brought to California
and how these values were reflected in the state's laws. Abundant
excerpts from the 1849 California Constitutional Convention are
provided for students' inquiry process California's role in the Compromise of 1850 is also examined, as well as the technology of the
Gold Rush and its implications on the environment and lives of the
people of California. A present-day simulation asks students to take a
stand on the question of approving a mining development near their
community.

This unit explores the topics of immigration and civil rights in the
United States today, using California as a case study. Changes in the
ethnic composition of American society are examined. Students
inquire into the place called California, where the Gold Rush brought
about interactions of Native Americans, Hispanics, Chinese, African
Americans, and Anglo Americans, and look for parallels today. Using
visual and written primary sources, students investigate why people
immigrated to California during the Gold Rush and continue to today.
They examine the demographics of the United States and California
during the Gold Rush Era and today, identify trends and make projections into the twenty-first century. Students analyze the opportunities
and discrimination during the Gold Rush and today from multiple
perspectives. Concluding their historical investigation, students offer
possible actions for preparing for and living in an increasingly culturally diverse society.

FEE: $60

FEE: $60

MYTH & REALITY: The California Gold Rush and Its Legacy
A visual literacy and primary source-based curriculum

Name
0 Public 0 Private

Grade Level

School/Group
Mailing Address

ZIP CODE

CITY

County

School District

School Telephone
How did you find out about this curriculum?
.CURRICULUM

SUBTOTAL

GRADE

FEE

Four

$60

x

=

Four

$60

x

=

The Big Rock Candy Mountain

Five

$60

Westward Expansion:
Gold, Greed and Government

Eight

$60

Technology and the Environment:
Clashing Priorities

Ten

$60

Cultural Diversity: California's Issue in
the 1850's, America's Issue in the 1990's

Eleven

$60
(fee includes California
sales tax)

Volume One

QUANTITY

"A Ripping Trip"
City Life During the Gold Rush
Volume Two

"The Diggin's"—Dally Life in the Mines
Mining the Environment

+SHIPPING/HANDLING 8%

Total $
Suitcase Exhibit
(Grade Four)
$80/Oakland Class $95/non-Oakland Class

Suitcase Exhibit Loan Fee $

Check number
1st choice

Borrow date

2nd choice

Borrow date

Please make checks payable to: Education Department / OMF
Mail payment and form to: EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Oakland Museum of California
1000 Oak Street
Oakland, CA 94607

Total $
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Attributed to Joseph B.
Starkweather. Minea
Spanish Flat. 1852, quarter
plate daguerreotype.
Collection of the California
Slate Library.
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EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS
EXHIBITIONS
GOLD FEVER! THE LURE
AND LEGACY OF THE
CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH

Great Hall
Jan. 24–July 26, 1998
GOLD FEVER! immerses
visitors into the sights and
sounds of a remarkable era
noted for its greed, glory,
and the stampede of fortune
seekers that poured into
California. The largest and
most comprehensive exhibition ever presented on the
subject brings alive the
event's explosive and enduring impact on California's
economy, population, environment, and cultural diversity through a state-of-the art
audio tour, more than 1,500
artifacts, film footage, a reconstructed archaeological dig
and spectacular gold objects.
SILVER & GOLD: CASED
IMAGES OF THE CALIFORNIA
GOLD RUSH

History Special Gallery
Jan. 24–July 26, 1998
The rush of fortune seekers
that descended on California
for the Gold Rush brought
with it many daguerreotype
practitioners, making this
remarkable world event the
first to be documented photographically. The exhibition
presents 150 stunning
daguerreotypes and
ambrotypes—called "cased
images" because they were
set in ornate cases of leather,
velvet and brass—that were
made between 1848 and
1860, including rare images
of Native Californians and
portraits of Spanish and
Mexican Californios.

ART OF THE GOLD RUSH

Art Special Gallery
Jan. 24–May 31, 1998
Documenting the period from
1848 to the mid-1880s, when
a core of resident artists made
up the first art community in
California, the exhibition
reveals the rich visual history
of the times through paintings,
watercolors and drawings.
Jointly organized with the
Crocker Art Museum, the show
presents vistas of San Francisco
that reveal the city's phenomenal growth. There are vibrant
depictions of prospectors and
life in the mining camps, and
stunning views of California's
natural beauty and diversity.

EVENTS & LECTURES
All events are open to the
public and free with admission, unless otherwise noted.
Jan. 8 The History Guild presents a talk by Capt. Walter
W. Jaffee, a crewman on the
Liberty ship Jeremiah 0' Brien.
Jaffee was first mate on the
ship's 50th anniversary trip to
Normandy. Lecture Hall. 1 p.m.
Jan. 15 The Natural Sciences
Guild presents a lecture about
the geology of gold by David
Lawler of Far West
GeoScience Foundation.
Lecture Hall. 12:30 p.m.
Jan. 23 Special Members'
Opening for GOLD RUSH!
California's Untold Stories. The
museum closes at 2:30 and
will reopen at 3:00 for a free
members-only parry with panning for gold, puppet shows,
entertainment and tours of
the exhibitions. To become a
member, call 238-6556. 3-9 p.m.
Jan 24 Official public opening
of GOLD RUSH! California's
Untold Stories exhibitions. A

fun-filled day for the whole
family with music, storytelling, panning for gold and
more. At 3 p.m. state and
city officials will officiate at
the dedication ceremony.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Jan. 24 & 25 The National
Gold Rush Symposium
brings together noted scholars and writers including
Gold Rush author J. S.
Holliday, state librarian
Kevin Starr and scholar
Patricia Limerick to examine
the history and legacy of the
Gold Rush, one of the
nation's most profound
events. $40 general; $30
members. Includes admission
to the exhibitions and
refreshments. To register,
call 1-888-OAK MUSE
(625-6873). 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Jan. 31 Dr. Jim Rawls discusses the experiences of
diverse peoples during the
Gold Rush. The California
Council for the Humanities
presents Sandra Kamusikiri
portraying Biddy Mason, a
former slave who came to
California in 1851 and later
organized the First African
American Methodist
Episcopal Church of L.A.
James Moore Theatre. 2 p.m.
Feb. 1 Audrey Robinson
and George Jenkins talk
about their "African
American Roots in the Gold
Rush." Electra Kimble-Price
teaches ways to research your
family's history. Lecture Hall.
2-4:30 p.m.
Feb. 7 Teachers are invited to
a workshop on the new
fourth-grade Gold Rush curriculum. Call 238-3818 to
register. 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Feb. 8 The early bird gets

the best buys—at the White
Elephant Preview Sale. Call
536-6800. $10 in advance,
•
$13 at the door. WES
Warehouse, 333 Lancaster Sc.,
Oakland. 1 -5 p.m.
Feb. 8 Allen Pastron, Ph.D.,
will discuss Gold Rush archaeological projects, show artifacts and discuss how the
materials help interpret the
period. Lecture Hall. 2 p.m.
Feb. 12 The History Guild
presents a talk by Lt. Col.
Theodore A. Wilson about
the World War El Black
Regiment. Lecture Hall. 1 p.m.
Feb. 14 Do you have long
roots in California? Regina
Mason will discuss ways to
research African-American
family histories. Reservations
required. Call 238-3818.
I Priming Center. 2 p.m.
Feb. 19 The Natural Sciences
Guild presents a lecture by
David P. Siegenthaler of the
Institute for Earth Education
about environmental and
societal threats to Yosemite.
Lecture Hall. 12:30 p./11.

FAMILY ACTIVITIES
Jan. 11 Learn how to draw
mammals, insects, reptiles and
birds using specimens from
the museum's collections. Call
238-3818 for reservations.
2-4 p.m.
Feb. 22 James Tyrone
Wallace re-enacts AfricanAmerican Gold Rush characters through music and dance.
Arts and crafts at 1:00 and
3:00. Performance at 2 p.m.
James Moc.ne Theatre. 1-4 p.m.
Weekends, starting Jan. 24:
Go for the Gold! Pan for gold
in the museum gardens. $1.
Saturdays 11-5 p.m. Sundays
noon-5 p.m.

SUND AY

Get More Out of Your Museum Visit—Take a Free Docent-led Tour!
All public docent tours are free with admission to the museum. Meet at any
of the three gallery desks for the tours. For American Sign Language (ASL)
tours or Total Communication Tours, call 238-3514
or TTY 451-3322.

4
1:30, 2:00, 2:30
Meet the Museum
Spotlight Tours

11

5
The Rush is on!

6

Make your reservations early for the
National Gold Rush
Symposium to be
held Jan. 24-25.
Call 1-888-OAKMUSE (625-6873).

12

2-4 Dreyer's
Family
Explorations!
"Growing Up As a
California Animal:
Drawing Juvenile
and Adult

13
-——Day Trip: A Day in
Monterey
Call 799-1729
R/S/D/NSG

Wildlife"

Call 238-3818
R/ED
1:30 Docent Tours

18 — —
—

19

20

1:30, 2:00, 2:30
Meet the Museum
Spotlight Tours

25
9-5 National Gold
Rush Symposium Day II_
12-5 Gold
Panning
Experience

E. Hall Martin, Mountain Jack and a
Wandering Miner, c. 1850. Oil on can-

vas. Collection of the Oakland Museum
of California, gift of Concours
d'Antiques, Art Guild. From Art of the
Gold Rush. (photo: M. Lee Faiherree)
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WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAIURDAY

SUNDA

1

2— — - —

3

-1 — - —

MUSEUM
CLOSED
HAPPY NEW
YEAR!

For the new year,
resolve to get more
involved in the
Oakland Museum.
Sign up to become a
docent in our Natural
Sciences Gallery. A
new class starts in
February. Call 2383514 for information.

7

8

9

12:30 Art a la
Carte:
"Sculpture—The
Third Dimension"

1:00 Lecture:

Buy a cool black bag
and get two tickets to
the Feb. 8th White
Elephant Preview
Sale. All for $25 at
the Collectors
Gallery. The Sale
will be held
March 7-8.

14
— -Day Trip: Bank
and Appeals
Call 204-9977
or 232-2964
R/S/D/HG
12:30 Art a la
Carte: "TonalistsThe Poetic Painters
of California"

21
- — — —

12:30 Art di la
Carte: "California
Impressionists and
Their Love of the
Land"

"The Last Liberty"
1-4 Online Museum
Learn about
California's contributions to the
World War II war
effort at the Online
Museum.

1:30 Docent Tours

12-5 Gold
Panning
Experience
2-4:30 "African
American Roots
in the Gold Rush'

10
1:30, 2:00, 2:30
Meet the Museum
Spotlight Tours

8

17

15

Day Trip:
Remembering—The
Nut Tree and the
Trolleys
Call 204-9977
or 232-2964

10:00& 11:15
American Sign
Language Tour
R/ASL
_ _
12:30 Lecture:
"Gold in California"
1-4 Online Museum
Access museum
collections online in
the History Dept.
offices.

R/S/D/HG

1:30 Docent Tours

22

23
-—

1-4 Online Museum
Study California
Impressionist
paintings on
videodisks of the
museum's
collections.

2:30 Museum closes
to the public
3:00-9:00 p.m.
Museum open to
members only
GOLD RUSH!
California's Untold

—-

Stories

Three exhibitions
open

28

29

30

12:30 Art a la
Carte: "Depictions
of Women in
California Art"

1-4 Online Museum
Search out information about the
museum's collections.

Enjoy an evening at
the Oakland
Museum.
The museum is open
Fridays until 9 p.m.

12-5 Gold Pannin
Experience_
1
2:00 Lecture:
"Beneath San
Francisco—Gold
Rush Stories Unfoll
1-5 White Elephai
Preview Sale
333 Lancaster St.
Call 536-6800

15
12-5 Gold Panni
Experience
1:30, 2:00, 2:3C
Meet the Museun
Spotlight Tours

24_
9-5 National Gold Rush
Symposium-Day I _
10-5 p.m. Public opening
GOLD RUSH! California's
Untold Stories
Three exhibitions open
11-5 Gold Panning
Experience
3:00 Gold Rush
Dedication Ceremony

31

—

.. 00 Docent Tours
2:00 Lecture by Dr. Jim
Rawls : "Ethnic
Diversity and Conflict
in the California Gold
Rush" and
Performance by
Sandra Kamusikiri:
"Biddy Mason"

_1

22
12-5 Gold Panninc
Experience
1-4 Dreyei's Famil)
Expbrations!
Performance and
Family Activities: "\
Were There Too:
African Americans
the Gold Rush"

Comfy Cozy

INFORMATION
Oakland Museum
.of California
Oak and 10th Streets
Oakland, CA 94607
One block from
Lake Merritt BART station
510/238-2200
Gold Rush Information:
1-888-oakmuse
TTY 510/451-3322
hftp://www.museumca.org
HOURS

Open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday and noon
to 7 p.m. on Sunday. Closed
Mondays and Tuesdays. Gold
Rush hours will be TuesdaySunday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Open
Friday evenings until 9 p.m.
Closed Mondays. Closed New
Year's Day and the Fourth of July.
ADMISSION

$5 for adults, $3 for seniors
(65+), youths (6-17) and students
with ID. Free to members and children five and under. Free to all
every Sunday from 4-7p.m.
During Gold Rush admission to
the museum will be $8 for adults;
$6 for seniors (65+) and students;
$3 for members. Children five
and under are free. This includes
general admission and a $3 special exhibition surcharge. The surcharge will be waived Fridays
from 3 to 9 p.m. The first Sunday
of each month general admission
is waived and only the $3
surcharge applies.
ABOUT THE MUSEUM

The museum, founded in 1969,
focuses on California in three disciplines: environment, history and
art. Paintings, sculptures, prints,
photographs and decorative art in
the Gallery of-California Art trace
artistic expression in the golden
state from the early 19th century
to the present. Exhibits in the
Cowell Hall of California History
illustrate major events and cultural
forces that have shaped the state
from before recorded history to
the 1990s. The Hall of California
Ecology offers visitors a walk
across the state through displays
that illuminate re ationships
among plants, animals, geology
and climate.

PARKING
510/272-0116

Keep the winter chill at bay
with this cozy cotton
throw—a reproduction
from our History
Department's collection.
The original coverlet,
designed by Harry Tyler
in 1844, has been reproduced to commemorate
the 150th anniversary of
the Gold Rush. 100%
cotton in cranberry or
navy. $52.

cL,‘

The Museum Garage is open 7:30
a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday through
Thursday; to 9 p.m. Friday; 10
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday. The cost is 75 cents per
hour for three hours, one dollar
per hour thereafter. There are
entrances on Oak Street and
12th Street.
WHEELCHAIR ACCESS

GOLD RUSH hours:
Tues. Sun. 10-5; Opon Fri. until 9. 5105239-6305

510/238-3948

Access from the sidewalk is at
Fallon and 10th streets. The ramp
is slightly steeper than current
standards (1:6 slope). By vehicle,
enter the Museum Garage, park in
the designated spaces on the main
level and use the standard ramp
into the museum. The vertical
clearance of the garage is 6'8".
The elevator serves all three levels,
and all public areas are wheelchair accessible. Accessible telephones and restrooms are located
on the second level. Individuals
requiring assistance should contact Security, 238-3948.
SPECIAL EVENTS

Buy the White Elephant

Sale Bag for $25.00 and
get two tickets to the Feb.
8th Preview. The White
Elephant Sale will be held
March 7-8.

White Elephant Sale

ls t weekend in Alonl

Paintings and graphics are available for rental.
Consultants will assist businesses by appointment.
The Oakland Museum, First level, Hours: Wednesday through Friday 10:30 o.m. to
4:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. 510/834-2296

510/238-2264

The Museum's facilities are available for rental to business, civic,
community and private groups.
DOCENT TOURS
510/238-3514 TTY 451-3322

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS • OMC membership card • Free admission to museum , and all
exhibitions • Invitations to Members' preview
• openings • Free subscriptions to The Museum
of California quarterly magazine and the
Oakland Museum bimonthly calendar of
events 10'Xi discount at the Museum Store •
Reduced rates on travel and tour opportunities,
educational programs and special events •

S 1./

MUSEUM CAFE
510/834-2329

Operated by Grace Street
Catering, the Museum Cafe is
open during Gold Rush Tuesday
through Sunday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
(lunch: 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.)
Serving dinner Fridays until 8 p.m.

NAME
ADDRESS

SECURITY

CITY/ZIP

510/238-3948

Lost and found and emergencies
are handled by Museum Security,
lower level.

WHITE ELEPHANT SALE
510/839-5919

The giant fundraiser for the museum will be March 7 - 8 at the
Warehouse, 333 Lancaster St.,
Oakland.
Calendar Editor: Gail Bernstein
Design: Robert Brown
Printed on recycled paper
The museum is a deportment of he Lik Enrichment
Agency, City of Oakland

TELEPHONE
Category of membership

This membership is:

Cl $45 Basic
0 $75 Contributor
Ci $36 Basic Senior/Student
Ci $60 Contributing Senior/Student

13 New
0 Renewal

Gift

RETURN APPUCATION TO:
Membership Office
Foundation. Or, please charge
OaklndMusem
Oakland Museum
my membership to:
of California
tp MC
0 VISA
CI AMEX
1000 Oak Street
Oakland, CA 94607-4892
Card#

Enclosed is

payable to the.

510/238-6556

Exp. date
Signature

9

T UESDAY

WEDNESDAY

4
12:30 Arta la
Carte: "California's
20th-Century
Ceramists"

THURSDAY

10
Day Trip: Santa
Cruz—Marine
Biology Complex
Call 524-1006
R/S/D/NSG
Day Trip: The New
and the Used
Call 204-9977 or
232 -2964
RA/D/HG •

9

16

17
The 1998 White
Elephant Sale will be
held March 7-8.
Call the White
Elephant Sale truck
at 839-5919 for
pickup of household
items, clothing and
books.

9

23

24

GOLD RUSH Sponsors
NATIONAL EnommErn TOR THE

N7
a
HUMANITIES

11
12:30 Art a la
Carte: "Social
Realism"

18
12:30 Art a la
Carte: "California's
Decorative Style—
Arthur and Lucia
Mathews"

25
12:30 Arta la
Carte: "Docent's
Choice"

F

R

ID

A

Y

12
1:00 Lecture: "The
Tuskegee Airmen"
1,4 Online Museum
At the Online
Museum learn about
the contributions of
African Americans
in California to the
war effort.
19
10:00 & 11:15
American Sign
Language Tour
12:30 Lecture: 'The
Most Severe Threats to
Preservation of
Yosemite"
1-4 Online Museum
View the museum's
collections of Yosemite
images.

26
1-4 Online Museum
Surf the museum's
collections at the .
Online Museum.

SATURDAY

7

5
10:00& 11:15
American Sign
Language Tour
R/ASL
1-4 Online Museum
See the museum's
fine ceramics
collection on
videodisks at the
Online Museum.

Go for the gold at the Gold Panning
Experience offered every Saturday from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sundays from noon to 5
p.m. Cost is $1 per person, free for children
5 and under.
9

Chinese items, c. 1851,
recovered from an
archaeological site in San
Francisco. Collection of
Allen Pastron. Learn more
at a talk by archaeologist
Pastron, Sunday, Feb. 8
at 2 p.m. (photo:
Catherine Buchanan)
The museum is open
Fridays until 9 p.m.

13
Friday the 13th could
be your lucky day.
Join the California
Gold Rush after work
The museum is open
until 9 p.m.

8:30-4:30 Teachers
Workshop: Gold
Rush Curriculum "A
Ripping Trip" &
"City LiFe"
11-5 Gold Panning
Experience

14
11-5 Gold Panning
Experience
1:30 Docent Tours

2-4:30 Genealogy
Series:
"Researching
African-American
Family Histories"
with Regina Mason

20

21

The museum is open
Fridays until 9 p.m.
Join the California
Gold Rush activities
and plan to eat dinner
in the museum cafe.

Day Trip: Santa
Cruz: Boardwalk to
Banana Slug
Call 204-9977
R/S/D/HG
11 -5 Gold Panning
Experience
10:30& 1:00
Waldon Marionettes
Call 655-7285

27
Come early, stay
late. The museum
is open Fridays

28
11-5 Gold
Panning
Experience

until 9 p.m.

Anonymous
City of Oakland
California Department of Education
Oakland Museum Women's Board
Media Sponsors: BART, KRON, Bay-1V and
The Gate, and the San Francisco Chronicle

8

CALIFORNIA

KLAND MUSEUM
MOND AY

9

R Reservations
$ Fee
D Discount or Free to Members
For reservations or additional information:
(Area code 510)
AG Art Guild 736-2075
AR American Sign Language TTY 451-3322
DC Docent Council 238-3514
ED Education 238-3818
HG History Guild 204-9977; 232-2964
NSG Natural Sciences Guild 524-1006

ao\LJ FE

THE LURE AND
LEGACY OF THE
CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH

GOLD FEVER!—one of three exhibitions celebrating

Symposium

Opening weekend of GOLD RUSH! California's Untold
the 150th anniversary of the discovery of gold in California—is the
Stories will feature the National Gold Rush Symposium, with historians
largest and most comprehensive exhibition ever mounted by the museand scholars from around the countly J.S. Holliday, historian and
um. Come and catch gold fever! Immerse yourself in the sights, sounds
author of The World Rushed In: The California Gold Rush
and atmosphere of this remarkable and complex period in
Experience, will deliver the opening keynote address.
American history. Begin your journey by viewing a bright
Lectures include "The Role of the Gold Rush in Shaping the
array of ingoLs, coins, jewelry and other gold artifacts from
American West," "Myths and Realities of the California Gold
around the world. With a personalized audio tour a.s your
Rush" and "The Gold Rush and the California Dream."
guide, you'll enter a recreated archaeological dig filled with
Panels will discuss "The Gold Seekers: Who They Were, Why
a vast array of 1850s goods from beneath San Francisco.
tc 61 They Came and What They Found," "Mining the Gold—Mining
Continue back in time to cultures that thrived in California
the Miners," "Statehood, Urban Expansion, Vigilance, Racial
b
before the Gold Rush, then to Sutter's Mill to see one'of the
and Economic Conflict: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly" and
first nuggets found there and read newspaper accounts of
Poke Bag with Geld Nugget,. c- 1550.
(photol Catherine Rtrchanan)
"The Legacy of the Gold Rush—A Golden State?" For reservagold discovers Following the lure of gold, you will choose
tions
and
to
charge tickets by credit card, call 1-888-0AKMUSE (625your route by land or sea, discovering how life really was for those
6873).
Cost
is $40 for the general public, $30 for OMC members and
who made the arduous journey. Upon "arrival" in California, you'll be
students. A box lunch is available, by reservation, for $10.
surrounded by images and artifacLs from the era—more than 1,500
authentic objects. You'll learn about the diversity of people who came
to seek their fortunes—Anglo Americans, African Americans, Chinese,
Europeans, Mexicans, Chileans, Hawaiians and more—as you see their
photographs and hear first-person narratives taken from journals and
correspondence and retold by actors on the audio guide. The Gold
Rush meant outrageous fortune for some and catastrophe for others.
You'll see signs of the staggering effect mining technnologies such as
hydraulic mining have had on the state's environment and resources,
and the continuing human legacy of the Gold Rush. You will understand why the 1849 Gold Rush has become a metaphor for subsequent
"rushes" in the Golden State.
Activity centers in the exhibition will further engage visitors
with hands-on activities. Learn to think like an archaeologist discovering gold rush artifacts. Explore the ways different cultures used the natural environment (Native Californian cultivation, Russian sea otter
hunting, Spanish missionary adobe building). At the Gold Center, learn
about geology, panning and streams. Meet forty-niners through "fate
cards," use a magnet board to pack a mule, and write a letter about
what you imagine your experiences might have been.

Audio Guides
Antenna Theater of Sausalito, producer of audio guides for
major museums across America, has developed new state-of-the-art
audio guides for GOLD FEVER! The guides are initiated by infrared sensors tailored to wherever you stop in the exhibition. Codes may be
punched in to learn more about specific displays. Guides are offered in
Spanish and Cantonese as well as English, and there is a young people's guide in English. Written guides are available for hearingimpaired visitors.

Gold Panning
Will your gold panning efforts pan out or end up a flash in
the pan? Find out at the Gold Panning Experience in the Museum
Gardens, open every weekend (Saturdays from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sundays noon to 5 p.m.—last admissions sold at 4:30). Cost is $1 per
person, free for children 5 and under and for parents helping their
young children.

Gold Rush Hours and Admissions
Special museum hours during GOLD RUSH! are Tuesday
through Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday extended hours are 10 a.m.
to 9 p.m. On Fridays the Museum Cafe will serve dinner until 8 p.m.
The museum is closed on Mondays.
The admission price includes general admission to the
museum and a $3 special exhibition surcharge. Adults: $8; seniors (65
and over) and students (youth and adults with valid ID): $6; members:
$3; children 5 and under free. On Fridays from 3 to 9 p.m. there is no
$3 surcharge. The first Sunday of each month the general admission
fee is waived, but the $3 exhibition surcharge applies.

Presenting sponsors for GOLD FEVER! Pre the National Endowment for the Humanities,
a federal agency, The Clorox Company Foundation, Anonymous, City of Oakland,
California Department of Education and the Oakland Museum Women's Board. Major
sponsors are Barkley Fund, Walter and Elise Haas Fund, Kaiser Permanente, Wells Fargo,
FE. Corder, S. H. Cowell Foundation, Levi Strauss Foundation, The Bernard Osher
Foundation, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, The Rockefeller Foundation, and The L.J.
Skaggs and Mary C. Skaggs Foundation. Media Sponsors are BART KRON, Bay TV and
The Gate; and the San Francisco Chronicle.
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California gold nuggets.
Collection of Oakland
Museum of California History
Dept. From GOLD FEVER,
The Lure and Legac y of the
California Gold Rash.

(photo: Stephen Rahn)

Coming on
the Weekend?
For Timed Admission to

QOLI) FEVER!
Call1-888-0AKMUSE
(l-888-625-6873)

OAKLAND
MUSEUM OF
CALIFORNIA

8

GOLD RUSH! CALIFORNIA'S UNTOLD STORIES SPECIAL PROGRAMS
FRIDAY NIGHTS
The museum is open every
Friday until 9 p.m. The
garage is open to 9:30. The
cafe serves dinner until 8 p.m.
and snacks to 8:30. From
3 to 9 p.m. there is reduced
admission of $5 adults, $3
seniors and students and
FREE to members. Call
238-6556 to become a
member, or for timed
admission tickets.
Performances start at 7 p.m.
in the James Moore Theatre.
March 6 Fun for the whole
family with the Gold Rush
Sisters, Libby McLaren and
Robin Flower, playing fiddle,
banjo, guitar, accordion
and spoons.
March 20 Jose Rivera, interpretive specialist for the
California State Parks
Service, portrays Antonio
Garra, a Cupeno Indian who
led the 1851 Indian tax
revolt and fought and died in
the struggle for Indian rights
to due process.
March 27 & April 3 Van
Gordon portrays Jeff Blake,
a 49er rescued in the wilderness by Miwok people, who
came co understand their
culture and helped their
fight against prejudice and
destruction.
April 24 Jose Rivera portrays
Camillo Ynitia, the last chief
of the Miwok village of
Olompali.

EVENTS & LECTURES
All events are open to the
public and free with museum
admission.
March 7 & 8 Eureka! Strike
it rich at the White Elephant
Sale, sponsored by the
Oakland Museum Women's

Board. Call 536-6800 for
information. Free. Saturday,
9-4; Sunday, 10-4. WES
Warehouse, 333 Lancaster St.,
Oakland.
March 8 Ron Limbaugh,
Professor of History,
University of the Pacific,
discusses different gold-mining techniques. James Moore
Theatre. 2-4 p.m.
March 12 The History Guild
presents Marcia Eymann, cocurator of Silver & Gold, in a
slide lecture about the exhibition. James Moore Theatre.
p.m.
March 15 The museum and
the California Council for
the Humanities Chautauqua
programs present award-winning storyteller Olga Loya in
a portrayal of Juana Briones,
one of the most prominent
women of early California.
Performing artist Susheel
Bibbs portrays Mary Ellen
Pleasant, the "Mother of
Civil Rights," who helped
runaway slaves. James Moore
Theatre. 2-4:30 p.m.
March 19 The Natural
Sciences Guild presents a lecture about wild bees and
honey bees in California by
Dr. Eric Mussen, Apiculturist,
U.C. Davis. Lecture Hall.
12:30 p.m.
March 21 Learn how to
research Latino family
histories in California in the
museum's continuing
genealogy series. Learning
Center. 2-4:30 p.m.
March 27 The Art Guild
presents a "Joy of Art" slide
lecture by artist Roy
DeForest. $10 for members,
$12 general. Call 531-9754.
Lecture Hall. 11 a.m.
April 5 Raymond Dasmarm,
Professor of Ecology Emeritus,

U.C. Santa Cruz, talks about
the effects of the Gold Rush •
on California ecology. James
Moore Theatre. 2-4 p.m.
April 9 The History Guild
presents a lecture about Gold
Rush food, "Home on the
Range," by cookbook author
Cathy Luchetti. Lecture Hall.
1 p.m.
April 16 The Natural
Sciences Guild presents a
lecture about SERENDIP
(Search for Extraterrestrial
Radio Emissions from Nearby
Developed Intelligent
Populations) by Dr. Stuart
Bowyer, U.C. Berkeley.
Lecture Hall. 12:30 p.m.
April 18 James Rawls,
Instructor of History at
Diablo Valley College, and
a panel of California Indian
scholars and community
representatives explore the legacy of the Gold Rush on
California's native peoples.
James Moore Theatre.
2-5 p.m.
April 18 Bob Trapp, from
the Family History Center at
the Mormon Temple, discusses ways to access records
from the Civil War. Learning
Center. 2-4:30 p.m.
April 19 Co-curators of Art
of the Gold Rush Janice
Driesbach, Curator of Art,
Crocker Art Museum, and
Harvey L. Jones, Senior
Curator of Art, Oakland
Museum of California, present slide lectures about the
exhibition. James Moore
Theatre. 2-4 p.m.
April 25 Historian Charles
Wollenberg leads a panel of
experts in discussing the
effects of Gold Rush laws
and politics on people of
color, particularly the
Chinese, California Indians,

African Americans and
Latinos. James Moore Theatre.
2-4:30 p.m.

FAMILY ACTIVITIES
March 22 Join the adven-.
ture—the good times and
bad—with a true California
pioneer, Dame Shirley. At
1 p.m. actress Naomi Caspe
adapts The Shirley Letters in
story, song and poetry. From
2 to 4, you can meet "Dame
Shirley" and make your own
Gold Rush journal and a
beeswax candle to light your
writing during lonely Gold
Rush nights. James Moore
Theatre, 1-2 p.m. Fish Pond
area, 2-4 p.m.
March 29 Enjoy an afternoon
of art activities and performances in "Collage: An
Assemblage of Diverse
Elements." From 2 to 3 p.m.
Oakland students and artists
from Opera Piccola present
Collage, a performance of
African dance, poetry and
plays. From 1 to 4, families
create their own collages with
staff from the museum's
Education Dept. James Moore
Theatre, 2-3 p.m. Fish Pond
area, 1-4 p.m.

April 26 Join in a footstomping, fun-filled afternoon
featuring dance from the
Gold Rush era. Museum
Gardens. 1-4 p.m.
Weekends Go for the Gold!
Pan for gold in the museum
gardens. Stake your claim and
see how your efforts "pan
out." $1. Saturdays 1-5 p.m.
Sundays noon-5 p.m. Last
tickets sold at 4:00 p.m.
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1
12-5 Gold Panning
Experience

,

,

2
Day Trip: Behind
the Scenes
Call 204-9977 or
232-2964

R/$/D/HG

The tables at the White
Elephant Sale are brim
ming with bargains.
The sale is this coming
weekend, March 7 and
8. (photo: John Blaisdell;

8
10-4 White
Elephant Sale
333 Lancaster St.
Call 536-6800
12-5 Gold Panning

Experience

2-4 Lecture by Ron
Limbaugh: "Mining
Gold in California"
15

10

9

Travel with the Guilds in April. The
History Guild will visit cultural sites in Los
Angeles (call 232-2964). The Natural
Sciences Guild will see wildflowers in the
Mother Lode (call 524-1006). The Art
Guild will visit the new Getty Center
(Call 254-7047).

17

16

12-5 Gold Panning

[.

Experience

2-4:30 CCH
Chautauqua
Program: 'Women
of the Gold Rush:
Juana Briones and
Mary Ellen
Pleasant"

22
12-5 Gold Panning

Experience

1:00 Performance:
"Dame Shirley's
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Unknown Maker, Thomas Drew, Forty-Niner n.d.
Two sixth-plate daguerreotypes. Collection of The
Society of California Pioneers. From Silver & Go!

23

24

Visit the Chicago
Art Fair with the
Art Guild In May.
Call 254-7047.

Days of '49"

2-4 Dreyer's Family
Explorations!
Arts & Crafts
Call 238-3818

29
12-5 Gold Panning

Experience

1,1 Dreyer's Family
Explorations!
"Collage"
Performance by
Oakland students
and Opera Piccolo
Call 238-3818

-- -

30

31

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

4

5

6

7

10:00& 11:15
American Sign
Language Tour
R/ASL

7 p.m. Musical
Performance: "The
Gold Rush Sisters"

9-4 White
Elephant Sale
333 Lancaster St.

The museum is open
Fridays until 9 p.m. with
reduced admission (from
3-9 p.m.) of $5 adults,

8:30-4:30 Teachers'
Workshop: Gold
Rush Curriculum for
4th and 5th grades

12:30 Art a la
Carte: "Changing
Landscapes: 19th
to Late 20th
Century"

11
12:30 Arta la
Carte: "I've Got
Rhythm: The
Musical Connection
with Art"

18
12:30 Arta la
Carte: "Genre
Painting: the
People of
California"

11-4 Online Museum
Access museum collections at the Online
Museum in the
History Dept. offices.

FRIDAY

$3 seniors and students,

FREE to MEMBERS and

children under 5.

SATURDAY

11-5 Gold Panning
Experience

12

13

14

1:00 Lecture by
Marcia Eymann:
"Silver & Gold"

The museum is open
Fridays until 9 p.m.
with reduced admission
(from 3-9 p.m.) of $5
adults, $3 seniors and

8:30-4:30
Teachers'
Workshop: Gold
Rush Curriculum
for 8th, 10th and
11th grades

1-4 Online Museum
Find out more
about daguerreotypes at the Online
Museum.

students, FREE to
MEMBERS and
children under 5.

Join the museum
today and start
enjoying your
benefits tonight.

11-5 Gold
Panning
Experience

19

20

21

10:00 & 11:15
American Sign
Language Tour
R/ASL

7 p.m. CCH
Chautauqua Program:
"Antonio Goma: A
California Indian Civil
Rights Activist"

11-5 Gold Panning
Experience •

12:30 Lecture by Dr.
Mussen: "Honey Bees
Lived the American
Dream. Until Recently"
1-4 Online Museum
See more genre
paintings in the collections on videodisk.

The museum is open
Fridays until 9 p.m.
with reduced admis-

2-4:30 Genealogy
Series: "Latino
Family Histories in
California"

Visit our off-si
Oakland Mu

1111 Broadw
Peter Vanden
Jan. 12-May

Sacramento c
figures are aff
from the 197 •

5
12-5 Gold Pann
Experience
2-4 Lecture: "Th
California
Environment—
Before and After
the Gold Rush" I
Raymond Dasmc

12
12-5 Gold Pan
Experience
1:30, 2:00,2:
Meet the Muse
Spotlight Tours

3-9 p.m.) of
$5 adults, $3 seniors
and students, FREE to
sion (from

MEMBERS and children
under 5.

28

25

26

27

12:30 Arta la
Carte: "Women
Artists"

1-4 Online Museum
Find images by
California women
artists in the museum's collections.

Joy of Art
Artist Roy Deforest
Call 531-9754
WD/AG

10:30 & 1:00 East Bay
Children's Theatre:
"House at Pooh Corner"
Call 510/655-7285

7 p.m. Performance:
"Friendly Fire: A 49ers'
life with the Miwok

11-5 Gold Panning
Experience

Day Trip: New
Almaden Mine
Call 524-1006
or 237-3928
R/$/D/NSG/HG

SUND

11:00

People"
The museum is open
Fridays until 9 p.m. with
reduced admission (from
3-9 p.m.) of $5 adults,
$3 seniors and students,
FREE to MEMBERS and
children under 5.

Coming on the weekend?

Order your tickets to GOLD FEVER! The Lure and
Legacy of the California Gold Rush by phone:
Call 1/888-0AKMUSE (625-6893) to reserve timed
admission tickets.

19
12-5 Gold Pannin
Experience
2-4 Lectures by
Janice Driesbacl
"The Art of the
Gold Rush" and
Harvey Jones: 1
Legacy of Gold
Rush Art"

26
12-5 Gold Panr
Experience
1-4 Dreyer's Fai
Explorations! "I<
Up Your Heels:
There's Gold in,]
Them Fields!"

INFORMATION
Oakland Museum
of California
Oak and 10th Streets
Oakland, CA 94607
One block from
Lake Merritt BART station
510/238-2200
1-888-oakmuse (625-6873)
TTY 510/451-3322
www.museumca.org
GOLD RUSH website:
www.museummorg/goldnish.html
HOURS
Tuesday-Sunday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Open Friday evenings until 9 p.m.
Closed Mondays, Fourth of July,
Christmas, New Year's.
ADMISSION
$8 for adults; $6 for seniors (65+)
and students; $3 for members.
Children five and under are free.
This includes general admission and
a $3 special exhibition surcharge.
The surcharge will be waived
Fridays from 3 to 9 p.m. The first
Sunday of each month general
admission is waived and only the $3
surcharge applies. For timed tickets
to COW FEVER! call 510/2366556 or 888/625-6873.
ABOUT THE MUSEUM
The museum, founded in 1969,
focuses on California in three disciplines: environment, history and
art. Paintings, sculptures, prints,
photographs and decorative art in
the Gallery of California Art trace
artistic expression in the golden
state from the early 19th century
to the present. Exhibits in the
Cowell Hall of California History
illustrate major events and cultural
forces that have shaped the state
from before recorded history to
the 1990s. The Hall of California
Ecology offers visitors a walk
across the state through displays
that illuminate relationships
among plants, animals, geology
and climate.
WHITE ELEPHANT SALE
510/536-6800 (warehouse)
The giant fundraiser for the
museum will be March 7-8
at the W.E.S. Warehouse,
333 Lancaster St., Oakland.

WHEELCHAIR ACCESS
510/238-3948
Access from the sidewalk is at
Fallon and 10th streets. The ramp
is slightly steeper than current
standards (1:6 slope). By vehicle,
enter the Museum Garage, park
in the designated spaces on the
main level and use the standard
ramp into the museum. The vertical clearance of the garage is
6'8". The elevator serves all three
levels, and all public areas are
wheelchair accessible. Accessible
telephones and restrooms are
located on the second level.
Individuals requiring assistance
should contact Security, 2383948.
SPECIAL EVENTS
510/238-2264
The Museum's facilities are available for rental to business, civic,
community and private groups.

First Lover

COLLECTORS GALLERY'
Au: Gilded Art
Paintings
and
Crafts

DOCENT TOURS
510/238-3514 TTY 451-3322
MUSEUM CAFE
510/834-2329
Operated by Grace Street
Catering, the Museum Cafe is open
Tuesday through Sunday, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. (lunch: 11 a.m. to 2:30
p.m.);serving dinner Fridays
until 8:00 p.m. and snacks until
8:30 p.m.
SECURITY
510/238-3948
Lost and found and emergencies are handled by Museum
Security, lower level.
PARKING
510/272-0116
The Museum Garage is open 7:30
a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday through
Thursday; to 9:30 p.m. Friday;
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday. The cost is 75 cents
per hour for three hours, one dollar per hour thereafter. There are
entrances on Oak Street and
12thStreet.

Calendar Editor: Gail Bernstein
Design: Robert Brown
Printed on recycled paper
The Oakland Muse= of California isv deportment Slim

life Enrichment Agency, City of Oakland

Manini Set by Severs Glass. Inc.
(photo: George Post)

Paintings and graphics ore available for rental.
Consultants will assist businesses by appointment.
The Oakland Museum, First Level. Hours: Wednesday through Friday 10:30 an. to
4:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. 510/834-2296

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS OMC membership card • Free admission to museum and all

42$

exhibitions • Invitations to Members' preview
openings • Free subscriptions to The Museum
of California quarterly magazine and the
Oakland Museum bimonthly calendar of
events • 10% discount at the Museum Store •
Reduced rates on travel and tour opportunities,
educational programs and special events •

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY/ZIP
TELEPHONE
Category of membership
Basic
Q $75 Contributor
Cl $36 Basic Senior/Student
0 $60 Contributing Senior/Student
0 $45

payable to the
Enclosed is
Oakland Museum Foundation. Or, please charge
my membership to:
0 MC 0 VISA 0 AMEX
Ca rd#
Exp. date

Signature

This membership is:
0 New
Ci Renewal
0 Gift
RETURN APPLICATION TO:
Membership Office
Oakland Museum
of California
1000 Oak Street
Oakland, CA 94607-4892
510/238-6556

1
Sculpture Court
m Sculpture Court at City Center
Oakland
'ge
, 1998
ink sculptor Peter VandenBerge's large clay
ionate and humorous. These 13 works are
o the present.

)ily
ick

7

6

12:30 Art 6 la
Carte: "The Society
of Six"

2

3

4

10:00& 1,1:15
American Sign
Language Tour
R/ASL
1-4 Online Museum
Access the museum's
collections of Society
of Six painters at the
Online Museum in
the History Dept.
offices.

7 p.m. Performance:
"Friendly Fire: A
49er's Life with the
Miwok People"
The museum is open
Fridays until 9 p.m. with

11-5 Gold
Panning
Experience
1:30 Docent Tours

8

9

12:30 Arta la
Carte: "Camera
Work: Photography
from the Collection"

Day Trip: Birthplace of
Organics
Call 531-0348
R/$/D/NSG
1:00 Lecture by Cathy
Luchetti: "Home on the
Range"
1-4 Online Museum
View works of
Dorothea Lange.

14

15
12:30 Art 6 la
Carte: "Mavericks
and Dreamers: Art
from the '60s On"

Unknown Maker, Eliza Jane Steen Johnson,
c. 1852. Quarter-plate daguerreotype.
Collection of the Oakland Museum of
California. From Silver & Gold.

20

21

reduced admission (from
3-9 p.m.) of $5 adults,

$3 seniors and students,

FREE to MEMBERS and
children under 5.

10
The museum is open
Fridays until 9 p.m. with
reduced admission (from
3-9 p.m.) of $5 adults,
$3 seniors and students,
FREE to MEMBERS and
children under 5.

11
11-5 Gold Panning
Experience
1:30, 2:00, 2:30
Meet the Museum
Spotlight Tours

Join the museum today

and start enjoying your
membership benefits
tonight.

16

17

18

10:00& 11:15
American Sign
Language Tour
R/ASL
12:30 Lecture by Dr.
Stuart Bowyer: "Life
in Outer Space—Are
We Alone?"
1-4 Online Museum

7 p.m. Exhibition The
Discovery of Gold in
California: Paintings
by Harry Fonseca
opens
The museum is open
Fridays until 9 p.m. with

11-5 Gold Panning
Experience
2-5 Lecture and
Panel Discussion:
"California Indians
and the Gold Rush"
2-4:30 Genealogy
Series: "The Civil
War" with Bob Trapp

reduced admission (from
3-9 p.m.) of $5 adults,
$3 seniors and students,
FREE to MEMBERS and

children under 5.

22

23

24

25

12:30 Art 6 la
Carte: "The Female
Form in Art"

1-4 Online Museum
View more 19th
century paintings in
the museum's collections at the Online
Museum.

7 p.m. CCH Chautauqua
Program: "Camillo Ynitia:
A California Indian
Traversing Three Cultures"
The museum is open Fridays
until 9 p.m. with reduced
admission (from 3-9 p.m.)
of $5 adults, $3 seniors and

11-5 Gold Panning
Experience
2-4:30 Panel
Discussion: "Laws
and Politics
Affecting People of
Color in the Gold
Rush"

students, FREE to MEMBERS

and children under 5.

27

28

GOLD RUSH Sponsors
11ATiCHI4L ElIDOWEIENT FOR

N/- HUMANITIES
City of Oakland
California Department of Education
Oakland Museum Women's Board
Media Sponsors: BART, KRON-TV 4, Boy-TV,
The Gate, and The San Francisco Chronicle

29

30

Day Trip: San
Mateo Coastside
Call 204-9977 or
232-2964
R/$/D/HG
12:30 Art 6 la
Carte: "Here and
Now: Today's Bay
Area Artists"

1-4 Online Museum
View the works of the

teachers of today's
artists in the museum's collections at the
Online Museum.

LEGEND

R Reservations
$ Fee
D Discount or Free to Members
For reservations or additional information:
(Area code 510)
AG Art Guild 531-9754
ASL American Sign Language TTY 451-3322
DC Docent Council 238-3514
ED Education 238-3818
HG History Guild 204-9977; 232-2964
NSG Natural Sciences Guild 524-1006

GOLD RUSH! CALIFORNIA'S UNTOLD STORIES EXHIBITIONS
GOLD FEVER! THE LURE
AND LEGACY OF THE
CAUFORNIA GOLD RUSH

Great Hall
Jan. 24-July 26, 1998
GOLD FEVER! immerses visitors into the sights, sounds
and voices of a remarkable era
noted for its human stories of
courage, endurance, triumph
and tragedy. The multidisciplinary exhibition presents
the event's explosive and
enduring impact on
California's economy, population, environment and cultural diversity through an innovative audio tour, interactive
exhibits, more than 2,000
artifacts, evocative tableaux,
film footage, reconstructed
archaeological digs and spectacular gold objects, including
the first gold nugget found by
James Marshall. Walk in the
steps of the Native
Californians, Californios,
Yankees, Chinese, Chileans,
and so many others who
crossed the country or sailed
the seas to seek their fortunes
in California. Admission
includes the state-of-the-art
audio guide created by
Antenna Theatre. Available
in English, Spanish and
Cantonese, the guide creates
an immersive experience with
actors narrating first-person
accounts drawn from diaries,
letters and newspapers. In
addition, there is a lively 40minute audio tour geared to
fourth grade students and
written guides for hearingimpaired visitors.
ART OF THE GOLD RUSH

Art Special Gallery
Jan. 24-May 31, 1998
Documenting the period
from 1848 to the mid-1880s,
when a core of resident artists

life in the mining
camps, portraits of
John Sutter and other
early California residents, and views of
California's natural
beauty. Artists
include John
Woodhouse
Audubon, A.D.O.
Browere, George
Henry Burgess,
William McIlvaine,
William Smith
Jewett, Charles
Christian Nahl,
Ernest Narjot and
Frederick August
Albums del Orient Browere, The Lone Prospector,
Wenderoth. Art of
1853. Oil on canvas. Long-term loan to the Oakland
Museum of California by Hideko Gott] Packard.
the Gold Rush, a
From Art it the Gold Rush. (photo: NI. Lee Fatherree)
companion book to
made up the first fine arts
the exhibition, is available
community in California, the
in the Museum Store
exhibition reveals the visual
(University of California
history of the times through
Press, $50/$24.95).
paintings, watercolors and
drawings. Co-organized by

Robert H. Vance, James Marshall in Front of Sutter's Mill, Coloma, 1851. Albumen print
copy (by Carleton E. Watkins) of lost Vance daguerreotype. Courtesy Peter E. Pahnquist.
From Silver & Gold.

the Oakland Museum of
California and the Crocker
Art Museum, Sacramento,
Art of the Gold Rush presents
vistas that reveal San
Francisco's phenomenal
growth, vibrant depictions of

SILVER & GOLD: CASED
IMAGES OF THE CALIFORNIA
GOLD RUSH

History Special Gallery
Jan. 24-July 26, 1998
The rush of fortune seekers
that descended on

California for the Gold Rush
included many daguerreotype
practitioners, making this
remarkable world event the
first to be documented photographically. The exhibition
presents 150 stunning
daguerreotypes and
ambrotypes made between le
1848 and 1860, including rad
images of Native Californian.er
portraits of Spanish and
Mexican Californios, and
unforgettable faces of 49ers.
Views of burgeoning towns
and gritty gold mining scene
impart a sense of place and
history. A companion book is.e
available in the Museum Stori
(University of Iowa Press,
$59.95/$29.95).

L

THE DISCOVERY OF GOLD IN
CALIFORNIA: PAINTINGS BY
HARRY FONSKA

Breuner Gallery In'
April 18, 1998-Jan. 3, 199c3
Harry Fonseca, a California
artist of Nisenan Maidu,
Hawaiian and Portuguese
ancestry, extends earlier
explorations of the impact of
the Gold Rush on California's
Indian population. In this
series of 40 abstract paintings .
on paper, gold penetrates the
landscape and explodes on the
horizon. In some, traces of red
suggest the blood of Fonseca's
ancestors shed by encroaching
goldseekers.
Pnrsenting srorvors for COW RUSH! California's
Untold Stories am the National Endowment for the
Numaniti , a federal agrncy, The Clorox Company
Foundation, Anonymous, City of Oakland,
California Department of Education and the
Oakland Museum Women's Board. Major summits
are Barldey Fund, \Vatter and Elise Haas Fund,
Kaiser Pennancnte, Wells Fargo, FE. Corder, S. H.
Cowell Foundation, Levi Strauss Foundation, The
Bernard Other Foundation, Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, The Rockefeller F,undation, The Li.
Skagp and Maty C. Skaggs Foundation, and
Transamerica Foundation. Media Sponsors are
BART; KRON-TV 4, Bay TV, The Gate-, and the
San Francisco Chlonicle.
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THE LUCK OF JAMES FRAZIER REED

by James D. Houston His life unfolded like a Hollywood script. James Reed was
a major character in the saga of the Donner Party, a prospector who
struck it rich before the forty-niners arrived, and a San Jose booster
when that city was little more than a pueblo. The author traces Reed's
adventures from the pioneer's memorable disaster through California
statehood.
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CALIFORNIA'S NATIVE PEOPLES

"Poke bag" and placer nuggets from G010 MVP
Oakland Museum of California History Dept. Collections.

SHORT SUBJECTS

DIVERSITY, COMPLEXITY AND PERSISTENCE
by Malcolm Margolin Eastern observers arrived in a California populated by
"primitive" tribes—or so they thought. In reality, California native
peoples lived in complex, highly organized societies and were astute
plant engineers, land managers and politicians.

15
The Museum of California
magazine is published in
January. April, July and
October. The Oakland
Museum of California is a
public/private partnership
between the City of Oakland,
Life Enrichment Agency, and
the Oakland Museum of
California Foundation.
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OF CALIFORNIA
STRIKES IT RICH

Gold Rush Project Director L.
Thomas Frye heralds the opening
of GOLD RUSH! California's
Untold Stories on January 24, and
introduces this special Gold Rush
Sesquicentennial issue of The
Museum of California.

THE CALIFORNIA OF 1848

by Raymond Dasmann Before the discovery at Sutter's Mill, California's gold lay
in its "glowing yellow plain" of native grasses and brilliant wildflowers.
Journey back 150 years for a glimpse of California as it looked in 1848.

16

THE CRUCIBLE
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DARYL LILLIE,

Chair, OA1C Foundation Board
DENNIS M. POWER,

Museum &endive Direaor

EUREKA!
I FOUND IT AT THE

WOMEN AND THE OVERLAND JOURNEY

WHITE ELEPHANT SALE

ELIHU HARRIS,

Mayer, City of Oakland

THE OAKLAND MUSEUM

by Jo Ann Levy Imagine stumbling over a barren plain with two babes-in-arms and
no idea of what lies ahead. Women who crossed the country to the gold
fields of California routinely faced adventure and tragedy, particularly
during the last miles of the arduous trek-40 miles of desert.
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A GOLDEN EVENING
FOR THE
GOLD RUSH GALA
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TWINING ROSES & INDIGO LEAVES

by Chico' Santiago What can you do with a one-inch-square scrap of cotton
cloth? A textile curator can read in it a story of the past, and a textile
designer can preserve it For the future. In an unusual collaboration, the
museum and P & B Textiles in Burlingame created "a legacy of the
Gold Rush in fabric."

DEPARTMENTS
34

News and views of grants and
the passing of a special friend;
Gold Rush members' events and
Black History programming; and
a listing of our many generous
funders and donors.
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THE LAST VOYAGE OF THE FROLIC

by Thomas N. Layton On a rocky northern California coast, the cultures of East
India, China, New England and Mitom Porno intersected, following an
ill-fated sea voyage to deliver Chinese goods to the newest inhabitants
of the Far West. Anthropology professor Thomas Layton uncovered the
story of a shipwreck and added a fascinating chapter to Gold Rush history.

CALIFORNIA

1000 Oak Street
Oakland. CA 94607
510/238-2200
http://www.museumea.org

1998 hy the Oakland Museum
of Calithenia. All rights reserved.
Reproduction or MC of she .
csintents. in whole or in part.
without permission of the publisher
is prohibited.
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ON THE COVER
E. Hall Martin, The Prospector, 1850. Oil on canvas, 36x 25 in. Collection of Mr. and Mrs. A.R.
Phillips, Jr. The painting is featured in Art of the Colt/Rush (Jan. 24-May 31, 1998).

ABOUT THE MUSEUM

All you need to know for your
visit to the Oakland Museum of
California during GOLD RUSH!
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ON THE LEVELS

TOURS AND TRAVEL

There's no end to fascinating
California trips, but just for fun
(and science), we've added a
jaunt to the West Indies in
February to view the total solar
eclipse.

THE OAKLAND IIIIISEIIM OF CALIFORNIA

reached into the jeep and dialed the cell phone. It was a hot summer afternoon in July. Stizi Jones,
our program officer at the National Endowment for the Humanities answered. I was returning
her call. We chatted for a moment and then she said, "The museum has just been granted full
funding for the Gold Rush project." Haifa million dollars from NEH! My head spun. We were
expecting a grant offer of perhaps half that amount. "Suzi,"

I

said, "let me describe to you where

I am. I'm standing in the middle of a remote Gold Rush placer mining site in Calaveras County
I

can see maybe a dozen furrows where Gold
Miners tools. c. 1850. During

Rush prospectors had worked their long toms, shoveling in

the course of the Gold Rush,

the gravels from one side and dumping out the debris on the

miners developed many

other. It's like they just picked up their tools and headed for

inventive ways to wrench gold
from the earth. Two hand

the next strike. We are here collecting for the exhibition,

tools were indispensible, how-

Standing here receiving this news of our 'strike' at NEH is

ever:a pick and 0 - handled,

simply uncanny."

flat-nose shovel. Collection of
Norm Wilson.

That stunning affirmation of the national importance of our
project, following sponsoring gifts from The Clorox Company Foundation, The California Dept. of Education,
the Oakland Museum Women's Board, the City of Oakland, and an anonymous donor, along with other generous
grants and contributions, meant that our commitment, our promise to California to present a fresh and muchneeded multidisciplinary reexamination of the California Gold Rush, could be realized. We call it GOLD RUSH!
California's Untold Stories.
This special issue of the magazine, coinciding with the 150th anniversary of James Marshall's discovery of gold
at Sutter's Mill, accompanies the public debut on January 24 of our three GOLD RUSH! exhibitions: GOLD
FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush;

Art

of the Gold Rush; and Silver & Gold: Cased Images of

the Cahfinnia Gold Rush. The exhibitions, a two-day national symposium (January
24-25), and a host of local and statewide educational outreach programs kick off
the Sesquicentennial year for the museum and for California.
The discoveries to be made by our visitors are profound, revealing and often
surprising—such as objects literally brought up from underground and beneath the
sea; long- hidden

treasures from public and private collections; startling daguerreian

images that strip away time with their immediacy; works of art and artifacts that
Copper-plated gold-mining pan. Mercury poured

confirm long-held stereotypes of the Gold Rush, and others that crush those

into this pan attracted gold particles when

stereotypes with the force of a giant stamp mill. Through it all we make discoveries

swirled in a riverbed. From 6010 FEVER!
Collection of Norm Wilson,

about the people themselves and the legacy we have inherited.
This project has been the biggest, boldest and most ambitious undertaking

3

since opening the museum. It has been filled with adventure, frenzy worthy of the Gold Rush itself, occasional
panic, and the invaluable advice and counsel of a team of scholars, advisors, educators, and those who have "seen
the elephant." To all we are humbly grateful.
Oakland Museum Foundation Board Chair Daryl Lillie and Executive Director Dennis M. Power set a course
and held to it, steady and true. The Board, the Development staff, a Gold Ribbon Committee and ace grant-

to

writer Jerry Daviee performed fundraising miracles. The staffs of the Art, Natural Sciences, History and Education

0

departments, the project consultants and advisors, and our museum volunteers have been without peer. The
museum has come together around this project in extraordinary ways that bode

vell

for the future and the long1

range humanities plan for the museum.

continued on next page
0
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This Sesquicentennial issue of The Museum of California,
which Editor Abby Wasserman envisioned as the second in a
series of three devoted to the Gold Rush (the first appeared
last fall) features illuminating articles by several noted scholars

GOLD FEVER! travels to the Autry Museum of Western
Heritage (September 19, 1998-January 24, 1999) and the Sacramento
Memorial Auditorium (July 7-October 31, 1999). Chief historical
consultant J.S. Holliday's companion book is due to be published by University of California Press in the fall of 1998.

working with us—Raymond F. Dasmann, James Houston,

& GOLD

Thomas Layton, Jo Ann Levy and Malcolm Margolin—for

SILVER

which we thank them once again. It will tantalize you with a

CASED IMAGES OF THE CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH

preview of objects you will see in the exhibitions and impart

January 24—July 26, 1998

information about a historic line of textiles created especially
for the museum. You'll also get a peek at our own soon-toarrive elephant, the incomparable White _Elephant Sale organized by the Women's Board.
So, make your plans to come to the museum and bring
friends and family, but allow yourself plenty of time, perhaps
even half a day. Put your hand beneath the gold nugget that
launched the Gold Rush, walk in the footsteps of those who
were here and hear their stories, and try your luck at gold
panning. These experiences and much more await you here
at the Oakland Museum of California.
L. Thomas Frye, Director
California Gold Rush Sesquicentennial Project

GOLD FEVER!
THE LURE AND LEGACY OF THE CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH

Silver & Gold presents 150 stunning daguerreotypes and arnbrotypes
made between 1848 and 1860. This unusual assemblage of photographs in their gleaming velvet and metal cases will never be
repeated, for many images come from private collectors, libraries
and museums who are loathe to lend such treasures. The photographs chronicle the lives of the people of diverse races, ages and
backgrounds who met in California during the Gold Rush. Some
of the greatest possess iconic, near-mythic qualities.
Organized by Drew Heath Johnson and Marcia Eymann, the
exhibition includes rare images of Native Californians, the first
known photograph of a Chinese person in California, and portraits of distinguished Mexican Californios whose forebears first
arrived in the 1700s. There are beautiful images of women—
wives and mothers, and actresses who trod the boards in newly
constructed theaters. Scenic views, including panoramas of San
Francisco, and gritty gold mining scenes impart a sense of place
and of history. The faces of these forty-niners are unforgettable.
Silver & Gold: Cased Images of tIte California Gold Rush travels to the
National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian Institution
(October 30, 1998-March 7, 1999) and the Crocker Art Museum
(August 13-October 10, 1999). A companion book published by
University of Iowa Press is available in the Museum Store.

January 24—July 26, 1998

ART OF THE GOLD RUSH

GOLD FEVER! is the most ambitious exhibition ever created on
the California Gold Rush. Through interactive exhibits, remarkable
artifacts, evocative tableaux and an innovative audio guide, GOLD
FEVER! brings to life the sight, sounds and voices of an era famous
for its human stories of courage, endurance, triumph and tragedy.
This multidisciplinary exhibition, curated by L. Thomas Frye
and Heather Huxley, presents dramatic stories about the people
who were there and the event's explosive impact on California's
economy, peoples and environment.
Dramatic artifacts include California gold nuggets and precious
objects made from gold, including the Oscar ". awarded John
Huston for Treasure of the Sierre Madre; the stern of the famous Gold
Rush ship NIANTIC, sheathed in copper (the bow still rests under
San Francisco); a reconstruction of a San Francisco archaeological
dig of a Chinese store; and a miner's hand-hewn log cabin with
the tools and necessities of life in the gold fields. You will walk in
the steps of the Native Californians, Californios, Yankees, Chinese,
Chileans, Hawaiians, and so many others who crossed the country
or sailed the seas to seek their fortunes in California.
The indispensable audio guide was created by Antenna Theatre
and is available in English, Spanish and Cantonese. A special English
audio guide is available for children (recommended for fourth grade
and above). There are written guides for hearing-impaired visitors.

January 24—May 31, 1998
Jointly organized by the Oakland Museum of California and the
Crocker Art Museum of Sacramento, Art of the Gold Rush is the
first comprehensive exhibition of Gold Rush paintings, watercolors
and drawings. The work, chosen by Harvey L. Jones and Janice
Driesbach, reveals a rich visual history of the California Gold Rush
from 1848 to the mid-1880s. There are vistas of San Francisco
that reflect the city's phenomenal growth during the Gold Rush
and exquisite, small landscape studies. There are vibrant depictions
of prospectors in the gold country and life in the mining camps;
portraits of early California residents, such as John A. Sutter, at
whose lumber mill gold was discovered; and stunning views lyrically portraying California's natural beauty, abundance and diversity
Featured artists include John Woodhouse Audubon, A.D.O.
Browere, George Henry Burgess, William McIlvaine, Charles
Christian Nahl, Ernest Narjot and August Wenderoth. After closing at the Oakland Museum, Art of the Gold Rush opens at the
Crocker Art Museum (June 20-September 13, 1998) and then
travels to the National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution (October 30, 1998-March 7, 1999). A book, Art of the
Gold Rush, published by University of California Press, is available
in the Museum Store.

-

GOLD FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush

Pioneer's Ten Commandmenls,1849 (detail).

_

Miners carried small pocket scales like this one,

California gold and gold quartz form this precious

This scene refers to "seeing the elephant" a phrase

Cemmemorative chest c. 1815, depicting e buffalo

that came to mean participation in the Gold Rush.

c.1850, to the gold fields.

hunt crossing newly laid tracks of the Transcontinental

OMC History Department Collections.

OK History Department Collections.

Railroad OMC History Department Collections:

SILVER & GOLD: Cased Images of the California Gold Rush
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llithown.maker, Gmup,o1 Miners in a Birth, 1850s.
Quarter platedaguerreotype.
-- Collection of Matthew R. Isenburg.

Unknown maker. Thomas Drew, Foily-Nmer. Drew is
Robert Vance, Mother and Child in Mourning, c. 1853.
This quarter-plate daguerreotype probably was
taken after the death of the woman's husband.
Hallmark Collection.

representative of the adventurous young men who
came to California. He wrote a friend, ''Whate'er my
future lot may be, and wander where I may, my spirit
still shall turn to thee, though tar—too far away....
Quarter-plate daguerreotype.
Collection of the Society of California Pioneers.

ART OF THE GOLD RUSH

Charles Christian Nahl tend Frederick August

Ernest Nariot, Placer Goeialions at Foster's Bar,

Wenderoth, Mineis in the Siena, 1851. Oil on canvas,
54 1/4081 TO National Museum of American Art,

1851. Oil on panel, 12 x 14 in. The Bancroft Library.
E. Hall Martin, The Prospector, !850.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

Collection ol Mr. and Mrs. kit Phillips. Jr.

Gilt of the Fred Heihron Collection.

University of California, Berkeley.

BY

JAMES D. HOUSTON

he Luck of ames Frazier Reed
James Frazier Reed is best known as a co-organizer of the Donner Party, the
infamous wagon train caught in the early winter of 1846-47. That story is a
saga of people pushed to the limits of human endurance and beyond, pushed
there, in part, by their own divisiveness, some poor decisions, and a run of
very bad luck. Reed's role in this grim, near-mythic episode has given him a
place in the history of western settlement. Yet accounts of his deeds seldom
include the extraordinary good luck that came to him not long afterward, luck
he shared with numerous others, the settlers' and deck hands and dreamers and
schemers who happened, by whatever means, to be in California by 1848.

James Frazier Reed was twice an immigrant. Born
in Ireland, he crossed to the United States as a young
boy with his widowed mother. When he rolled out
of Springfield, Illinois in April 1846, he was bound
for what was still a northern province of Mexico.
He was then in his mid-40's, a prosperous farmer and
businessman, with a wife and four young children.
He had land, a home, a sawmill and a furniture shop.
He also had a serious case of California Fever. In
partnership with his friends, George and Jacob
Donner, he left it all behind and joined the Great
Migration, heading farther west.
In the story of the Donner Party that has come
down to us, Reed is part culprit and part hero, a
capable but hot-tempered man, proud to a
fault, with admirable tenacity, devotion
to family and great physical courage.
His family wagon is one example of what went wrong. It was a
double-decker, built to make the
trip easier for Margaret, his wife,
who suffered from crippling
headaches. Both admired and
resented by the group, it was
dubbed "The Palace Car," by all
James Frazier Reed, quarter-plate daguerreotype.
Courtesy Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.

accounts the largest and most elaborate vehicle anyone had thus far attempted to move from one side
of North America to the other. When the trail got
rough, its very size and bulk contributed to the party's
slowing pace.
Reed's voice, moreover, was among the loudest
in support of a shortcut being promoted that year by
Lansford Hastings, the trail guide and entrepreneur.
His notorious "Cut-off"—bearing south around the
Great Salt Lake, rather than north—proved to be a
disaster, costing them five weeks instead of saving
three. It had been a communal decision to attempt
this route, but Reed took much of the blame.
In early October, as they reached the Humboldt
River in central Nevada, supplies were perilously low, animals were dying, days were
hot and tempers short. While driving
his wagon up a steep, sandy slope,
the young teamster John Snyder
began to beat his oxen with a whip
handle. Reed intervened, and
Snyder's frustration turned on
him. With the butt of his whip
he slashed Reed's forehead. Reed
drew a knife, in self-defense.
Facing page: William Gilbert Gaul, On ffie Way to the
Summit, c. 1891 (The Danner Parts). Oil on canvas board.
Oakland Museum Art Department, Kahn Collection.
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Margaret Reed. Courtesy California State Parks,
Slitter's Fort State Park.

Snyder struck again, and Reed
stabbed him in the chest. Within
half an hour the young man was
dead. Feelings against Reed ran so
strong, some wanted to hang him.
But others spoke out in his behalf. A
compromise was struck, and he was
banished.
He had to leave his family and ride on,
crossing the Sierra just ahead of the early snows that
trapped the rest of the party east of Donner Summit.
He spent the next four months trying to get back
into the mountains with relief supplies. His first
attempt, in early November, was blocked by snow
Returning to Sutter's Fort, he hoped to mount a
larger effort, only to be told that weather would make
the mountains impassable until February. What's more
—by a freak of timing—the struggle between the U.S.
and Mexico for control of California was just then
coming to a head. Any men he might have relied on
were now riding south with John Fremont's battalion
to put down the recent uprising in Los Angeles.
Sutter's advice was to petition
the military commander based
Me 4wwdkzdawei in San Francisco Bay. So Reed
set out on horseback for Yerba
Joethi/ermth, Buena, via the San Joaquin and
the Diablo Range. Upon reach-erilizsav
ing San Jose Pueblo he, too, was
recruited, and played a role in
Fair nth; Rea
what came to be called The Battle
of Santa Clara, in early January
wad ame /Ade tok
1847, the last armed encounter
in northern California.
kidcome â e
He made sonic allies in this
campaign, which in turn opened
the door for a commitment of support and resources
from the U.S. military's Northern Department. From
Yerba Buena he sailed for Sonoma, then crossed into
the Sacramento Valley, gathering horses and men
along the way He reentered the Sierra in late February, and this time made it through to Donner Lake.
His was one of four relief parties that brought out

d‘tri?,

a, .

the 47 survivors of the terrible
ordeal, his wife and four children
among them.
This is where the story usually
ends, as emaciated but alive, they leave
the mountains behind and enter a spiritlifting springtime. In fact, their life out
west was just beginning, and Reed's luck
already had begun to turn.
hile his family recuperated near Sutter's
Fort and later in Napa Valley, Reed
served briefly as sheriff of Sonoma. But
the time spent around San Jose had kindled an interest in the long fertile valley
that was once a southern extension of San Francisco
Bay. Having farmed in Illinois, he recognized the
rich, well-watered bottomland. Ten miles north of
the Pueblo, at Mission San Jose, he had seen the acres
of fruit trees planted by padres, now long neglected
yet still bearing well. He leased these orchards and in
the summer of 1847 gathered and dried pears, apples,
figs and quince, which he shipped to Hawaii, trading for sugar, cocoa, coffee and rice.
In San Jose a new council of regidores was replacing the alcalde system, and Reed was among its first
members, elected while he and his family still lived
in tents among the fruit trees on the mission grounds.
Eventually, they moved down into the Pueblo, renting what was available—a one-room, dirt-floored
adobe with a stiffened ox hide for a door. Their fifth
child was born there, just about the time Reed got
wind of the tantalizing reports that soon would empty
every California town: gold had been discovered on
the American River.
That spring he was heading again for the Sierras,
where he struck rich diggings near what would
become the town of Placerville. By the following fall
he had returned to the Pueblo, his saddlebags literally bulging. Reed had found his El Dorado and had
come back home, and the famous year that would
be our synonym for the western pursuit of sudden
fortune was still two months away.

In December 1848, when President James Polk
informed the wider world of the far west's new
bonanza, James Frazier Reed was beginning his third
year in California. He was 48 years old, the father of
five, and a pillar of the community compared with
the foot-loose argonauts who would soon pour into
the region. He had already begun to invest his winnings and his considerable energy in the valley where
he and his wife had decided to settle and raise their
children. San Jose, he believed, could become a thrivMg town, a commercial center, perhaps a state capitol.
From a Californio land-grant family he had purchased a square mile of open acreage south and east
of the market plaza. He planted sonic wheat and built
a large adobe ranchhouse, completed in November
1849. He hired a surveyor to subdivide the surrounding land into salable lots, as he had seen John Sutter
and other entrepreneurs do near the Sacramento •
River. He advertised in the San Francisco papers. The
map resulting from this survey, called The Plan of
the Pueblo de San Jose, included the whole town, as
then projected, and offered the first accurate look at
the community's growth in the post-Mexican period.
In the transient and shifting social terrain of midcentury California, Reed was one of those who had
come to stay. In Illinois he had been an aggressive
community leader and devoted family man, and his
habits had not changed. By the time the state entered
die Union, the Reeds were well-established. In her
Diary of a Pioneer Girl, 14-year-old Sallie Hester
recorded her family's journey from Bloomington,
Indiana, to San Jose, and made this entry on June 3,
1850:
"We have pitched our tent near the house of Rev.
Owens. Have met Mrs. Reed's family. They crossed
the Plains in -1846. They were of the Donner Party
. . . Mattie [Patty.] Reed is a lovely girl with big
brown eyes. She is near my own age. She has a piano,
and Mrs. Reed has kindly asked me to conic there
and practice."
She referred to a famous square piano Reed purchased from a Boston sea captain soon after they
moved into the ranch house. It had recently come

around Cape Horn. Eager to head for the gold
fields, the captain sold it to Reed for a thousand
dollars. When it appeared on the dock in San Francisco a large crowd gathered to ponder its elegant
rosewood lines. One of the first to reach these
shores from the faraway eastern seaboard, it was
known as "The Pioneer Piano," a feature of the
Reed family parlor for decades to come.
uring the Constitutional Convention,
Reed led the move to have San Jose
chosen as the state's new capitol, an
honor that would boost civic pride and
also boost the price of land, a boon for
early inves ors like himself. Before the Constitutional
Convention, he had sent letters up
and down the coast. In September
1849, he rode the 70 miles to Monterey, leading a contingent of local
businessmen to lobby the assembled
delegates. Several towns were in the
running, among them San Luis
Obispo, Santa Barbara, San Francisco,
Sacramento and Benicia, as well as
the former capitol, Monterey. To
strengthen their appeal, Reed and
his colleagues promised they would
have a suitable building ready for
the first legislature by December 15.
It was a bold gesture, since the town
Martha ("Patty") Reed, quarter-plate
daguerreotype. Courtesy of California
fathers did not yet possess such a
State Parks, Sutter's Fort State Park.
building. When San Jose won the
convention's vote, the lobbyists galloped back home,
with 10 weeks to make good on their guarantee.
In three years the Pueblo had swelled from 700
inhabitants to around 3,000. It was a sprawl of tents
and wooden shacks and small adobes, some with no
windows. But on the east side of the market square
there stood a recently built, uncompleted two-story
adobe, originally meant to be a hotel. Forty feet by
70, it had windows above and below, and a long
verandah. When the town council Offered to buy it
the owners balked, and rightly so, wondering if the
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as-yet-unincorporated townnorthern frontier, controlled
ship would be able to secure
more land than all the Yankees
the note. Reed and his colin San Jose combined. He
leagues came forward, securenvisioned a capitol in a town
14M
7 N116.
1'"i'41
•'
-e- •
ing the note, as private citinot yet laid out, which would
zens, for the 534,000 purchase
be named for himself. To this
price, thus opening the way
end he offered 156 acres and
California's
first
state
capitol
building
was
located
near
the
for the first session of the first
$370,000 in cash. The San
intersection of Market and San Antonio streets in San Jose.
California legislature to conJoseans couldn't top it. When
vene on time.
the issue was put to a public
vote that fall, the general's proOr almost on time. By
December 15 the ground floor of the State House
posal carried the day, and the legislature commenced
was still not ready to occupy. While the Assembly
its leapfrog journey, from San Jose to Vallejo in 1852,
back to San Jose, to Benicia, and on to Sacramento
met upstairs, the Senate met for the first two weeks
in '1854.
at the nearby home of Isaac Branham. This was a
Reed had not lost faith in his town's future. After
minor inconvenience, compared with the weather.
the legislature's first session ended, he went ahead
That season, 36 inches of rain fell in the Santa Clara
and deeded over several large parcels "for the use,
Valley. On opening day, neither house had a quobenefit and behoof of the aforesaid city of San Jose
rum. Some roads were impassable. The square was a
forever"-115 town lots and five squares, including
lake of brown taffy. Like the State House, the town
St. James Square, now a historical midtown park, and
was semi-built, in sudden-growth transition, short
Washington Square, later the core of California's
on hotels and eating places, so that sonic legislators
first state college (established in 1857), today's San
slept on dining room floors, while others took
Jose State University.
rooms where they could find them.
The family name lives on in the 60-block grid he
Most California towns that winter would have
laid out in 1849. His "Reed Addition" is still found
faced similar discomforts (the previous fall, some
on city maps today, including a venerable row of
delegates in Monterey had slept in tents or under
trees). But in what came to be known as "The Legstreets near the university campus that keep alive some
family names. South of Reed Street there is Margaret
islature of a Thousand Drinks," there were many
(his wife), then Virginia, for their older daughter,
grumblings, and an early motion proposed that they
Keyes for Margaret's side of the family, and Martha,
look for a better site.
for their younger daughter, also called Patty whose
Again, James Reed spoke up, pleading for time.
famous Donner Party doll has long been on
He offered four city blocks, enough space to
display at Sutter's Fort.
house all state offices, together with 168
town lots to be sold at auction, which
would in turn provide funds to build
James D. Houston is the author of six novels
and several non-fiction works, most recently In
the necessary buildings. Other San
the Ring of Fire: A Pacific Basin Journey
Joseans followed suit, with offers of
(Mercury House, 1997). He lives in Santa
money and more land. But this time
Cruz in the house once occupied by Pan}'
they were bidding against one of
Reed,
where he is completing a novel based
the wealthiest men in the west.
upon her family's experiences during 1846
General Mariano Vallejo, former
and 1847.
Commandante of Alta California's
Patty Reed's Donner Party doll. Courtesy of California State
Parks, Sutlers Fort State Park.
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Left: Brodiaea corms and cormlets.
Below: Hupa woman leaching acorns for acorn
soup, 19132. Phoebe Apperson Hearst Museum of
Anthropology, University of California, Berkeley.
Facing page, from.lett:
Maggie Howard (la-bu-ce), Mewuk, 1935.
Yosemite National Park Research Library.
Yurok man in ceremonial regalia, n.d. Oakland
Museum of California History Department
Collections.
Lucy bites, Mewuk, 1940s. Yosemite National
Park Research Library.
Billy George, Wintu, 1931. Santa Barbara
Museum of Natural History.
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Salmon, plentiful and dependable in
one area, might be a luxury item to a
people 20 miles away. Likewise—corresponding to California's varied landscape and climates—shellfish, certain
types of desirable acorns, pine nuts,
mesquite beans, or cultivated crops such
as squash or corn might serve as a staple
for one people but be totally absent
from the diet of a neighboring tribe.
Social and political structures diverged as widely as dwelling structures.
In the areas where food was plentiful,
people lived in permanent villages of
1,000 or 1,500 inhabitants, while in
desert areas where food, water and
firewood were sparse, small bands—
often extended families or clans—
moved seasonally from one temporary
site to another.
n recent years an appreciation of
California Indians' cultural diversity
has gained hold on the popular as
well as scholarly imagination.
Another concept, however, now
more or less firmly established in the
scholarly world, has yet to take popular
root—namely, a reevaluation of the
opinion that the California Indians
were a "simple" hunting and gathering
people, living with ease off California's
great natural abundance.
The idea that California Indians
were "simple" is hard to eradicate,
because it derives from a deeply held

assumption that European beliefs, technologies, and institutions are "advanced"
—that, for example, monotheism,
national forms of government, use of
metals, domestication of animals, the
invention of writing, and other hallmark
western attainments are so manifestly
superior that anyone lacking them is less
highly evolved or "primitive." According to this way of looking at things,
there is a natural course of "civilization"
in which people progress from the
stone age to the copper age to the
bronze age to the iron age to the atomic
age to the information age, each age
being more complex, more highly
evolved, and unquestionably more
beneficial than the previous one. Those
at a "lower" stage of development are
"simple," and we (conveniently) are
"complex" and "advanced."
In the last two decades, however,
anthropologists, in large part inspired
by Lowell Bean, formerly of California
State University, Hayward, have been
looking more closely at the hunting and
gathering tribes of California. They
have discovered almost wherever they
looked that people were functioning
within extraordinarily complex social,
political and economic networks. Even
in relatively small groups there were
hierarchies, class systems and specialists
in any number of arts, ceremonies and
governance.
Take, for example, the matter of

political institutions. Early visitors to
California saw few recognizable forms
of government—no well-defined legislatures, judicial systems, administrative
centers, standing armies, or even strong
leaders—and they assumed that native
people thereby lived in a state bordering
on anarchy. Anthropologists, however,
have been developing another understanding. The Pomo village of Shanel in
the Russian River Valley near presentday Ukiah, for example, had some 1,500
inhabitants, as many as 100 dwellings,
and at least five assembly houses. Shanel
was governed by two hereditary chiefs,
a war chief Who was elected and a
number of assembly-house and "speaking" chiefs—more than 20 in all,
working both against one another and
with one another in a subtle, complex,
responsive, highly evolved and delicately balanced political structure.
Agriculture is another example.
Early observers assumed that the Indians
of California gathered nuts, berries,
greens and bulbs from the wild because
they had not yet learned more "sophisticated" farming techniques; that they
hunted because they had not vet learned
to domesticate and herd. Indian people
were living off what fickle nature freely
produced, or so it seemed, while by
use of irrigation, plowing, plantings
and cultivation, European descendants
had gained some measure of control
over their sources of food.
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Modern research, however, has led
to a different understanding—that
Indian people were not living passively
off die abundance of "wild" land, but
were profoundly manipulating the
environment to create the very abundance that supported them.
Throughout California, for instance,
people regularly set fire to the land. In
doing so they helped maintain open
meadows that fostered the growth of
certain desirable grains and large-seeded
flowers. They improved game habitats,
retarded the spread of brush and invasive conifers such as Douglas fir, and
aided in the regeneration of highly
valued conifers such as the nut-bearing
sugar pine. They controlled the spread
of acorn-eating weevils and encouraged
the vigorous growth of deer grass, bear
grass and other desirable basketry plants.
Basket weavers, for their part,
gathered hazel, willow, redbud and
other shoots by pruning bushes in ways
that increased the health of these plants
and aided in their survival and spread.
Women gathering brodiaea bulbs
("Indian potatoes") harvested them only
during the time when bulblets were
forming around the main bulb. In the
harvesting, the soil was loosened and the
bulblets scattered, so that the gathering
of these nutritious bulbs increased rather
than depleted the supply of brodiaea.
In these and in many other ways, native
people manipulated the environment
to create an abundance favorable to
human needs. Indeed, the California
that the first Europeans stumbled into
at the end of the 18th century was not
a wilderness inhabited by primitive
hunting and gathering peoples. It was a
tended garden that had been created
and maintained for centuries with great
skill and sophistication.

From top: Porno man making money and beads. Courtesy of the
American Museum of Natural History.
Maggie Howard (Ta-ho-ce), Mewuk, filling choke with acorns,
Nov. 1932. Courtesy Yosemite National Park Research library.
Kany Cunningham-Summerfield (Mewuk/MaidulTslagi), helped

Native people

manipulated the
environment to
create an abundance
favorable to
human needs.

nother prevalent misconception
about California Indians is that they
are extinct—assimilated culturally
into the dominant society in almost
all ways. This is hardly the case.
Throughout the gold country alone
there are thriving communities of
Mewuk, Mono, Maidu and other
Indian people. They no longer live the
way their ancestors did before the Gold
Rush, but neither does anyone else in
California. Yet traditional attitudes,
customs and beliefs still persist.
Throughout the Sierran foothills
there are ceremonial roundhouses in
active use and people who speak the
old languages. Every fall hundreds of
native people still gather to roast deer
and stone-boil acorns, dance, sing and
tell stories. There are places in these
foothills where children continue to be
taught love and respect for their elders
and for the earth.
It is certainly not easy to be an
Indian in the last decade of the 20th
century. It is full of contradiction and
complexity. But as is becoming increasingly apparent, complexity always has
been part of the Native Californian's
capacity to survive. cv,

11.

by her mother, Kimberly, dons abalone, purple olivella and bead
ornaments to dance at the museum's 1997 Maidu BIG TIME

Malcolm Margolin is the author of many books on
Native Califinvians. His publishing house, Heyday
Books, has just released Gold Rush: A Literary
Exploration, edited by Michael Kowaleivski.
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n the California oil848, gold-seekers discovered a wild, beautiful and

species has been sweeping and almost universal, and almost no native California..

apparently untouched western territory. In actuality, it was a California

.grasslands remain.

that for centuries had been manipulated by human hands.
The first native Americans had encountered a world inhabited by

California's evergreen forests have for millennia formed a green ring around
the state, providing a retreat for a great variety of wild species. In ancient forests

mammoths, ground sloths, dire wolves, cave bears and saber-toothed

protected in primitive areas of our

cats. What are now deserts were then Well-covered by vegetation; present-day

state and national parks', conditions

BY RAYMOND

DASMANN

are much the same as they were in the days of Spanish

salt pans were then lakes, and glaciers reached far along

occupation. Until the time of the Gold Rush only forests

the Sierra.
Most of the large animals that had survived the Ice Ages

immediately around settlements, such aS those near San

were to disappear during the time of human occupancy in

Francisco, Monterey and Humboldt bays, were subjected

California, and researchers still debate whether their extinc-

to logging. Thus, until relatively recently, giant redwoods;

tion was caused by human hunters, climatic changes or

sequoias and centuries-old Douglas firs were not threatened.

both. We Can surmise that from the time humans first arrived

California's woodland wildlife; too, was little affected

on the scene, they began modifying the environment to

by human activity in the years before the Gold Rush. Fur

provide for their immediate needs and continued occupancy.

trappers such as Jedediah Smith and his entourage were

Their use of fire, in particular, was a major influence on the

mainly interested in beaver furs and perhaps caused some

development of more open forests and on the spread of.

temporary reduction in beaver numbers along the Sacra:-

grasslands and savannahs. •They encouraged the propaga-

mento River, but their stay in California was brief, and wildlife

tion of plants useful to them, and modified chaparral to

recovered from their activities.
The marine environment was different story The pelts

create a habitat favorable to deer and other animals hunted

of.sea otters that swam off the coast were highly valued in

for meat and hides,
California grasslands before the arrival of theSpanish

China and Russia. Russian ships bearing Aleut hunters

explorer Cabrillo in 1542 were unique, not atall like those of

2 sailed down from Alaska before 1800, joined by English

midwestern America. The coastal prairies Wel'e dominated

0

and American ships, to conduct a massive slaughter of

by oatgrass, fescue and tufted hairgrass. In the Central

these animals..California's sea otter populations have not

Valley, purple needlegrass shared dominance with pine

yet recovered frdm those devastating attacks, althOugh

bluegrass and other perennial grasses. These had developed

they now are fully protected. Elephant seals and fur Sgt.

over centuries in the presence of elk, antelope and deer,.

•also, were reduced to near-extinction.

and were adapted to the selective grazing of those species.

• " Early gold miners had little effect Oen Me natural

Bison were absent, and so were the heavy, pounding hooves

environment as long as they were few in number and con. fined their activities to existing stream beds. The greatest

of cattle and sheep.

damage took place in the decades following the initial'

The 'arrival of European explorers introduced plant
species from thelberian peninsula that became well estab-

'rush," as hydraulic mining, stream dredging and hard-

lished by the time of the first permanent Spanish settlements

rock mining replaced pans and pick axes.
More destructive than the physical damage to streams

in 1769. Even so, when Edwin Bryaht traveled through the

and watersheds was the spirit that drove the search for

Coast Ranges and into the Santa Clara Valley, he found luxuriant swathes of native perennial bunch grasses, with two
introduced species, the wild oat and mustard, just beginning
to invade. Twenty-two years later, John Muir, standing atop

Top: June grass, Koeleria macranth‘L
California native grass:
Bottom: Pine Bluegrass, 'Poa rseabrella
(P. macrantha). California native grass.

Pacheco Pass, could still deiribe the Sanjoaquin Valley
below as one vast bee pasture, "a glowing yellow plain which, I ike a cloth of gold,

gold. The miners' belief that the environment was theirs to

15

exploit, hat rocks, woods and rivers stood in the way of
their right" to find gold, would establish a precedent for
ongoing gross Manipulation and exploitation of natural

resources. To a great extent we have not escaped the forty- [liner mentality.

was seen flowing away to north and south as far as the eye could reach':
Eventually, European livestock—cattle, sheep. , goats and pigs—trampled out
many native species. convening a landscape of perennial grasses to one consisting

Raymond F. Dasmatnr is a professor pneritus of ecologY. in the Environmental Studies liepartment Of the University of California, Santa e'rui Two of his
books„ The Destruction Of California. and California s Changing

primarily of annual grasses and broad-leafed herbs. Few of us are aware of these

Enviroripient, Ore concerned with the effects of Piropeatt settlettu?..tit. On the

changes, since people today have little basis for comparison: the substitution of

,Califinnia etivironnient.7,
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... the scenery....is so wild and

magnificently grand that it elevates

the soul from earth to heaven and

causes such an elasticity of mind

that I forget I am old.

—Harriet Ward

the situation was so desperate

that, in most cases, no one could

help another. Each had all he could

do to save himself and his animals.

'1

0.6 Oca-WaleicAweef WaiAnaz

For the past 150 years, the near-mythic forty-niner has dominated Gold
Rush history Any schoolchild can conjure his image: boots, red flannel
shirt, slouch hat, a pick balanced on his shoulder, a gold pan dangling from
his mule's pack.
His long shadow, in its majority, has shrouded a host of 'minority' gold.
seekers. Adjust history's focus and we see Chileans and Chinese, Europeans
and Canadians, indeed, the whole world heading for California in response
to her siren call—including women.
Thousands of women journeyed overland during the Gold Rush with
husbands and fathers, and even some few without. John Banks, for instance,
traveling with the Buckeye Rovers, a company of young men from Ohio,
noted in his diary for June 28, 1849, that he had seen "an Irish woman
and daughter without any relatives on the way for gold. It is said she owns
a fine farm in Missouri." Two weeks later, their paths converged again:
"Last night the Irish woman and daughter were selling liquor near us. . . .
Fifty cents a pint, quite moderate."
Although the precise number of women heading west in 1849, 1850
and 1851 is not discoverable, nearly every trail diary. mentions their presence. For 1852, the Fort Kearny register offers hard
data. By July 13 of that year, a fort subordinate stationed
BY JO ANN LEVY
on the road had tallied the passing by of 7,021 women
and 8,270 children.
Intrepid entrepreneurs like the Irish woman and her daughter differed
little from other women heading for California's gold. While a few undoubtedly made reluctant companions'to adventurous husbands, most shared in
the eagerness to make a "pile" from the golden promises . of the distantly
beckoning land.
Catherine Haun, for instance, and her lawyer husband "longed to go
to the new El Dorado and 'pick up' gold enough with which to return
and pay off our debts." They departed Clinton, Iowa, with high hopes:
"Full of the energy and enthusiasm of youth, the prospects of so hazardous
an undertaking had no terror for us, indeed, as we had been married but a
few months, it appealed to us as a romantic wedding tour."
Margaret Frink and her husband Ledyard left Indiana with similar anticiintim. Upon seeing the "long trains of white-topped wagons for many
miles," Margaret observed: "It seemed to me that I had never seen so many
human beings in all my life before . . . and I thought, in my excitement,
that if one-tenth of these teams and these people got ahead of us, there
would be nothing left for us in California worth picking up."

17
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Facing page: Women could create new identities for themselves and enjoy an adventurous life out west as illustrated by
this haunting girl in men's clothes. We don't know her identity, though she may have been part of the Jayhawkers, a group

—Margaret Frink

A

from Illinois who nearly lost their lives crossing Death Valley (three did). Sixth-plate daguerreotype from Silver & Gold.
Collection of The Huntington library, San Marino, California.
0
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J. Goldsborough Bruff, Stampede on the Platte Plains. Courtesy of The Huntington Libraiy, San Marino, California.

The journey's scenic splendors captivated many women emigrants. Lucena
Parsons found Chimney Rock a special
attraction: "It has been seen 30 miles
off on a clear day. Three of us went to
it. I was struck with amazement at the
grandeur of the scene." Lucy Cooke, on
Seeing the Sweetwater River rushing
through Devil's Gate, wrote: "It is a
grand sight! Surely worth the whole
distance of travel!' And Harriet Ward,
even after four months of travel,
observed in a letter to grown children
left behind in Wisconsin: "Were you
all with us and our horses fresh it would
notwithstanding all its hardships be to
, me a perfect pleasure trip. There is so
much variety and excitement about it,
and the scenery through which we are
constantly passing is so wild and magnificently grand that it elevates the soul
from earth to heaven and causes such an
elasticity of mind that I forget I am old."
But for some, the hardships left
devastating memories. Mary Medley
Ackley saw her mother felled by cholera
and buried near the Platte River: "I
remember every detail of her death and
burial." Lodisa Frizzell "saw a fresh made
grave, a feather bed lying upon it, we
afterwards learned that a man & his
wife had both died a few days before,
& were burned together here, they left
2 small children, which were sent back
to St. Joseph by an Indian chief." Eliza
McAuley witnessed a fearful accident:
"In coming down a steep hill a woman
attempted to jump from the wagon with
the child in her arms. Her-dress caught
----____
ni thy
ez4eelAnrshvt dr)wn under
and76usheifdeatli'
/ ."
Whatevev4e/Andividual pleasures and
traleicVsi,Aleshared the fearful experience of the desert crossing, the penul-

timate barrier to California's riches. The
rugged Sierra Nevada, the emigrants'
final obstacle, exacted its toll in wagons
smashed or abandoned, but it was the
40-mile desert that threatened death. •
By the time overlanders reached this
desert, described by guidebooks as a
distance that "must be performed in
one stretch, as there is no grass nor good
water on the road," they had already
traveled 1,800 miles. Their oxen, mules,
and horses were worn, their spirits and
bodies fatigued, their provisions frequently reduced to starvation levels.
Few Gold Rush diaries record events
more frightening than the desert crossing. Luzena Stanley Wilson, who refused
to be left behind when her husband
Mason caught gold fever—"I thought
where he could go I could, and where I
went I could take my two little toddling
babies"—captured the horror in 1849:
"It was a forced march over the
alkali plain, lasting three days, and we
carried with us the water that had to
last, for both men and animals, till we
reached the other side. The hot earth
scorched our feet; the grayish dust hung
about us like a cloud, making our eyes
red, and tongues parched, and our
thousand bruises and scratches smart
like burns. The road was lined with the
skeletons of the poor beasts who had
died in the struggle. The 'Independence
Company'—like hundreds of others
had given out on the desert; their mules
gone, many of their number dead, the
party broken up, some gone back to
Missouri, two of the leaders were here,
not distant forty yards, dying of thirst
and hunger. I took food and water and
found them bootless, hatless, ragged
and tattered, moaning in the starlight
for death to relieve them from torture.
They called me an angel...."
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SNOW TRAIN TO RENO
HISTORY GUILD FEBRUARY

DAV TO

A DAY IN MONTEREY

3-5, 1998

NATURAL SCIENCES GUILD • TUESDAY, JANUARY

13, 1998

SANTA CRUZ AND THE
MARINE BIOLOGY COMPLEX

Train lovers can board the Snow Train at the Emeryville

We repeat our popular trip to the Monterey Bay Aquarium.

NATURAL SCIENCES GUILD • TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10,

Station for this ride over the Sierra to Reno. We can't

You con spend the day in the aquarium enjoying their

Next to the Long Marine Laboratory on the ocean

guarantee snow, but can hope for it! We'll lodge at the

special exhibit, "Fishing far Solutions," and the outer

bluffs, the Department of Fish and Game has opened

Eldorado Hotel, a short walk from the station. A char-

bay exhibits, jelly fish and otters, or explore Cannery Row.

the Oiled Wildlife Veterinary Care and Research Center

tered bus next day will take us to histotic Virginia City,

The bus will bring us back to the Oakland Museum

to rescue marine animals and study ecosystem manage-

where we can savor the colorful atmosphere and ride

before closing time. The price of $39 members and

ment. For information and price, call Marilyn Rhodes,

the V&T Railroad. That evening we'll enjoy dinner at a

$44 non-members, includes transportation, aquarium

510/531-0348, Joan Garb, 510/655-1613, or Anne

real Basque restaurant in Reno, deporting for home by

entrance and tax-deductible contribution to the Natural

Macpherson, 510/524-1006.

train the next morning. $230 OMC members, $250

Sciences Guild. For information call Joan Trujillo,

non-rnembers, (single supplement available) includes

510/199-1729 or Anne Macpherson, 510/524-1006.

all transportation, lodging, all admissions, two lunches
and one dinner. For information and a flyer, call Helen

BANK AND APPEALS

Tryon, 510/232-2964.

HISTORY GUILD • WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

1998

SANTA CRUZ: FROM BOARDWALK
TO BANANA SLUGS
HISTORY GUILD • SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

21, 1998

14, 1998
Join us on our trip to Santo Cruz, one of the lost great

Take a tour of San Francisco's Federal Reserve Bank,

THE BIG ECLIPSE

headquarters for the Twelfth Federal Reserve District.

NATURAL SCIENCES GUILD • FEBRUARY

22-MARcH 3, 1998

You'll find out all you wanted to know about money.

We're able to secure 10 air and hotel spaces to the

The tour begins with a video presentation to familiarize

Dutch West Indies to see the total eclipse of the sun on

you with the history and operations of the Federal

February 26. We will have eight days to enjoy Aruba,

Reserve. The tour guide will lead us through the World

Bonaire and Curacao. The price is $2,345. This trip is

of Economics, a block-long permanent exhibit where

open to museum members only. Call Anne Macpherson

one can digest a wealth of information about the U.S.

510/524-1006.

economy. Following this, our guide will take us into the
operational areas of the Bank where millions of dollars

LOS ANGELES:
LIBRARY, HISTORY AND CULTURE
HISTORY GUILD • MARCH

worth of checks are processed every day. following
lunch, we will visit the historic U.S. Court of Appeals, with

16-21 AND APRIL 13-18, 1998

Our chartered bus to the southland will first stop at the
Reagan Library in Simi Valley. We'll lodge that night in

o docent4ed tour of this recently renovated American

Settled in Hollywood, we'll fan out each day in a differ-

$4150 OMC members, $46 non-members, includes

information, call Helen Tryon, 510/232-2964.

the Gamble House and Norton Simon Museum in
Pasadena, the Huntington Library (where we expect to

Victorian era. Also included is a visit to California's only
surfing museum and the restored downtown Santa Cruz
area (heavily damaged in the 1989 earthquake). We
will visit the site of Mission Santo Cruz, overlooking the
city, and drive through the beautiful wooded University
of California campus high on the ridge above Monterey
Boy. $47 OMC members, 552 non-members, includes
bus transportation, lunch, admissions and tour leader
honorarium. For further information, call Helen Tryon,
510/232-2964.

REMEMBERING: THE NUT TREE AND
THE DAYS OF THE STREETCAR
HISTORY GIJIID • SATURDAY, JANUARY 17,

BEHIND THE SCENES
HISTORY GUILD MONDAY, MARCH

1998

its newly restored splendor, now's the time to do so.
We will also tour the Davies Symphony Hall and the
Herbst Theatre. After lunch, we'll return to Oakland and
have a tour of Oakland's beautiful art deco Paramount

enjoy o high tea), the Nixon Library, the Autry Museum

If you have driven Hwy 80 between the Bay Area and

of Westem Heritage and the Los Angeles County Museum

Sacramento, you must remember the Nut Tree complex,

includes bus transportation, lunch and admissions. For

of Art. Our tour leader will be historian Gary Holloway.

a wonderful place to stop for a meal and shop along the

further information, call Helen Tryon, 510/232-2964.

$685 OMC members, $730 non-members (single sup-

way. The Nut Tree opened in 1921 as a roadside stand

plement available), includes bus transportation, lodg-

and grew too popular tourist complex. It dosed in 1996,

NEW ALMADEN

ing, tour leader honorarium, all admissions, continental

still a family-owned operation. We will be going to the

HISTORY AND NATURAL SCIENCES GUILDS

breakfast each morning and at least one other meal

Vacaville Museum, which has mounted an exhibition of

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 1998

each day. For information and a flyer, call Helen Tryon,

Nut Tree memorabilio—menus, products, and even a

510/232-2964.

booth set for dinner. Following lunch nearby, we will
continue our day of nostalgia by going to the Western
Railway Museum at Rio Vista Junction. Remember the
Key System trains that traveled in different parts of the
East Bay and over the Boy Bridge to San Francisco? At
the rail museum, you will see one of these trains, as well
as one of the Sacramento Northern trains. Additionally,
there ore streetcars to see and ride as you wander
through the grounds and shops of this fascinating place.
$44 OMC members, $48.50 non-members, includes
bus transportation, lunch and admissions. For further

Theatre. $51.50 OMC members, $56 non-members,

The oldest, richest, largest mine in California is auto
gold mine in the gold country, but a mercury mine near
San Jose. From 1847 to 1912, $70 million of mercury
was taken from these hills, and the town is now an historical site. A massive clean-up is planned soon at the
mine site, but if we're able, we'll go up to the hills to
see the old workings. If not, we'll have a tour of the
charming town and lunch in an historical old home. The
program and price will be determined later. Please
watch the guild newsletters or call Anne Macpherson,
510/524-1006, or Ann Morales, 510/237-3928, for
information.

information, (all Helen Tryon, 510/232-2964.

TRIP_ Flic ES INCLUDE

TAX DEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTION TO THE
yr?"

r

2, 1998

If you hove not seen the San Francisco Opera House in

ent direction. Highlights will include a visit to the new
Getty Museum, the Skirball Cultural Center and Museum,

Holloway, we will visit the historic boardwalk and learn
about the importance of seaside holidays durin'g the

Renaissance/Beaux Arts Classical Style building. Cost of

bus transportation, admissions and lunch. FIN further

Calabasas, continuing to Los Angeles the next day.

seaside resorts in America. On this tour, led by Gary

0 ' 77
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ABOUT the MUSEUM
PUBLIC INFORMATION

restrooms are located on the second level. Individuals

COLLECTORS GALLERY

requiring assistance should contact Security, 238-3948.

510/834-2296

DOCENT TOURS

The Collectors Gallery, run by the Oakland Museum
Women's Board, offers contemporary California paintings,

1 -8 88-OAK-MUSE (625•6873)
510/238-2200

LOCATION

510/238-3514

graphics, photographs and crafts for sale. Paintings and

A Natural Sciences docent training class begins Feb. 3.

graphics are also available for rental. Gallery hours are

Oak and 10th Streets, one block from the Lake Merritt

Call 238-3884 to inquire! Public tours are available;

Wednesday through Friday, 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,

BART station and four blocks from Highway 880.

inquire at gallery desks. On weekends join a tour at

Saturday and Sunday, 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.

1:30 p.m. For information and reservations for groups

PRESS INQUIRIES

and American Sign Language and Total Communication

510/2 38-3 402

tours, call 238-3514 or (hearing impaired only) TTY

MEMBERSHIP & DEVELOPMENT
5 1 0/ 238-6556 (Membership)

451-3322 Monday through Friday.

2 38-29 17 (Development)
Among the roles of this deportment are the Annual Fund,

10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through

CALIFORNIA LIBRARY OF
NATURAL SOUNDS

Sunday. Open Friday to 9 p.m. Closed

510/238-7482

Gifts, Memorials, and Membership from individuals, foun-

This comprehensive regional library of species and envi-

request a copy of the museum's Annual Report.

HOURS JAN. 24 — JULY 26, 1998

Monday and the Fourth of July.

ADMISSION JAN. 24—JULY 26, 1998

Special Gifts, Corporate Sponsorship, Grants, Planned
dations and corporations. Call to become a member or to

ronmental sounds, a program of the Natural Sciences

$8 general, $6 for seniors and students,

appointment. Reasonable houdy rate for tape production,

OAKLAND MUSEUM SCULPTURE
COURT AT CITY CENTER

$3 for children 5 and under. General
admission ($5 and $3) is waived the first

based on project type.

I 11 1 BROADWAY, OAKLAND

Sunday of every month. The $3 surcharge

MUSEUM GUILDS

The off-site Oakland Museum Sculpture Court features

for Gold Rush exhibitions is waived Fridays

ART GUILD 510/238-3005
HISTORY GUILD 238-3842

the year in the atrium lobby. Hours are 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

from 3 to 9 p.m.

Dept., offers access to the public for creative projects by

NATURAL SCIENCES GUILD 238-3884

MEMBERS GOLD RUSH! ADMISSION

exhibitions of sculpture by California artists throughout
Monday—Friday; 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday; and 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday. Closed on holidays. Admission is

The museum's Art, History and Natural Sciences guilds

free. For more details, call the museum's Public

S3 for use of audio guide. Members do not pay general

offer free public programs 10 months of the year at regu-

Information Office, 510/238-3402.

admission. Opening Weekend (Jan. 23, 3 to 9 p.m.,

lar meetings, as well as special programs, trips and

Jan. 24 8, 25) is completely free to members (no audio
guide surcharge). Bring your membership card.

fundraising activities.

VOLUNTEER SERVICES
GARAGE

510/238-2914

MUSEUM STORE
5 1 0/238-6305
Books on California themes, exhibition catalogs, gifts,
jewelry, fine craft, children's games and toys, stationery,

Tuesday—Thursday, 1:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
75 cents per hour for the first three hours, $1.00 per
hour after. Entrances on Oak and 12th streets. Parking
behind the Kaiser Convention Center, 10th and Fallon, is
$3 a day.

Volunteers participate as part of the OMC family in a

calendars, T-shirts and souvenirs. The Gold Rush Store

variety of ways, including helping in the Museum Cafe,
staffing gallery information desks, joining a guild, touring

(Jan. 24—July 26) offers wonderful goods inspired by

as a docent or providing office assistance. Call for information.

MUSEUM CAFE
.510/834-2329

FACILITIES RENTAL
5 1 0/ 238-2264

WHEELCHAIR ACCESS

IN

GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories.

The Museum Cafe features salads, entrees, sandwiches,
soups, desserts and beverages. Hours during GOLD

the museum's facilities are available for rental to busi-

RUSH! are Tuesday—Sunday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Dinner

From the street, use the ramp on 10th

ness, civic, community and private groups. The James

will be served (until 8 p.m.) on Fridays.

Street at the corner of Fallon. This ramp is

Moore Theatre and Lecture Hall are appropriate for small

slightly steeper than current standards (1:6

performances, lectures and films, while the restaurant,

WHITE ELEPHANT SALE

slope). By vehicle, park in the garage's designated

terrace and gardens are popular for receptions, cere-

510/839-5919

spaces on the main level and use the romp into the

monies and parties. For rental fees and reservations, ask
for Ron Scurlock.

museum. The vertical clearance of the garage is 6'8".
The elevator serves all three levels, and all public areas
are wheelchair-accessible. Accessible phones and

The Women's Board's annual sale is
March 7-8, 1998 (Preview Sale: February 8).
Call for a van pickup of your donation.
IMINN

Leslie and Dennis Power (left), Sharon and Philip Unhares (back row, right)
with longtime supporters of the museum on d Women's Board members
(from left): Taytoe Churchill, Virginia Furth, Sue Vukosin (current President),
Alpha Mae Beamer and Joyce Dablea.

Eva & Gary Paterson

Mary Anne 8 Richard Tirrell

The following are donations received

Mr. 8 Mrs. James C. Peirono

Margaret S. Tuttle

from July through September 1997.

Robert R. Piper

Union Pacific Foundation

Names of those honored ore in bold-

Marjorie 8 Theodore Plant

Helen G. Vurek

face.

Mr. 8 Mrs. Charles C. Plummer

Tanis Walters

IN TRIBUTE TO:

Mr. 8 Mrs. John H. R. Poll

Marian L Walton

Mr. & Mrs. Edward Bergen's 60th

Juliette Powell

Florence 8 Carl Weber

Anniversary: lours 8 Mildred

Leslie 8 Dennis M. Power

Susan Zeman West

Oppenheim

Charles Lee Purvis

Mr. & Mrs. Gory Willarts

Tayloe Churchill: Margaret Stuart

Ira V. Renner

Sally B. Woodbridge

Graupner

Elsie Richey

Mas Toshiko Yonemura

Margaret Hall's Birthday: Norma

Barbara Robertson

Mr. 8 Mrs. Peter Luber

Harrison, Susan Peters

Bruce H. Rogers
Kathleen Rosson
Alice Rowbothom
Mr. Michael Schroeder
Mr. 8 Mrs. Ross Scroggs

MI. & MIS.

Thomas E. Bowman

Kenneth Hart

Leslie Brandt 8 Roxanne Kellam

Mr. 8 Mrs. Monne Haslett

Jeanne B. Brown

George M. Henke

David Bramwell

Randy Hester 8 Marcia McNally

C. L. Bubeck

Marion Jorgen Hildebrandt

Diane 8 Keith Bull

Mr. 8 Mrs. David A. Hodges

Peter R. (adenasso

Virginia 8 James Hoelter

Merilyn Calhoun

Beth Hoffman 8 Laurie Manuel

Emily Callaghan

Tim Holton 8 Stephanie McCoy

Joseph E. Seagram 8 Sons, Inc.

Silvia & James Walton

Diane Signore 8 Scott Strait

Mr. 8 Mrs. Robert B. Friend

Mr. 8 Mrs. Dwight Simpson

Robert C. Helminiak

Mr. 8 Mrs. Robert T. Simpson, Jr.

Hewlett-Packard Company

IN MEMORY OF:

Rosalind Singer 8 Jack Tessman

Paul Hathaway McGinnis

Mr. Arden Bishop: Barbaro 8 Walter

Martha C. Slavin

Mrs. William A. Seavey

Cherida C. Smith
Mr, 8 Mrs. Judson W. Smith
Molly B. Smith

Dr. 8 Mrs. Wayne Caygill

MI.

David (hung

Y. lwato

W. J. 8 Marion Classen

Mr. 8 Mrs. Barry A. Jellison

Mr. 8 Mrs. Michael Bard Coleman

Mr. 8 Mrs. (ad H. Jordan

Lisa Forrestal Connor

Sandra 8 Laurence Kessenick

Mr. 8 MIS. Zino Connors

Mr. & Mrs. Bob 10ausner

Bruce A. Crayne

Kenneth R. Kingsbury

Kay 8 Arthur Crowe

Kim Kitamura 8 Sherry Wong

Margaret M. Ietlow

Mr. 8 Mrs. Howard Dosdthach

Carolyn 8 Donald Klein

Marisa L de Leon

Veronica L Tinonga

Jeffrey M. Koopersmith

Roth 8 Philip Deuel

Mr. 8 Mrs. Howard J. Korth

Robin Dintiman

Mr. 8 Mrs. George Krevsky
Mr. 8 Mrs. George S. Krusi

Judy 8 Gary Dunton

Lorene Lamb

Jean Tichelberger

Sally Landis 8 Michael White

Barbara 8 Roy EndId

Katherine 8 Paul Larsen

Dr. 8 Mrs. Vincent Fousone

Ellen B. Levine

(harmaine Fiumos

Anne Nevins Loftis

John Flannery

Marilyn 8 W. Logan

C. Ford

Dolores Richardson Lubin

Peggy 8 Don Fromm

Donald H. Madsen

Carolyn Richer

Steven Maginnis

Bernardo Garcia-Pandavenes

Gwen C. Manfrin

Mr. 8 Mrs. Michael GovIke

Mr. & Mrs. Grail Marcus

Paul Geise

Richard Marcus & Andrea Saltzman

Margo R. George

Carol A. Marquis

Daniel Gibson 8 Becky Taylor

CA. McLean 8 Brion Smith

Foster Goldstrom

Michael Mend

Bernice 8 Arnold Greene

Imelda B. Merlin

Mr. 8 Mrs. Sheldon Greene

Patricia Smith Milburn

Mr. 8 Mrs. Erwin R. Griffith

Roger Montgomery

Gretchen 8 Thomas Griswold

Curtis Moody

Helen 8 Lawrence Grossman

E. Joan Morrow

Margaret 8 James Hamasoki

Richard Nagler 8 Sheila Sosnow

Maj. Gen. 8 Mrs. Jack
Andrea Harris

L Hancock

Oakland Service Club

Marriage: Barbara 8 Gregory
Asplund, Carolyn 8 Donald Klein,

Elizabeth A. Hook

Mr. 8 Mrs. Henry J. Lugano

Helen Tryon

Susan Brooks

Joseph C. Houghteling

Elaine Drukman

Leonora Strohmaier: Warren 8

Norma 8 Mel Shattuck

James C. Carroll

Joan & Bruce Dodd

Hughes
Susan Peters: Margaret Hall

Wendy & Mason Willrich's

Sedgwick James, Inc.

Marie-Louise 8 R. L Caro

& Mrs. W. Robert Howell

Kimi S. George Matsumoto: Joon

GIFTS OF
IN—KIND SERVICES
AND PROPERTY

TRIBUTE FUND

Susan 8 Allen Spore
Ruth Steiner
M. 1. Slang
Shirley Stubblefield
James I. Sviinden

Dorothy Cousins: Stephen Berkowitz
Leona Dale: Stephen Berkowitz

SmithKline Beecham Foundation
James Thomas Sotiros

Oldie
Marian Compton: Dolly Chung

Robert Gosh: Helen Novy
A gift to the Tribute Fund supports

Frank Hillery: Norma 8 D.E.

Oakland Museum of California activi-

Stanbeny

nes that otherwise might not be fund-

Margaret Magnani: MI. Chamberlain

ed. Donations are acknowledged to

Eleanor Morrison: William 8 Polly

the sender and recipient (or recipient's

Clark, Helen Navy

family). Send contributions to

Dixie Stoll: Tayloe Churchill Frank 8

Oakland Museum Tribute Fund,

Susan Tempest

1000 Oak St., Oakland, (A 94607.
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of Calif ornia
Keep _the winter chill at,..bay,' with this...co,
cotton throw. Its a :reproduction
History Department Collections Tke.,or ngin'ala
coverlet was deSignetl . bY-Harrj, Tyler in I 844j
and has been reproduced to coMmem'orge,,,t
the 150th anniversary of the Gold ,Rush
00% cotton. Cranberry or navy. $52.

510/238-6305
0
Hours during Go[p RUSH':
Tuesday . Sunday 10-5

A

Friday until 9 p.m.

Mr. 8 Mrs. Thomas O'Connell

0
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1

ON

the

LEVELS

DONOR
The OAKLAND MUSEUM

of CALIFORNIA

warmly thanks our generous funclers of
GOLD

LIST

RUSH! California's Untold Stories.

This project is made possible by:
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE

HUMANITIES
a."kox

Anonymous

The Oakland Museum of California
extends its gratitude to all of its individual, corporate, and government
donors. The contributors listed below
hove donated S100 or more during
July, August and September 1997.

$500,000+
National Endowment
for the Humanities

$250,000-$499,99
Anonymous

$1,000 - $2,499
Julia Cheng
Jerry h1. Daviee & Mamie J. Walters
Margaret Stuart Graupner
Kaiser Permonente
Suzanne B. King
Florence C. Lewis
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Morrison
Ruth P. Nash
Mr. & Mrs. Steven H. Oliver
Dr. & Mrs. Philip D. Schild
Undo Selph
United Way of the Bay Area
Margretta von Sothen

$50,000-$99,999
The Clorox Company Foundation

Oakland Museum Women's Board

$25,000-$49,999

MAJOR SPONSORS

Richard & Rhoda Goldman Fund
Oakland Museum Women's Board

Kaiser Permanente
Wells Fargo

$2,500 - $4,999
Dole Forrest Block
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Bryon
William Burke
Samuel E. Duff & Hilda S. Duff Trust
Mr. & Mrs. John Anthony Lynch
Mr. & Mrs. Robert McGrath
Franklin & Suzi Parrosch
Mr. & Mrs. J. Stephen Thomborrow

$ 100,000-$249,999

City of Oakland

Walter & Elise Haas Fund

$500 - $999
BankAmerica Foundation
Jane Barrett
Gerald E. Buck
Dr. & Mrs. Revels M. Coyton
Chevron
Mr. & Mrs. Charles G. Davis, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Ken Haupt
George R. Heath
Dr. & Mrs. David M. Lawrence
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Lee
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart McKee
Richard Nelson
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel A. Whalen
Lois E. Wilkinson

Helen F. Navy

California Department of Education

Barkley Fund

$5,000-$9,999
California Council for the Humanities
Crosby, Heafey, Roach & May
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Read
Mrs. William A. Seovey

$ 10,000-$24,999
The William G. Gilmore Foundation
Marion E. Greene
Pacific Bell Foundation
William F. Sharon

$100 - $499
Betty L Argabright
Mr. & Mrs. Elmer J. Arveson
Barbaro & Gregory Asplund
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Austin
Marie L Ayers
Mr. & Mrs. James Boric°
Doris & Stan Bergum
Stephen J. Berkowitz
Gail & Ralph Bernstein
Julie Bemstein & Thomas Podia
Antoinette Betschort
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Blaho

F.E. Corder
S.H. Cowell Foundation
Levi Strauss Foundation
II

The Bernard Osher Foundation

I

1U

I

III'

le

Pacific Gas and Electric Company

People who participate in a Pooled Income Fund have often described it as "a way to give and receive at the

The Rockefeller Foundation

some time." The Oakland Museum Foundation Pooled Income Fund allows participants to guarantee income

The L.J. Skaggs and Mary C. Skaggs Foundation

for themselves while making a significant future gift to the Museum. Often, fund participants have increased
their income with a gift to the Pooled Income Fund and received these benefits:

CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS

•

APL Limited

•

Immediate income tax savings

Richard & Rhoda Goldman Fund

•

Relief from capital gains taxes

Oakland Museum History Guild

•

Asset diversification and freedom from management responsibilities

•

The opportunity to make an important future gift to the museum

Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Stephens
Union Bank of California
Chevron
David and Lyn Anderson

Lifetime income at competitive rates (you may also provide for a second beneficiary if you wish)

If you are at least 55 years of age and would like to learn more about the benefits of this program, please
telephone 510/238-2915, and ask for Pooled Income Fund information. Or use the coupon below.

1

California Arts Council
California Council for the Humanities
Christie's
Crosby Heafey Roach & May
Helen F. Novy
Pacific Bell Foundation
Steven Read

To: Director of Development
Oakland Museum of California, 1000 Oak Street, Oakland, CA 94607

LI Please send me information about the Pooled Income Fund.
I would like information about including the Oakland Museum in my will.
I have provided for the Oakland Museum in my will, trust or other estate plan.

Albert Shumate
William F. Weeden
Members & Friends of
the Oakland Museum of California

Name
Address
Daytime telephone

ON the LEVELS

two-year, $112,500 grant for general
operating support.

BLACK HISTORY
PROGRAMS

OP-A 70'
n

The museum was one of only 202
recipients out of 1,061 applications for
the 1997 award. Reviewers especially

The African-American Programming

liked the number of temporary exhibitions,

Advisory Committee will begin a series on

the museum's extensive regional collections
and the breadth of activity accomplished

genealogy Feb. 1, 2 to 4:30 p.m. Audrey

by a small staff.

Kimble-Price will discuss "African American

"All in all, a very impressive perfor-

More than 20 noted scholars and writers,
including J.S. Holliday, Kevin Starr, and
Patricia Limerick will examine the history
and legacy of one of our nation's most
profound and far-reaching events. The other
distinguished participants are Ling-chi Wang,
Frank La Pena, Rodger Birt, Lizbeth Haas,
Ron Limbaugh, T.H. Watkins,
James Henley, Allen Pastron, John Burns,
James J. Rawls, Susan Johnson,
Gray Brechin, David Gutierrez and
Michael Duchaman.

Roots in the Gold Rush" in the Lecture Hall.
Learn how to get started researching your

Dennis Power in announcing the award to

family's history in California. Emphasis

museum staff.

will be on best research avenues for
African Americans.

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS
GOLD RUSH Film

On Feb. 14, March 21, April 18, May
9 and June 13, 2:00 - 4:30 p.m., Regina
Mason, Bob Trap and other speakers will
focus on various aspects of researching

The Paramount Theatre and the Oakland

family history. One Saturday will be

Museum of California will co-present

geared towards researching the kinds of

Charlie Chaplin's 1925 comic masterpiece, The Gold Rush, in a special screen-

records specific to Asian Americans. Two

ing Saturday, March 7, 1998, at 8 p.m.

announced) will be able to accommodate

at the famous restored Art Deco theater

about 25 people. All programs are free to

on Broadway in Oakland. Chaplin directed

members (non-members pay general

and starred in the critically accaimed film,

admission). In some cases, there is an

in which the Little Tramp searches for gold

additional materials fee. Call 238-3818

and romance during the Alaskan gold rush.
The event is presented in conjunction with

for information.

the museum's GOLD RUSH! California's
Untold Stories. There will also be a short
1948 docudrama on the discovery of gold
in California, a cartoon, and a drawing for
prizes related to the museum's exhibitions.
Among the vintage comic sequences in
The Gold Rush are the hallucination of
dancing bread rolls, the feast of the leather
shoe, and o log cabin tottering on the
edge of a cliff. Organist Jim Riggs will

To register, send a check for the total amount 'to:
Gold Rush Symposium, 1000 Oak St.,
Oakland, CA 94607
Deadline for mail registration: January 15, 1998.

DAPHNE E. COLLINS
SERIES INAUGURATED

honor the memory and commemorate the
service of his late wife. Daphne Collins
was a member of the original class of

accompany the silent film on the Para-

Natural Sciences docents and served the

mount's Mighty Wurlitzer. Special price

museum for many years. She died on

for the event is $8. Call 510/465-6400

November 26, 1996.

or 510/762-BASS.

The cost is only $30 for OMC members
and $40 for non-members.
Box lunches are available for $10 and must be
ordered in advance. The registration fee includes
admission to the museum, morning coffee and
pastries. Pre-registration is strongly recommended.

more reservation-only programs (to be

W. Eric Collins recently established the
Daphne E. Collins Memorial Lecture Series
at the Oakland Museum of California to

The Lecture Series and Reception are

continue her good work at the Oakland
Museum. We are most grateful to him, and

Department Store. After his death, his
widow, Helen lavenson Kahn, established

look forward to the benefit our members

the Kahn Foundation, which she and

and friends will derive from this stimulat-

other family members funded. After many

ing lecture series. We are deeply grateful

years of gifts to the community, the

to Eric for this wonderful expression of

Foundation trustees elected to give most

generosity."

of the corpus of the Foundation to estab-

Sciences division of the museum. The
lectures will be open to the public free of
charge, and will cover a spectrum of natural
sciences subjects of great interest to many.
Museum Executive Director Dennis M.
Power said, "Eric Collins has stepped forward in a loving and generous way to
remember his late wife, Daphne, and to
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lish the Oakland Museum's Kahn collec-

expected to commence in the Fall of 1998
and will be organized by the Natural

.

January 24 and 25, 1998
National Gold Rush Symposium

Robinson, George Jenkins and Electra

mance," commended Executive Director

,eisb a/ ./gh,o-

ROSE KAHN SAMPSON
IN MEMORIAM

tion of 19th and early 20th-century
California paintings. Harvey L Jones,

Rose Etta Kahn Sampson, former Presi-

Oakland Museum Senior Curator of Art,
commented that "the museum's Kahn
Collection is the centerpiece of the muse-

dent of the Kahn Foundation, died on July

um's historical painting collections, and

12, 1997. Her father was Frederick Kahn,

the generosity of the family over the

a leading citizen of Oakland and builder

years is very much appreciated."

0
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of the Rotunda Building, home of Kahn's
0
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ON the LEVELS

SPECIAL

EVENTS

The three impressive exhibitions that make up GOLD
RUSH! California's Untold Stories open on Saturday, January

Sylvia and Eric Elsesser, Judy and Bob Aptekor

24, 1998. Museum members can preview GOLD FEVER!

DONOR FORUM

with Fred Weiss in front of Cederquist chest,

The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush, Art of the
Gold Rush, and Silver & Gold: Cased Images of the California

MEMBERS HONORED
Mikki and Jerome Baer in front of Cederquist

Gold Rush at two wonderful members-only events Thursday

and Friday, or attend the public opening on Saturday.

Ghost Boy, at the Donor Forum Opening.

Donor Forum members were honored at

chest, little Wave, at the Members' Opening.

the September 11 opening of The Art of

Donor Forum Event
Thursday, January 22, 1998
Donor Forum members will discover the Gold Rush during
a spectacular preview reception hosted from 5:30 to 8:00 p.m.
This commemorative event will have as highlights costumed
actors, Gold Rush-era music, and special curator-led tours.
Don't miss your golden chance to discover the history and
treasures of the GOLD RUSH! This very special preview
reception is open to Donor Forum members only.
General Members Day
Friday, January 23, 1998
Members, this day is for you! Discover the excitement of
GOLD RUSH! at the Oakland Museum as you and your
:family enjoy the museum at a members-only day from 3 to
9 p.m. Gold panning and storytelling are some of the activities planned for children, along with Gold . Rush-era music
and a one-time-only live audio-guide tour of GOLD
. FEVER! Come join us for an exclusive members-only day
on Friday, January 23.

John Cederquist: Reality of Illusion exhibition. The highlight of the event came
when Cederquist conducted o private tour
of his works. The evening was a great
success, with over 80 Donor Forum members and guests, including Boy Area artists
Bruce Beasley and Garry Knox Bennett,
New York gallery owner Franklin Parrosch,
and collectors from across the country,
many of whom lent Cederguist pieces to
the show.
There is more excitement in store for

walkthroughs full of insider information!
If you are not yet o member of the

Donor Forum members. Our private party

Donor Forum, the museum's outstanding

for the opening of GOLD RUSH! California's

group of major supporters, please join us

Untold Stories will be held on January 22.

today by calling Louise Gregory, Major

Also, on January 23, there will be

Gifts Officer, at 510/238-6563.

reserved seats in the museum's James
Moore Theatre for a KOED-Radio "Forum"

MUSEUM WINS

program with host Michael Krasny. His

IMLS GRANT

guests will be State Librarian Kevin Starr,

Opening Day
Saturday, January 24, 1998
Saturday is the official opening for GOLD RUSH!
CalOrnia's Untold Stories. Members and the public are invited
to view the three exhibitions on the 150th anniversary
commemorating the California Gold Rush. Gold panning,
storytelling and Gold Rush-era music are only some of the
activities planned for opening day. Bring your family and
your friends. General. admission is charged on opening day;
members 'pay only GOLD RUSH! exhibitions surcharge ($3).
Please RSVP for members' events, and for further information,
call Jocelyn Ferguson, Special Events Manager, 510/238-2920.

author J.S. Holliday (the chief historical
consultant to GOLD FEVER!) and

"Your museum has done an excellent job

Professor Patricia Limerick, a nationally

of identifying its constituents.... M our

respected historian. Reserved seating will

collections are varied and offer something

also be offered to Donor Forum members

for almost everyone."

for the January 24-25 National Gold

"Good use of collections for research.

Rush Symposium, Exploring Myths and

... Good collaboration with schools for

Realities of California's Gold Rush.

program development."

Those are just the events for January!

"Of all the applicants in this group,

A new series of Private Curator Tours will

your building is the one I'd like to see the

be introduced with a February walkthrough

most."

of Silver & Gold with Drew Heath Johnson,

Those cue a few of the winning obser-

and a March tour of Art of the Gold Rush

vations from reviewers for the Institute of

with Harvey L Janes. This new series offers

Museum and Library Services, which

opportunities for exclusive curator-led

recently awarded the Oakland Museum a

A GOLDEN EVENING FOR THE

As the museum shifts into high gear for the January 24 opening of
GOLD RUSH! California's Untold Stories; our extended museum
family is planning the most rewarding celebration of the spring
social calendar: a Gold Rush Gala at the museum on Saturday
evening, April 25, 1998. All volunteer groups are working together
to produce this special event—the Foundation Board of Trustees,'
Docent Council, Art, History and Natural Sciences guilds, Women's
Board, Council on Architecture and Museum Service Council.
Trustees Dale Block, Maureen Sullivan and Betty Argabright are
gala co-chairs.
The Gold Rush Gala will be a statewide event. The exhibitions
it celebrates have been called by the Chairman of California's
Sesquicentemnal Commission "the keystone" orthe three-year
Gold Rush to Statehood Sesquicentennial. Governor
Wilson,.
-, Pete '`,,,,,,
\\

and his wife, Gayle, have
\ ,..\ agreed to be the gala's hohOrary,co-chairs.
k\
Along with the exhibitions and educational progiams, the GOld--\ '‘.,
\ \
Rush Gala will help make. the Oakland Museum of,California a
better-known resource for all\Californians.
\\N.'N'N''',„ .
N '--- .
i
A pr evenng,
April
It will also be a wonderful party Pieture an
—
beginning with a champagne reception-and iitivate viewings of the
c-,
three Gold Rush exhibitions, and continuing'with dinner in a gar- den tent with Victorian Barbary Coast decor batlied-in the'golden
light of votive candles. Guests are feasting on wonderful California
cuisine or are dancing in the adjoining Gold Rush.Saloon tent
created by California artist Michael C. McMillen)Wliat-a
way to
---,
celebrate the first spring of the Gold Rush CO StatPhl.'60d-t,
--..
-:
,
Sesquicentennial!
--.„---„
_
-----."..--\ \
''', -NThe proceeds from the event will'be
.:;..„.
\\\ \ matched on\aone-to-four;
-,,
0
basis by the NationallEndowment for-the HumanitieOvith-the,
'
---,
\ \
,
7--,-) N.
funds used to increase\the mu seum s endowment—critically-needed-,
( !I\
\
for financial stability. \\ \
t.
\ ,
1
\
available, and the gala's statewide scope
Only 500 tickets will\ be
\ .‘,,,,N
and the extensive interest generated--._.
by publicity of our,GOLD,,
\-\
- ene-''
f it,
RUSH! project assures a fall house. You can maximize th eb
\,\
\ \
to the museum and guarantee y-ou'll be a part of this wonderftil
\
\
occasion by reserving a ticket \before February I.
\ N
Call the Development Department, 510/238-2920.
Tickets are
. ---.
i;
N
$250 and $500. Reserve a whole table,.(seating-10) as a great wayij
--,„
to entertain and have fun with friends. The're.are "Sutter's--Mill
tables for $2,500, "Mother Lode" tables for $5,000, arid -"rort .;;---:----7--,
/
— Betty ArObright
Knox" tables for $10,000.

i '

,1

111111111ftifta
E ELEPIAANIT SALE!

POUND I

Be part of another gold rush when the Women's Board sets up a
}

ELEPI-IANT
SALE

wealth ofjeCelry, 170CCOCO lamps, glittering candlesticks, outrageous
ballgowuand a trove of other strange and wonderful objects for

222 Lanca g t\at St
Okland

sate-at the Oakland useum's annual White Elephant Sale, March

S,tutday, Match .7
to 4- p.rn..

tant fundraisers. Its pixe -ds have enabled the Oakland Museum
\
' • \niore than $9 million over the years for
Women's Board.to donate
\
\
important museum.programs.
chis year, proceeds help hind instal\
lationsof the three exhibitions 1 GOLD RUSH! California's Untold
\
Stories andTay for purchases of art and artifacts for the museum's
\
• coll ections. .
(
i
\
The sale's theme this year is lEureka!," the flunous cry that
i
1
. symbolizes the discovery of gold ) and organizers hope you'll shout

Sunday, Match 8..
10 a.m. toi tiFree admigiion

/

7 and 8, i-98:
The WRite-Elephant Sale is one of the museum's most impor-

7Thl

I

the same as you dive into the astonishing array of lovingly used
/
/
and'ticted goods offered.at the White Elephant Sale warehouse
on the Oaklandiestuary.
olutely a 14-karat gold mine," says co-chair Deborah
Wentworth. "You coula to home with something as small as an
ipe‘r or something as big as a sailboat." She lists a
antique Pe_z>s
of the treasures awaiting those who love to prospect for preworn stuff: Art Deco end tables, heirloom china, a class yearbook
from your favorite blue-and-gold university, and the perfect outfit
/ Dena Canty left. and

for a retro party. Of course, she adds, gold isn't all that glitters on a

Deborah Wentworth,

shopper's fantasy list: "I have found all my best kitchen knives here,

co-chairs.

ONIWB

all carbon steel. We do get complete estates donated, so you can
find practically anything you need for your home."
Her co-chair, Dena Canty, compares the White Elephant Sale
to sprinkling gold dust: "The money we make from the sale benefits so many; the wealth kind of spreads everywhere." The profit
margin is high because sonic 600 volunteers spend countless hours
picking up, sorting through, cleaning, pricing and selling the rings
and rods, sling-backs, tie tacks, and cycles and things that will
eventually add up to a significant public largesse.
If you want to explore the terrain before the rest of the world
rushes in, be sure to attend the White Elephant Preview Sale on
February 8, 1998 from 1 to 5 p.m. For an entry fee of $13 ($10 in
advance, tickets available in The Collectors Gallery), you'll be one
of the first to fill your shopping bags with the choicest nuggets.
The warehouse is located at 333 Lancaster St., Oakland, just off
Highway 880 at the Fruitvale Ave. exit. The telephone number of
the warehouse is 510/536-6800.

InPg...FMN

lacquered ware, furniture, camphor
trunks in nests of five, rolls of matting,
gold filigree jewelry, porcelain bowls,
candied fruits and the prefabricated
house with oyster shell windows.
There were cases of sundries,
including a vast miscellanea from shoehorns to toothbrushes. There were silver
tinderboxes, each with an iron lip and
a flint to strike a spark, mother-of-pearl
gaming pieces, ivory napkin rings, horn
checkers, tortoise shell combs, nested
brass weights, silk fans and gold shirt
studs. There was silver flatware from
the shop of Khecheong and pith-paper
pictures from the studio of Tinqua. And
for thirsty miners in saloons throughout
the gold country, there were 6,000
long-necked bottles of Edinburgh Ale,
bottled in Hong Kong.
The cargo, though of Chinese
manufacture, was clearly intended for
Euroamerican, not Chinese, consumption. In 1850 there were very few
Chinese in California. However, by the
mid-1850s, most cargoes from China
were of a very different character,
comprised of items to supply Chinese
laborers. Indeed, California-bound
Chinese luxury goods of the kind sent
aboard the Frolic represent a narrow
commercial window circa 1849 to 1852.
After the arrival of tens of thousands of
Chinese laborers during the mid-1850s,
there was a racist backlash, and as a
result China goods ceased to confer
prestige in the wardrobes and parlors of
white Californians.
When the Frolic departed Hong
Kong at 8 a.m. on June 10, 1850, however, partner John Heard expressed
confidence in the voyage's financial
success: "Advices received from California continue to be encouraging for
the Frolic. . . . The Eagle's cargo of
similar goods has been sold at a good
profit, and the Frolic will arrive there in
good season, just as the miners are
beginning to come down from the
country and when gold ought to be
plenty," he noted.
Faucon made good time during the
6,000-mile passage, averaging 5.4
statute miles per hour for the entire 46
days. On the afternoon ofJuly 25,

Faucon calculated that he was 60 miles
from shore and about 100 miles north
of San Francisco. His intent was "to
run in toward the land under snug sail,
& as the weather appeared perfectly
clear, & the coast a bold one," to sight
land and then follow the coastline
down to San Francisco.
But the chart on which Faucon
relied was a Chinese copy of None's
"North Pacific," based on George
Vancouver's 1792-93 survey. On this
section of coast, north of the missions,
shipping traffic had been sparse and the
shores poorly surveyed. Misled by
None's chart, Faucon had drawn dangerously close to California's rockstrewn Mendocino coastline. He could
see the coastal mountains, apparently
still at great distance, and he felt all was
well as he went below to do some
writing. The moonlit night was deceptively clear, and while the first officer
studied the tops of the distant mountains, the clipper sailed ever closer to a
mist-shrouded phalanx of surf-battered
rocks fronting a low coastal terrace.
At 9:30 p.m., the first officer finally
lowered his gaze from the mountains
to the surface of the ocean and spotted
danger. Rushing below to Faucon's
cabin he announced, "I see something
to the windward which looks like
breakers." Impossible, Faucon insisted,
as he climbed to the deck.
On seeing the breakers for himself,
Faucon ordered the helm turned hard
to port. But even as he effected the
turn, waves and a strong swell drove
the vessel backwards. The Frolic struck
stern first, snapping off her rudder and
cracking her hull. As she filled with
water, the swell drove her counterclockwise until, within moments, she
lay alongside a large rock over which
waves broke furiously. The situation was
hopeless. Faucon ordered the ship's
two boats lowered. There was no time
to save clothing or stores.
On July 26, 1850, the morning
following the wreck, Captain Faucon
stood with his crew on the beach at
Big River. One of the two lifeboats
leaked, and the crew—Portuguesespeaking Lascars and Malays—chose to

walk. As soon as Faucon and his officers
pulled south in the better boat, the
crew hiked across the headland to the
Frolic and became her first pillagers.
They probably cut packs from her sails,
filled them with food and treasure, and
headed for the gold fields.
Next came the Mitom Porno, harvesting more treasures for themselves.
By the spring of 1851, when Harry
Meiggs, a San Francisco lumber merchant, sent Jerome Ford up the coast to
see what could be retrieved, it was too
late. Ford reported Indian women of
the vicinity wearing elegant silk shawls,
but nothing was left to salvage. Ford
did, however, report the easily accessible
stands of redwood timber along Big
River, and in July 1852, only two years
after the loss oldie Frolic, the brig
Ontario delivered Meiggs' steampowered sawmill to the mouth of Big
River, establishing the first white settlement on the Mendocino coast, the
modern town of Mendocino.
Many logging mills followed,
establishing the timber industry that
remains important today. Expropriation
of their land-base devastated the Porno.
By 1857 they were scattered, some
driven onto the Mendocino Indian
Reservation near Fort Bragg and the
remainder to the reservation at Round
Valley. They left behind fragments of
green bottle glass, flaked into arrowheads, and porcelain, ground into beads,
to be found more than a century later
by the students who had come to
research the evidence of one culture,
and discovered the intersection of
many more. (N..,
Thomas N. Layton, professor of anthropology at
San Jose State University, is director of the Frolic
Shipwreck Project and author of The Voyage of

the 'Frolic': New England Merchants and the
Opium Trade (Stanford University Press 1997).
Portions of this article originally appeared in the
January 1995 issue of The Society for California
Archaeology Newsletter.
An exhibition at the San Francisco Maritime
Museum, Found! The Wreck of the Frolic—
A Gold Rush Cargo for San Francisco, will be
on view February 7, 1998 through January 31,
1999.

the entire settlement system of a Mitom
Poriao tribelet at a particular instant in
time.
I began to research the wreck's identity in the fall of 1984. My first lead
came from Dorothy Bear, one of the
founders of the Kelley House Museum
in Mendocino. Dorothy told me a sport
diver had collected a shoe and several
large sherds of Chinese pottery from a
nearby wreck, and had donated them
anonymously to the Kelley House.
The donation was arranged by Richard
Tooker, an avocational historian working as a volunteer at the Maritime
Museum in San Francisco.
I contacted Richard, who told inc a
sport-diving acquaintance, reading back
issues of the Daily Alta California, had
identified the vessel as the brig Frolic,
wrecked on California's north coast

flu& wreck site on the northern California coast. From The
Voyage of the Tree

July 25, 1850, while bound from
Canton, China to San Francisco with a
rich cargo of China trade goods. Several
days later, Richard telephoned to say
his diver friend, David Buller, was
willing to show me his collection of
artifacts from the wreck of the Frolic.
Thus, I entered the secret world of
wreck divers. The vessel had been
"discovered" by them circa 1958, and
over the succeeding quarter-century at
least 13 divers—many of whom did
not know each other—had collected
from it. My task was to find these divers
and gain their confidence in order to
document the ceramics. I spent the
next five years tracking down divers,
most of whom had a cardboard box or
two of artifacts.
The artifacts held by the divers were
the remains of a diverse China trade

cargo, and I soon discovered that
although "top of the line" China export
goods had been the subject of intense
research, "bottom of the line" domestic
goods had not. Indeed, China trade
experts had never before seen many of
the goods emerging from the divers'
cardboard boxes—everything from silver
tinderboxes to oyster shell windows
from a Chinese-manufactured, prefabricated house.
Consequently, the project was
expanded to incorporate study of all
the China trade goods comprising the
Frolic's final cargo. But this led to a
problem. How could we distinguish the
cargo from the non-trade items in the
cardboard boxes—the vessel's outfits
and stores, personal belongings of the
officers and crew, and pieces of the
vessel itself?
Clearly, we had to research the life
of the vessel, but the Frolic did not
reveal her secrets without a struggle. I
traced her life, voyage by voyage, from
the shipping columns of 19th-century
newspapers: Canton Register, Bombay
Times, and Baltimore Sun. I discovered
she was a classic Baltimore clipper, built
by the Gardner Brothers of Fells Point
(where, incidentally, Frederick Douglass
once worked as a slave).
Working from the master carpenters'
report for the Frolic, 1 finally was able
to trace the vessel to the firm for whom
she had been built in 1844, Augustine
Heard & Co. of Boston and Canton.
Ultimately, I uncovered an unbelievable
lode of information—the Heard firm's
business papers.
The firm had gone belly-up in 1876,
and the Harvard Business School later
acquired their archives. The archivist at
the Baker Library informed me there
was a seven-inch packet of documents
labeled Frolic, so in June 1989, I arrived
in Boston planning to spend a week,
maybe two, at the library, with plenty
of time in between to soak up New
England maritime history. The archivist
was correct: the packet was indeed
seven inches thick, and to my initial
honor and eventual delight, I discovered
Frolic documents, scattered among scores
of archival boxes, throughout the entire
Heard collection. In my dreams I came

to visualize the documents as a long
shelf of yellowing paper stretching the
length of Harvard's football field.
Those documents not only told the
story of the Frolic, but provided a
detailed, week-by-week account of how
an American firm entered the opium
trade. According to correspondence
between Parsi and Hindu opium merchants in Bombay and Heard partners
in Boston, Shanghai and Canton, the
Frolic carried 100,000 pounds of Malwa
opium per trip, three times a year, from
Bombay to Canton, and 17,000 to
24,000 pounds of silver bullion on each
return to Bombay.
n June of 1850, Heard & Co.
dispatched the Frolic from Canton
to San Francisco with a luxury
cargo of China trade goods. The company had never considered opening
trade with California prior to 1848,
because the only commodities in abundance in that remote Mexican province
were cow hides and tallow, for which
there was no market in China. Suddenly,
in 1849, Californians could afford luxury goods and could pay for them with
gold. After carefully researching the
market, the Heards assembled a cargo
of items they expected would bring
100 percent profit—or more. In order
to save on exorbitant warehouse rents
and auction fees in San Francisco, they
dispatched, two months ahead of the
Frolic, a company representative and a
prefabricated house and Chinese carpenters, with instructions to assemble
the building on a rented lot in the burgeoning city When the Frolic's cargo
was sold, they would dismantle and sell
the house. They were prepared to sell
the Frolic herself, should sale of her
cargo prove indifferent.
The Frolic left China on June 10
under the command of Captain Edward
Horatio Faucon. Faucon had sailed the
California coast during the 1830s when
he was engaged in the hide and tallow
trade. An experienced sailor, he had
been memorialized as the favorite shipmaster of Richard Henry Dana, Jr., in
the memoir Tivo Years Before the Mast.
The cargo was a veritable emporium:
1,602 packages in all filled with silks,
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Clockwise from top right:
Chinese porcelaneeus
stoneware bowl found in
the wreckage of the Frolic.
Courtesy of the Mendocino
County Museum.

Chinese tea bowls like

Detail of a white-on-white
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Chinese export embroi-

carved umbrella handle
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Rush-era Chinese store in
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age. Mendocino County

San Francisco) could well
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Museum Collection.

have been among the

Museum of California

Photo courtesy of the
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History Department

San Francisco Maritime
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Museum.

of Allen Pastron.
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Above: The fnalic under sail,
with the "red white diamond"
flag of Augustine Heard & Co.
flying from her main mast
Original illustration by S. F.
Manning for Me Voyage of the
'Malls:
Inset: Chinese tea bowl, detail.

prehistoric Mitom Porno housepits.
I had carefully chosen the site,
known as Three Chop Village, for excavation by my 1984 summer class
because it lay within northern Porno
territory, and I thought it would contain physical clues about the Pomos'
seasonal migrations from the interior to
the coast. But the small pieces of blueon-white porcelain my students uncovered looked vaguely Asian, and over
the next few days my colleague Dwight
Simons and .I argued their meaning.
He noted the presence of Ming period
ceramics at Drakes Bay, and suggested
the fragments were from a Manila
galleon. I visualized a late 19th-century
logging camp with a Chinese cook.
One afternoon, Dana Cole, a local
ranger, dropped by the site to see what
we were finding. He mentioned that

BY 40.0 ©Nag M. [1..n.VVCD

t

T4446., 2

his buddy, Dale Hartesveldt, had picked
up identical pieces from a wrecked
"sampan" in a cove just north of Point
Cabrillo. A few days later, Dana brought
Dale and a plastic bag with twelve barnacle-encrusted sherds up to the site.
Althotigh I didn't realize it at the time,
that was the moment I embarked on an
outlandish tangent that would alter the
course of my career.
I was excited by the apparent connection between a shipwreck and the
Mitom Porno residents of Three Chop
Village. First, the location of the wreck
would pinpoint that part of the California coast visited by the residents.
Second, if we could identify the wreck,
we would have an exact date for at least
one of the house occupations. Filially,
by identifying these distinctive porcelain sherds, we might be able to trace
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computer. In a color way, a single pattern is interpreted in varying palettes.
Corsini began with the focal print—
the red-and-blue chintz—and chose
alternative color combinations that
complemented it. "It's a big process of
elimination," she explains. "I worked
with the most complicated image first,
the one with the most color, and
designed four different color ways."
The quatrefoil, for example, is
printed in light blue, brown, forest green
and navy versions, in addition to the
original red-pink. tired and blue roses
aren't for you, you could opt for the
chintz pattern in an aubergine and
moss-green alternative, a "non-traditional" color story Add up all the color
ways, and you have 26 different fabrics
engendered by one modest collection
of old quilts.
Finished patterns were sent to
Santee, a textile manufacturer in South
Carolina, to be engraved on copper
rollers. "They're one of the few cornpanics that still print this way," says
Corsini. "Most use a photographic
technique on screens because it's twice
the cost to engrave on rollers. The
advantage of copper rollers is that you
get finer detail and sharper lines, and
the engraving lasts longer. Plus, copper
rollers were used in the Gold Rush
period."
She bends over an "engraving patch"
to demonstrate how the images are
checked for clarity. It's the acorn pattern in bilious green: "These are struck
using whatever ink is lying around. We
don't look at colors, but at the details
in the engraving—sharp lines in the
background and everything in register,"
she explains. "Here, can you see this
white edge around the acorn? We don't
want that. And in this paisley, you can
see it's heavy and chunky here."
When all was approved, the printers
started up and Corsini, Parish and

Portions of original lath-century quilts on which the new designs
are based. Top: Oak leaf with color ways. Bottom: The quatrefoil

Brooks-Myers flew to South Carolina
for the "strike off"or first printing runs.
The copper rollers spun in their drums
of ink, and yards of fabric climbed
ceiling-high on the machines' assembly
of belts and cylinders to spill out in
colorful folds, echoes of the fabric that
had been printed in another century,
using the same antique processes.
"The rapidity with which the fabric
was sucked into the machine and then
came out in waves of soft cotton, in
patterns with which I was so familiar,
was amazing," Brooks-Myers recalls.
"We went to work checking registration
and colors. I was in my element, looking
at minutiae." The pinhead-size white
squares in the box plaid were off-size,
so it went back for adjustment; the
brown floral had a stub that needed to
he fixed. The team worked for 62 hours,
existing on baked potatoes, cat-naps
and adrenaline. Fortunately, the curator
adds, "I was working with people as
committed to textiles and as goofy
about soft goods as I, which made it a
nice collaborative relationship."
A year after unfolding those old
quilts, Brooks-Myers holds swatches of
bright cloth in her hand, the second
generation of a few pioneers that made
an arduous journey west. P & B Textiles
has a group of fabrics ready for life as
pillows or placemats or pajamas or, of
course, a new quilt stitched to last a
hundred years or so. And anyone who
loves the past can run the feel of it
through their fingers and daydream
about the stories held in each bit of
woven thread. Brooks-Myers reflects on
the woman who went shopping 150
years ago and chose an armful of yard
goods that endured, prompting us to
appreciate again the taste and sensibility
of another era.
"I'm pleased that these fabrics will
exist again so contemporary quitters
will have them to use in their own way"
she says. "If you believe in reincarnation,
imagine the possibilities: you could
come back today and buy a bolt of
fabric you couldn't afford before."

in the original quilt and color ways. Both patterns are reproduced
in their original color schemes and in a variety of modern color

Chiori Santiago is Associate Editor of the Museum

ways they inspired.

of California.
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Corsini and Parish zeroing in on
patterns with appeal for quitters while
Brooks-Myers indulged in a bit of
detective work, searching for clues as
to the age and origin of each snippet
of cloth.
"I thought quilting fabric was going
in the direction of tiny overall figures,
but they were looking for something
more bold," says Brooks-Myers. She
stands in the Oakland Museum's textile
storage room, a narrow corridor of
space something like an oversized walkin closet. Overhead, decades-old suits,
nightgowns, dresses and uniforms hang.
Below, banks of drawers hold carefully
labeled lingerie, handkerchiefs and baby
booties. From one drawer, BrooksMyers extracts the tissue-shrouded trove
of cotton quilts.

Brooks-Myers considered that woman,
thought about her taste, her times, her
motivation. Corsini searched for cloth
that same woman might buy today;
Brooks-Myers imagined an adventurous
wife setting up house in an unknown
land.
"Women coming west bought dress
goods and packed them up to make
clothing, not knowing what would be
available out here," the curator says. "It's
a romantic myth that all our ancestors
were poverty-stricken and thrift:), individuals who made it out west by grit.
Setting out for California took money.
In many cases the Gold Rush pioneers
were middle-class Americans; they
could buy new fabrics and cut them up
for quilts. They didn't just make quilts
from leftovers and worn fabrics.

"IT'S A ROMANTIC MYTH THAT ALL
OUR ANCESTORS WERE POVERTY"I started pointing out the little
calicos and patterns like this," she says,
tapping a quilt block with a pattern of
small red-pink leaves arranged in a
quatrefoil. "It is very square, tight and
clean, the type of pattern so many
people are used to seeing in a quilt."
The quatrefoil made it into the
P &B line, but the pattern Corsini
chose to anchor the collection wasn't
as obvious. "We were looking for
something unusual," she explains. "We
spent a day or two looking at all the
quilts to see what was different. We
eliminated a lot of nice fabric before we
settled on a beautiful floral chintz from
a whole-cloth quilt. We don't do a lot
of large-scale pieces, and there was
nothing like it in our collection, so it
caught my eye. We then looked for
patterns that would fit with the chintz."
A few lifetimes ago, a designer like
Corsini had drafted this array of twining
roses and scrolls and indigo leaves; a
textile company in one of the original
13 states had printed the image on yards
of bleached cloth; and a woman headed
for California had chosen that pattern
from stacks of fabric at a general store.
During the project. Corsini and

The original mid-19th-century quilt is
worn almost to translucence and holds
the memory, perhaps, of family strife:
it's been hacked into several pieces.
"Sometimes, when relatives argued
over an heirloom, someone exercised
Solomon's law," Brooks-Myers says.
She spreads a swatch of the P & B version over the brown-and-cream original.
"You can see the new one is not a
slavish reproduction. The pattern has
been reduced about 50 percent. It's a
crisper, brighter version."
She turns to another pattern in the
new collection that was reconstructed
in much the way archeologists envision
a dinosaur skeleton based on a few
shards of bone. "When I see this little
paisley, it just blows my mind. This is
from a teeny, tiny triangle in a pieced
star in a quilt. We didn't even have the
whole pattern." Deborah Corsini was
undaunted. She photographed the
fragment and sent it to a fabric artist,

STRICKEN AND THRIFTY INDIVIDUALS
WHO MADE IT OUT WEST BY GRIT."
"This was a favorite quilt," she says
of the chintz. "You can see by the
frayed binding that it was really used.
It's backed in this small egg pattern in
the same tan-blue color range, very
similar to what modern quilters are
doing." She guesses the quilt was made
in the middle of the 19th century,
admitting it's difficult to pinpoint the
age of fabrics in the collection.
"As historians, we have to make
guesses based on the style and types of
fabrics in clothing production and home
decorating of the time—and based on
intuition. The quatrefoil is from a
pieced quilt from about the 1860s to
'80s; the calicos probably are from wash
dresses, aprons and shirts. Of course,
the fabric may have been acquired by
the maker as a child and used later in a
quilt with newer materials. We just
don't know"
Corsini also chose a stylized flower
pattern from another whole-cloth quilt.
"It has the feel of the era," she explains.

who recreated the "tail" of the paisley
shape and devised a repeating pattern.
Some fine lines in the background were
eliminated (the designers felt them too
difficult to duplicate using modern
printing processes); otherwise the finished fabric is a remarkable "legacy of
the California Gold Rush in fabric," as
Corsini likes to say. A geometric design
of plaid boxes from the 1890s and a
whimsical acorn pattern, circa 1860s—
'70s, that seemed to Brooks-Myers the
perfect emblem of Oakland, complete
the collection.
Once the patterns were chosen, an
artist worked from photographs to paint
slightly simplified versions of the images
and "put them into repeat," arranging
them as an all-over, repeating motif.
These near-reproductions of the historic
fabrics, in their original colors, formed
the core of the collection. This group
is what's known as a "color story."
Next, Corsini scanned the paintings
and worked on "color ways" using a

Left: The original whole cloth
quilt that inspired a new line of
reproduction-style textiles. The
pattern was reduced for the
modern version, and printed in
a number of color variations.
Mid-19th century. Oakland
Museum of Califomia History
Department Collections.
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hundred and fifty years
ago, a housewife went
shopping for a bed cover.
She was well-to-do,
A
probably; she didn't have
to depend on a rag bag full of fabric
scraps to piece together a quilt top.
Instead, she splurged on several yards
of cotton chintz with a stylish pattern
of blue leaves and red roses printed on
cloth the color of cream-laced tea. She
quilted-the yardage by hand in neat,
diagonal lines of tiny stitches, making a
handsome coverlet that became one of
the most-loved items in her household.
That floral "whole cloth" quilt
now rests in the Oakland Museum of
California's collection of historic textiles, carefully wrapped in tissue and
stored away from light. The emphatic
red and blue print, however, has a new
life as the focal point of a modern line
of fabrics produced by P & B Textiles
in Burlingame, the result of an unusual
collaboration to commemorate the
150th anniversary of the Gold Rush.
"Fabrics from the Oakland Museum
of California by P & B Textiles" is the
museum's first licensing venture and a
novel way to bring history home. Bolts
of the fabric, embellished with six patterns drawn from 19th-century quilts in
History Department collections, go on
sale in shops nationwide in January 1998.

"What we're doing with the museum
is conservation, in a way," says Deborah
Corsini, creative director for P & B
Textiles, one of the country's five largest
manufacturers of cotton fabric for quilters. The new fabrics are slightly modified, "reproduction style" translations
of the historic patterns, printed at one
of the few plants in the country that
still uses engraved copper rollers. "The
machinery hasn't changed that much
since Gold Rush times," Corsini notes.
The project occurred to Inez
Brooks-Myers, the museum's curator
of costume and textiles, when she was
searching the collection for artifacts in
preparation for the exhibition GOLD
FEVER! The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush. Some of the fabrics in the fading pieced blocks and
well-worn quilts were so charming, and
surprisingly contemporary, that BrooksMyers thought they might appeal to
modern-day quilters, too.
She contacted several textile companies, including P &B. The company
had a number of reproduction-style
fabric collections and was interested in
expanding the line. Last November,
Corsini and her assistant, Angie Parish,
came to the museum for a look. The
three women pored over the samples,
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Brier, opted for a southern route in
hopes of avoiding the desert and mountain crossings facing travelers of the
overland trail. The Briers, with their
three young sons, attached themselves
to a large wagon train led by a man
familiar with the Old Spanish Trail into
Los Angeles. While en route, a member
of a passing pack train shared a map
purportedly showing a cutoff into
California. The temptation of a shortcut
proved irresistible to the Reverend Brier,
three other families, and a company of
young men from Illinois x'ho called
themselves the Jayhawkers. These were
the people who named Death Valley.
On November 4, 1849, they entered
the desert valley in which they soon
lost their way and were in imminent
danger of losing their lives. Four Jayhawkers did. The Briers followed the
jayhawkers in a desperate search for a
way out. One young man suggested to
Juliette that she remain behind with
her children and they would send help
for her. She wrote:
"I knew what was in his mind. 'No,'
I said, 'I have never been a hindrance,
I have never kept the company waiting,
neither have my children, and every
step I take will be toward California.'
Give up! I knew what that meant; a
shallow grave in the sand."
Juliette Brier earned the Jayhawkers'
great respect by nursing their sick and
dying, and by her devotion to her family. In walking nearly a hundred miles

through sand and rocks, she frequently
carried one of her children on her back
and another in her arms. By the nightmare journey's end she was assisting
her husband, who lost a hundred pounds
during the three-month-long ordeal.
The other three families—the
Bennetts, Arcans, and Wades—also
eventually found their way out of the
desert and into California.
After the grueling hardships of getting to this promised land, what awaited
these intrepid adventurers? Margaret
Frink, for one, had heard wonderful
tales of California, "that they kept flourscoops to scoop the gold out of the
barrels that they kept it in, and that
you could soon get all that you needed
for the rest of your life."
In the face of such expectations,
California was bound to disappoint. Or
was it? For Margaret Frink, for Sarah
Royce and Luzena Stanley Wilson, for
Catherine Haim and Harriet Ward, and
a host of gold-rushing women who
journeyed overland in answer to
California's call, the adventure had but
begun.
Jo Ann Levy is the author (f They Saw the
Elephant: Women in the Califon-6a Gold
Kush (University of Oklahoma Press, 1992) and
Daughter ofloy: A Novel of Gold Rush San
Francisco (Forge, 1998).
For a list of simrces used in ads article, write Editor,
The Museum,' (f California, 1000 Oak Si.,
Oakland CA 94607. Please include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.

. Goldsborough °ruff, Pilgrim's Progress, Courtesy of The Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
ey
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Above: A wagon train on the plains. from the Pioneer's Ten Commandments, 1049. This scene of an overland journey to California includes a woman pioneer. The 10-scene lithograph features rules for proper
behavior in wild lands. From 60111 FEIN Oakland Museum of California History Department Collections.
Below: The journey overland was perilous and long, straining the endurance of animals as well as men and women. Ox skulls became a common sight along overland trails. From 6010 FEVER! Oakland Museum
of Calilomia History Department Collections.

along until they fell and died on every
rod of the way Both sides of the road
for miles were lined with dead animals
and abandoned wagons. Around them
were strewed yokes, chains, harness,
guns, tools, bedding, clothing, cookingutensils, and many other articles, in
utter confiision. The owners had left
everything—and hurried on to save
themselves. But no one stopped to gaze
or help. The living procession marched
steadily onward, giving little heed to
the destruction going on, in their own
anxiety to reach a place of safety. In fact,
the situation was so desperate that, in

most cases, no one could help another.
Each had all he could do to save himself and his animals."
In 1850, starvation faced half the
people on the lower Humboldt.
William Waldo, captain of a relief party,
wrote from the Humboldt River on
September 12:
"Many women are on the road with
families of children, who have lost their
husbands by cholera, arid who never
will cross the mountains without aid.
There are vet twenty thousand [emigrants] back of the Desert. Fifteen
thousand of this number are now destitute of all kinds of provisions."
Alternate routes offered nothing
more than hardship in a different
direction. In 1849, more than 7,000
emigrants headed north from the
Humboldt sink in tiopes of an easier
crossing near the Oregon border. They
succeeded only in exchanging the 40mile desert for the Black Rock desert
and in adding 200 miles to their journey.
Newlywed Catherine Haun and her

husband took that road:
"The alkali dust of this territory
was suffocating, irritating our throats
and clouds of it often blinded us. The
mirages tantalized us; the water was
unfit to drink or to use in any way;
animals often perished or were so
overcome by heat and exhaustion that
they had to be abandoned, or in the
case of human hunger, the poor jaded
creatures were killed and eaten. One of
our dog, was so emaciated and exhausted
that we were obliged to leave him on
this desert and it was said that the train
following us used him for food."
This was the crucible. Women found
they could do things, must clo things,
they'd never done before. Catherine
Haun, reared in a slave state, "had yet
to make my first cup of coffee" when
her journey began. Now she baked
bread to keep their horses alive, giving
"half a loaf each day to each horse until
the flour gave out."
Juliette Brier's test lay to the south.
Her husband, the Reverend James Welsh

Craven Hester, a lawyer, took his
wife Martha and his children to California in 1849. Daughter Sallie's diary
gave eloquent testimony to the desert's
hardship:
"Had a trying time crossing. Several
of our cattle gave out, and we left one.
Our journey through the desert was
from Monday three o'clock in the afternoon, until Thursday morning at sunrise, September 6. The weary journey
last night, the mooing of the cattle for
water, their exhausted condition, with
the cry of 'Another ox down: the stopping of the train to unyoke the poor
dying brute, to let him follow at will or
stop by the wayside and die, and the
weary, weary tramp of men and beasts,
worn out with heat and famished for
water, will never be erased from my
memory"
Josiah and Sarah Royce and their
two-year-old daughter Mary crossed a
month behind the Hester family Late
starting, beset by difficulties, the Royce
family lagged far behind the other emigrants. By traveling the desert at night
they avoided the heat, but in the dark
they missed the fork to the meadows the
guidebooks recommended as essential
for cutting grass for the crossing. The
Royces were far into the desert when
they realized their mistake. Wrote Sarah:
"So there was nothing to be done
but to turn back and try to find the
meadows. Turn back! What a chill the
words sent through one. Turn back, on
a journey like that; in which every mile
had been gained by most earnest labor,
growing more and more intense, until,
of late, it had seemed that the certainty
of advance with every step, was all that
made the next step possible. And now
for miles we were to go back. In all
that long journey no steps ever seemed
so heavy, so hard to take, as those with
which I turned my back to the sun
that afternoon of October 4th, 1849."
Margaret and Ledyard Frink endured
37 hours on the "frightful desert":
"For many weeks we had been
accustomed to see property abandoned
and animals dead or dying. But those
scenes were here doubled and trebled.
Horses, mules, and oxen, suffering from
heat, thirst, and starvation, staggered
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Unknown maker, Sarah Anne Machugal with Elizatreni, January 1850 Upon Arrival in Sank
The mother's sunburned face is evidence of the trials of overland travel. Her child, however,
been tenderly protected. Quarter-plate daguerreotype from Silver & Gold. Collection of Joan Mu

Unknown maker, Woman in Bonnet. She appears exhausted and may have just arrived in
California following an overland journey, but she put on her best dress for this portrait Sh
is unnamed here, but her resemblance to a daguerreotype of one Ilecia Cabe Tyner, who
came to California in 1854 from Manses, is intriguingly strong. Sixth-plate daguerreotyp
from Silver & Gold. Collection of Peter E. Palmquist
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Christian Nahl's "Sunday Morning
in the Mines" (1972), which sorts
the virtuous miners from the viceridden.
The human scene of the 49er era
registers with poignant immediacy
in "Silver and Gold: Cased Images
of the California Gold Rush," which
surveys scores of daguerreotypes
and ambrotypes from the period.
An early photographic method
that involves fixing an image on
light-sensitized metal, the daguerreotype technique yields unique pictures of preternatural clarity.
The portraits and landscapes here
seem to bring us face-to-face with
the people and settings of the Gold
Rush. We feel almost able to taste.
the light and air of the time.
The recent conflict over new immigrants symbolized by Proposition
187, we learn in "Gold Fever: The
Lure and Legacy of the Gold Rush,"
has its roots in the 49er days, when
the promise of gold drew fortune
seekers from all over the world;
some of whom were pressed into.
near slave labor.
.California inherited some of its
ecological troubles from Gold Rush
days as well, as symbolized by the
mechanized mining tools here — including a fearsome-looking water
cannon 7 which were used more
aggressively as gold got scarcer.
"Gold Fever: The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush" uses
documents and artifacts to portray

taking only 120 days. Three months
at sea — perhaps with a march
through the Panama isthmus jungles as an interlude — is made more
forbidding by the full-scale replica
here of typical ship's bunks. They resemble the barracks shelves on
which concentration camp victims
were forced to sleep, only smaller.
The alternative was months of
travel over land. San Francisco was
the arrival point, and it was still 150
miles from the gold fields.
But then, as now, money for
nothing was the American dream,
and people were willing to work
themselves to death for it. „ .. •
The dream is made manifest in a
display of loose gold nuggets bigger
than oyster shells, strewn among
A daguerreotype of Sarah Anne
pebbles just as they were found by.
MacDougal and Elizabeth (1850).
the first few gold bhp;
the rigors of travel to the West and
The aesthetic charm of gold is
of fife among the gold hunters.
plain in the first room of the history :
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OfYitTEL just.discovered the first nugget at Sutter's Mill in Coloma,
igniting a frenzy of fortune hunting that was to reshape California
, Marking the 150th-anniversary, on Jan. 24 the'•Oaklarid Museum
•
•• •
of California will open a major multimedia exhibit as the showpiece
of _its:Six-month "Gold Rush! California's Untold Stories" project.
The'gaiibit
will move on Sept. 19 to the Gene Autry Western Her,
Itage.t.MuSeurn in Los :Angeles, where it will remain until Jan. 24,
•
1999.
Artifacts, many on loan from other
museums, including the Smithsonian Institution, will include that first nugget
found by Marshall, tableaux and diaries
depicting miners' lives, tools, a simulated
subterranean archeological dig and the
Please see GOLD, E8

Artifacts in the
"Gold Rush!"
exhibit include
an early
ambrotype photo
of an actress
and dancer, top,
daguerrotypes of
a pair of miners
wearing gold
nugget stickpins
and of a Chinese
immigrant, and
Hall Martin's
painting
"Mountain Jack
and a Wandering
Miner."
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GOLD
Continued from El •
copper-clad stern of the ship Niantic, whose bow is buried beneath
San Francisco.
This will be no mere "gee whiz"
attraction. L. Thomas Frye—the
museum's chief curator emeritus of
history and project director for
"Gold Fever! The Lure and Legacy
of the California Gold Rush," largest of three interrelated exhibits—
set out to dispel stereotypes and
examine the dark side of the Gold
Rush, including racism and environmental destruction.
He observes that thousands of
prospectors who rushed to California from all over the world left
disillusioned and empty-handed.
There wasn't enough gold to go
around. "The meanness and the
selfishness became overpowering.
Those who were considered to be
weaker, like the native people,
were driven out, shot and killed,

and literally hunted."
The Chinese, left to rework
mines abandoned by others, met
violence if they moved into virgin
territory, says Frye, and, "most
ironic of all, the Spanish-speaking
people were persecuted, especially
by the Americans, who had a
strong sense that somehow God in
his providence had kept the gold
hidden from Spanish eyes. That
was part of the justification for
trying to drive out, intimidate and
physically assault 'foreign' miners,
some of whom were born here."
To this day, Frye says, the
landscape bears the scars of the
Gold Rush. Miners blasted down
mountains, letting the debris wash
into the rivers and valleys and
destroy farmlands. They decimated
forests for lumber. In the rivers
and streams of the Central Valley,
there remain "toxic cocktails" of
mercury and other heavy metals
used in the extraction process.
Illustrating the impact of the
Gold Rush on California's ecology

will be such exhibits as a 3,000pound dredge bucket, scarred and
worn from gouging the earth, and
photographs of the eroded hillsides
that were byproducts of the frenzied quest for gold.
Assessing the impact of the Gold
Rush, Frye mentions, too, the freedom it gave people to reinvent
themselves—a notion that still
lures people to the state.
"No matter what you had
been—a farmer, a blacksmith, an
office worker—there was a certain
equality. You could strike it rich.
You could also come here and fail
and try something else. If you were
a woman, you might bake meat
pies and sell them to the miners, as
a number did, and make very large
amounts of money."
The Gold Rush project, which
will include a symposium with
scholars and writers and a lecture
series, is funded through a $500,000
grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities and corporate sponsorships,
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

MINING CALIFORNIA'S HISTORY
Dear Readers:
The Niantic probably arrived in San Francisco around
1849. The ship was run aground and turned into a store,
then a hotel, becoming a perfect boomtown symbol.
The Niantic was torn down in 1872, but in just a few
weeks the hull will be on view at the Oakland Museum of
California as part of "Gold Rush! California's Untold Stories"
— the biggest exhibition in the museum's 30-year history.
The show takes up the museum's entire Great Hall and then
some, featuring rare daguerreotypes, real mining equipment
I.
and lots of gold.
"It's not going to be some dry
show: says Chronicle Staff
Writer Sam Whiting l'here's going to be voices, sound effects,
dirt and wood. I was very impressed by the fact that they went
all the way to Calaveras to get authentic Gold Country gravel."
Two men are the guiding
Nlantic Hotel, 1850.
forces behind this exhibition. Project director L Thomas Frye, the museum's former chief curator of history, found a miner's cabin years ago and had it
disassembled and stored, knowing that some day he'd use it
Gold Rush historian J.S. Holliday, who helped open the Oakland Museum, was the main historical consultant.
'They both have a great love for California history,"
Whiting says. "When Frye went through the gold mining
artifacts, I felt he had somehow lived back then, and maybe
would've even preferred it.
"Holiday's the same way. His library in Carmel Could've
been out of the last century. The decor is Mexican tile and
leather hacienda chairs, and he sits behind a solid oak plank
desk, talking about guys hie William Swain, an unlucky miner who came here with high hopes and went back broke."
You may never think of the Cold Rush in the same way
after seeing this exhibition. It was a brutal, brawling time in
an unfinished place, where land was inconsequential next
to the pursuit of gold.
Whiting turned out to be the perfect guy for the story, by
the way. A third-generation Californian, he used to make
field trips to the Cold Country back in the '70s when he
was in college.
"You could drink in all those dusty miners' bars," he says.
"And you still could get an old straight-edged shave by a
guy who played the banjo."
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• OLD RUSH
Is ON AGAIN

IN HUGE SHOW
Oakland Museum enlists
era expert J.S. Holiday

By Sam Whiting
,c li RCIN [CLIC STAFF W IlITHR
..! '. : :', .. I : : ''.
„ . , ..
I , •;;
.
.S. Holliday is a genuineForty-Niner — a 1949er. On the
100th anniversary of the Gold Rush he caught the fever,
left the family steel' business . behind in Indiana and
came West. .

J
For the alinOst ' 50 years since then he has been
studying and writing about the epochal event in California
.history. So when curators of the Oakland Museum of California decided to mount the largest exhibition in its history —
"Gold Rush! California's , Untold Stories" — they headed
, straight to the patio outside Holiday's study in Carmel. .
It took them four years to execute the plans laid out that
.day. But Holiday, 73, is a patient man. It took him 30 years to
research and write, his Gold Rush history, 'The World Rushed
In."
"Few have thought seriously and inquiringly and refreshingly about the Gold Rush," says Holliday, who is serving as
historical consultant to the multidisciplinary exhibition "Gold
Fever! The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush," one
of three parts of the huge show. The others are "Silver & Cold:
Cased Fmages of the California Gold Rush," which features
150 daguerreotypes and ambrotypes from 1848-1860; and "Art
of the Gold Rush," a collection of paintings, watercolors and
drawings from the period. All three parts open January 24, the

MICHAEL MALONEY I The Chreencle

J.S. Holliday has studied the Gold Rush for nearly 50 years.
150th anniversary of the day gold was discovered at Sutter's
Mill.
On display in "Gold Fever" will be the shiny nugget that
lumberman James Marshall picked up in Coloma to start the
wagons and ships rolling. A one-pound golden ring made for
President Franklin Pierce is also to be displayed. Neither of
these artifacts has been shown before in California.

CALIFORNIA SESQUICENTENNIAL AT THE OAKLAND 'MUSEUM.

38

.. .
Among the events at the Oakland Museum, 1000 •Oak
' - •St:
members).
•
• "Gold Rush! California's Untold Stories." January 24 .July 26..
• "Forum With Michael Krasny."-KQED radio will broadcast from
• "National Gold Rush Symposium." 9 a.m.-5 p.m. January
. the museum from 9 to 10 a.m. January 23 with Holliday. Starr and
24-25 with historian J.S. Holiday, California State Librarian Kevin
Limerick Free.. •
. Starr and Western scholar Patricia Limerick. Tickets: $40 ($30
• "Gold Rush Lecture Series." 2-4 p.m. Sundays through Febru-

ary 19 with Gold Rush scholars.
• "The Gold Panning Experience." Pan for gold 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturdays and noon-5 p.m. Sundays. Tickets $1.
For information on all programs. call (888) 625-6873.

Clockwise
from top left
"William
McKnight,"
daguerreotype-, "Baker in
Front of
Batchelder's
Daguerreian
Saloon,"
daguerreotype; "Spanish
Woman,"
ambrotype;
"Sharpshooters of the
1856
Committee of
Vigilance,"
ambrotype.

Nor has the dredged-up hull of the whaling ship Niantic,
which was converted to a hotel on the San Francisco waterfront before burning and sinking into the bay in 1852. A
miner's log cabin that was broken down and stored by the
, museum for 30 years will finally see light. There will be all
forms of-miner's tools, from pans and rockers to sluice boxes to
giant hydraulic monitors set in dirt trucked down from Calaveras County. A stuffed California grizzly bear is ready to stand
menacingly.
Comprising 2,000 objects, "Gold Fever" will consume the
entire Great Hall, 11,000 square feet. It is the largest of three
companion shows.
After the Oakland show closes in July, the three exhibitions
will travel independently. They are together only in Oakland,
and viewed as one they offer "a majestic new understanding of
California," Holliday says. "This exhibit is serious and nurturing and dynamic. This is an educational force. We don't
release a force like that just any old day. We release it at exactly
the right time."
"Gold Rush" is the first and keystone event in California's
"Cold Discovery to Statehood Sesquicentennial," a three-year
onslaught of activities, museum shows, documentaries and
educational outreach programs leading up to the 150th anniversary of statehood in 2000.
The stereotypical image of the Gold Rush pioneer is actor
Cabby Hayes, with his toothless grin and the brim of his hat
flipped vertically, standing there with his pants tucked into his
boots, yelling "consam it" at his stubborn donkey.
National Experience
In Holliday's mind, and he can finger-list facts and stats to
support it, the Gold Rush was a national experience, like a war.
It was not a migration of pioneering families looking for land
to settle and work. It was men going off alone and expecting to
return as heroes — rich heroes.
A hundred-thousand miners came west, along with all the
ancillary businesspeople. Their value systems, or lack thereof,'
molded the state, along with undermining the agrarian Protestant ethic of the country.
"In California you don't have to get a piece of land and clear
the land and cut down the trees and plant ale, seeds and care
for them," Holliday says. "All you have to do is go to California
and take out your shovel and dig up your wealth and go home.
Now that's a revolution."
Holliday will .deliver the keynote speech at the museum's
"National Symposium on the California Cold Rush," which
tuns January 24 and 25, concurrent with the show's opening.
A big, handsome and rumpled man with a tremendous
A

passion for the rugged life, Holliday gets so wound up in
talking California history he can't sit still. He starts swinging his
arms, walks around his office and throws wood in his stove,
never slowing his oration. He once took Ken Burns' film crew
on an expedition to the Gold Country for Bums' television
documentary on the West.
Holliday has been thinking about the Gold Rush since he
.got his history degree from Yale in 1948. A mentor showed him
some letters home from an unlucky miller named William
Swain who had gone west to seek his fortune with a Michigan
group called the Wolverine Rangers.
. Poignant Letters
Swain's poignant letters captured Holliday's imagination.
He started conipiling them in 1949, then came out to pursue
his doctorate in history at the University of California at
Berkeley.
"I came to California because of the Gold Rush just as
clearly as William Swain did," says Holliday. "It's not a contrived metaphor. I came here for gold and found all the other ways
of seeking success in California."

These included becoming assistant director of the Bancroft
Library at UC Berkeley, then an assistant professor of history at
San Francisco State University. When three museum's merged
into one to form the Oakland Museum in 1967, he was hired as •:,•
the executive director. He left a few years later to accept the
same position with the California Historical Society, where he
stayed until 1985, when he moved to Carmel.
All the while, he was adding to the book of Swain's misadventures.
His "The World Rushed In," 30 years in the making, was
published by Simon and Schuster in 1981 and remains in print. a
Next fall, the University of California Press will release Holliday's follow-up, "Gold Fever," co-published by the Oakland
Museum as another component of its sesquicentennial pro- ;17
ject.
Holiday is in his Carmel writing studio seven days a week,
typing and retyping, cutting and pasting his manuscript the
old-fashioned way. Deadline pressure is looming, but he is
always willing to stop work, stoke up the wood burner and chat
10

HOLLIDAY: See Page 42

•

GOLD DISCOVERY DAYS IN COLOMA
The 150th anniversary of the Gold Rush will
be commemorated at the Marshal Gold Discovery State Historic Park in Coloma.
There will be a gala dinner January 23 in
Placerville (tickets. $45), and Governor Pete

GOLD RUSH DOCUMENTARY
Wilson will visit the park between 10 a.m. and
noon January 24 to dedicate a Gold Rush research library. Events continue through the
weekend, including a gold discovery pageant
and living histories. Call (530) 622-0390.

"The Gold Rush," a television documentary
narrated by John Lithgow, will air on KOED
Channel 9 at 1 0:30 p.m. January 22 and 1 p.m.
January 25.
A companion book, "Gold Rush: A Uterary

Exploration" (Heyday Books. $18.48). is sold in
bookstores and museums. The documentary is
also available on video for $19.95. The book
and video can be ordered by calling Bookmasters at 18001247-6553.
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WHERE IT STARTED

•

On the morning of Jan 24, 1848, carpenter
James Marshall was supervising construction •
of a sawmill on the south fork of Me American , •
'River when he %totted gold. Four days later, :
), "••••:••:: Marshall rode to Sutter's Fat in Sacramento and;
showed the pieces of metal to his employer, John •
ro,
A Sutter, a rancher and landowner. Tests proved •
•
t.
it was gold. lid Safer wanted kept quiet
This is the nugget
al stze) James•••.., the mill rsas completed He figured the mill was' • :..
let
his'
Marshall plucked from the American River:: . where the "'mei was to be made So be
men pan after hours ea the secret would not
Th e quasie, .ouna, pi ece sum4,,,,d the
test of a day's boiling in a kettle of lye.; , -,b°64 and the rra was ahard'wel:
!,-•
From the Bancroft Library
'
• f
• -. •' ;• • -• • • -'
.
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The 150th anniversary of the discover y of gold in California is
January 24. On that day, to honor the sesquicentennial, the Oakland
Museum of California will open "Cold Rush! California's Untold
Stories," probably the largest Cold Rush exhibition ever mounted.
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Charles Nahl's painting "Sunday Morning in the Mines" depicts leisure pursuits of miners,
Including a knife fight, a drunken spree, Bible study, clothes-washing, journal-writing and cigar•smoking. Completed in 1872, 22 years after Nahl's arrival in California, the huge painting is on
display at the Oakland Museum.
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HE WORLD RUSHED IN

The Gold Rush was the largest mass migration in American history. At any
time during the 1850s, there were 100,000 men working the mines, and
many times that serving the miners.
From the start, the Gold Rusts was a mixture of ethricilies, both American
and foreign. Half the work crew was American Indian at Suner's Mill, where
gold was first discovered. Sutter himself was a German-born Swiss who
employed large groups of Mormons and Hawaiians. In 1849, at a mass
meeting of miners working the Yuba River, a resolution was passed stating
that 'no slave or Negro should own claims or even work in the nines.* A
few weeks before that, a group of ex-solders had attacked Chileans in San
Francisco.
•
1852, the peak year of gold productivity (881 million), a few hundred
thousand foreign immigrants had conk to California There were 25,000
Cninese in the mining region and 5,000 Sonorans up from the mines In
Mexico. There also were substantial numbers of Russians, Scots, Irish, English, French, Germans and Italians and the hoodlum Sydney Ducks from
Australia. By the 1860s, California was 40 percent foreign-bom.
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The Apollo was one of the first ships to carry Forty-Niners around Cape Horn.
By the fourth day, many aboard were seasick. When the ship finally reached
the coast near San Francisco, passengers waited two weeks for a wind to
blow the Apollo Into the bay, all the while falling behind in the race for gold.
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The first three
years of the Gold
If Rush brought the
most dramatic
change in
0 California history.

....
1848

,

:

January 24: Gold discovered on line south fork of
the American River.

"GOLD RUSH: CALIFORNIA'S UNTOLD STORIES"

•

•

February 2: Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo formany ends Mexican War
and cedes California to the

When: n

n

United States.
April 3: First American
public school opens in
San Francisco. Trustees

Vloerr:flrlvst Museum ION

n•• •:.,2).a v ,

state has given up respcosiballyuntr the spell of gold
fever. Anrorces suspension of publtation because

the stall is heading tor the
Grid Rush
February 28: Stearrixot
wade km Patarre City to

St_ el 10th Stied. Oakland Haws: 10 a m.5 Dm, Tueviay-Sunday 10 urn-9 on Fridav Admission, 18 earls g

.

lii

1849

flee to gold fields.
May 29: San Francisco's
Californian newspaper complains that emytedi in the

•

,•

GOLD RUSH POPULATION-

1850

San Frandsoa begins
June 4: Eighteen men
front the USS Ohio desert
their posts for the gold
WOW ritizes

mines.
Auguit 23: Hist mail service arrives at Benicia,
Sacramento and San Jose.

November 13: In prepara-

tion for statehood, voters
approve a slate conslituhon

December 9: San Francisco's first fire engine arrives from the East

February IE
Franciscre is
February'?
Sacramento i

and students. i3 members. Phone, 038E1625-6873. Parking: Museum 0MM en Oa k between Mai end 12d• streets 75 eentS en hoc' fto
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November 13: In prepara- December 9: San Francis- February l& City of San

mines.
men
J desert
gold

August 23: First mail service arrives at Benicia,
Sacramento and San Jose.

co's first fire engine arlion for statehood, voters
approve a state constitu- • rives from the East.

tion.

Francisco is incorporated

September 9: California
becomes 31st state.

February 27: City of
Sacramento is incorporated

$3 members. Phone: (888) 625-6873. Parking: Museum garage on Oak between 10th and 12th streets. 75 cents an haw for fiat three hours. Si an hour thereafter.
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THE GOLD RUSH' REVISITED

RETIRED CURATOR FRYE
CATCHES GOLD FEVER
By Sam Whiting
.CIIRONICLE STAFF WRITER

o dig up the untold stories of the
Cold Rush, L Thomas Frye
T knew he'd have to quit his day
job.
So he retired as chief curator of
history for the Oakland Museum of
California, and the next day started
work as project director for "Cold
Rush! California's Untold Stories,"
the museum's huge, $3 million exhibition.
Ile couldn't afford to waste a day.
He's also co-curator of "Gold Fever!
The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush," the largest of the
three shows that make up "Untold

Stories," which opens January 24.
"We needed somebody to dedicate full attention to it," says Frye,
60, who has worked for the museum
for 33 years.
J.S. Holiday, chief historical consultant for "Gold Fever!," says Frye
has "a wonderful sense of the artifact and what are the ingredients of
California history."
The ingredients in "Gold Fever!"
make it spicier than any other show
on the subject.
"The feeling was that the Gold
Rush is an old story that's been told
many times before, to the point that
the telling has been mythologized,"
Frye says. "We decided not to tell
the old story once again."

PhOtos by LARA Curti

DAGUERREOTYPES VIVIDLY CAPTURED FACES
'By Sam Whiting
CHRONICLE STAFF WRITER

8

2

4

v,

hen the miners came to California,
photographers came along with them.
W The intent was to sell portraits. The
result was to make the Gold Rush the first
major world event to be documented by
photographs.
For four years curators at the Oakland
Museum of California have searched out
1,000 pictures, mostly daguerreotype silver
and copper plates. The best 160 will be
displayed in "Silver & Gold:.Cased Images of
the California Gold Rush," one of three
parts of "Gold Rush: California's Untold
Stories." The photography diraw is the largest exhibition of California daguerreotypes
ever mounted.
The photography process invented in
France by Louis Daguerre was the first to
arrive in the United States, in 1839. By 1849.
studios in wagons traveled the Mother Lode
or were set up permanently in San Francisco
and Sacramento, selling pictures for a few
dollars. Developed on the spot, the photographs came in a leather case to be saved or
sent home. These plates remain the most
detailed evidence of life in Gold Rush California.

/The

L Thomas Frye at the miner's cabin in the Oakland Museum.

'The quality of photography at that
time was extremely high,"
says Oakland
Museum photography curator Marcia
Eyrnann. Ansel Adams
once commented that
he wished his
Marcia Eymann.
prints could
achieve the
"exquisite tonality" of the daguerreotype.
"You have a sense of dimensionality in these
daguerreotypes that is hard to capture on
paper prints," Eymann says. "It's almost as if
the images step right out and walk away."

OF THE GOLD RUSH

more.
"People
dressed very
specifically
and went to so
much trouble
to have their
pictures taken
documenting
this grand adventure
of
their lives,"
Eymann says.
The plates
Drew Johnson.
Were direct
positives,
meaning they could not be reproduced.
Each is an original.
The Oakland Museum 'photography collection, which at. 1 million is one of the
state's largest, has several hundred daguerreThis new form of portraiture met with
otypes.
such demand that some Forty-Niners quit
."You could Make a whole show out of
the mines to become photographers.
what we have," says Eymann, who chose
The standard portrait was an unkempt . 'only 24. An additional 15 came from the
man with a shovel on one shoulder, a pick
Bancroft Library at the University of Calion the other, a revolver and a homesick face.
fornia at Berkeley, six from the California
The miners, including women dressed as
Historical Society. To find the rest, Eyrnann •
men, and people involved in ancillary en- and co-curator Drew Johnson traveled up
terprises would hold a pose for 15 seconds or and down the state, and to the East Coast

HOLLIDAY
From Page 39

with anyone who comes by and displays an interest in the Gold
Rush.
•
His book will expound upon themes developed in the "Gold
Fever" exhibition. It begins long before Marshall picked up his
rock. The Spanish missionaries had brought diseases that
0 wiped out the native tribes, and the United States had just won
the territory in the Mexican War. Throughout world history,
gold had always been controlled by monarchs and govern•w
ments. But there was neither a monarch nor a government in
California.
It was a wild and unfinished place, with steamboats available
42 to take gold-seekers up the Sacramento River.

"The combination of historical serendipities was amazing in
California," Holliday says. 'That is why the Cold Rush was
such a success."
In the 1850s, miners dug up gold worth $594 million, and bY
1855, California had more wealth per capita than any place on
earth. Throughout the decade, a third of the state'spopulation
was mining, and most of the rest catered to the miners.
"Not one dollar. of tax was ever collected from anyone
during the Gold Rush," Holliday says. -There is no church, no
government, no schools, no grandmothers, no in-laws; no
hometown eyes; no rules. Everyone is out on the make, going
for the main chance, and there's no government to say no."
The concept of agribusiness was developed in California,
and the notion encouraged that the environment was to be
ravaged for its riches.
"Tear it open, rip it apart, cut • all the trees down, move
whole rivers out of their riverbeds, put them in flumes,"

Chronicie

- This exhibition is about the n::
tive people and lands that were ass
aged in the Forty-Niner frenzy u
get rich quick. To properly addre
these issues, Frye assembled thret
symposiums of scholars. The con
sensus was that "the cultural con
filet needed to be brought out, no
because it was politically correct bit
because these stories have neve
been told before in an open forum.
To bring them to life, an in-dept!
CD-ROM audio tour with sount
effects will be available to museun
visitors.
"We didn't want it to be a passiv,
experience," Frye says.. "We want
them to examine it through the eye:
of the people who were there."
Once the show opens, Frye cold,'
take a rest. But it's his baby, an
when "Gold Fever!" starts to travc.
in July, he's going with it.
'The exhibition is on for twt
years," he explains, "and will take
I,
good deal of care and feeding."

and the Midwest.
"We wanted to show a lot of images that
had never been seen before," Johnson says.
"A lot of these are just now coming out of
estates and private collections."
Most are well 'preserved, sealed in their
original containers. They will be displayed in
the History Special Gallery, along with the
replica studio of an itinerant photographer.
"What we are trying to do is create a visual
narrative of the Gold Rush," Eymann says.
"to document California on the eve, the
journey to California, what it looked like
here, life in the diggings."
.
.The earliest daguerreotype in the show is
from 1846 and features Francesca Vallejo,
wife of General Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo.
After the 1850s, glass plates were replaced by
paper prints. The final images are landscape
prints by Carleton Watkins and Eadweard
Muybridge from the 1870s and 1880s.
A catalog will accompany the show,
which will travel to the Smithsonian Institution in Washington and the Crocker Art
Museum in Sacramento.
Says Johnson, "These are extremely beautiful photographs that capture what it was
like to participate in the Cold Rush, one of
the most insane little adventures this coun•
try has ever gotten itself into."

Holliday says. 'The whole attitude of the miner was that
nature is the enemy.",
.
This attitude prevailed until 1884, when a federal judge
ruled that hydraulic mining must stop destroying the land.
"That's when the ethos changed from ruinous exploitation
to restorative reuse of the land, and the farmer becomes the
new image of California." Holiday says. That's the last chapter
of his forthcoming book. The "Gold Fever" show carries the
legacy forward with taped testimonials from environmentalist
David Brower, a Native American, two teenage immigrants
and former Governor Jerry Brown pondering the California
state of mind.
"When you leave this exhibition you sense that the forces
released in 1849 and in the years of the '50s and 60s are forces
that reverberate right through California history," Holiday
says. "You see the whole works of it like some great master
•
painting."
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On Jan. 24, the
Oakland Museum
launches "GOLI)
RUSH! California's
Untold Stories," the
largest group of exhibits
and educational workshops
about California yet undertaken by
any museum.
"Gold Fever: The Lure and Legacy of the California
Gold Rush," a pictorial and historical look at the dreams that
brought the restless '49ers here as well as the cost the mining
took on California's natural resources, will be on view
through July 26, before traveling to Sacramento Memorial
Auditorium. "Art of the Gold Rush," on exhibi t through May
31 (when it travels to the Crocker Museum) brings together
72 paintings, watercolors and drawings documenting the era.
"Silver and Gold: Cased Images of the California Gold
Rush," includes 150 daguerrotypes and ambrotypes offering

insight into the buried
history of racial diversity in the era. "Silver
and Gold" runs
through July26.
The project opens
with a major symposium including noted Gold Rush historian
J.S. Holliday and California State Librarian
Kevin Starr, on Jan. 24-25, the 150th anniversary of the discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill.
Mwaem bows fort& Gold Rush exhibition arc Tuesday-Sunday, 10 ow. - 5 p.m.; Friday, extended hours: 10 a.m.-9 p.m. The
musewn is dosed Mondays. Admission tO the museum and exhibition is $8 adults, $6, senior citizens. (65 awl over); $5 students and
$3 members. Children underftve free. The first Smiley of each
month, general admission is waived but $3 special exhibition
charge will continue to app. Call 1-888-OAK—MUSE (510625-6873)for further infonnation.
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B. "Austn

Ralph Rennes stars in
"Oscar arui Lucinda."
Gillian Armstrong's mystical
romance about an Anglican
priest and an Australian
heiress. Barbara
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reviews.
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ARTISTIC FORTUNE
'Charles Christian Nahl's "Miners in the
Sierra" is among some 70 drawings and
paintings and 150 daguerreotypes that
document and mythologize the Gold
Rush, at the Oakland Museum. [P-7]
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cious piece plucked from the American
River on Jan. 24, 1848.
For art and history lovers, there ore
i
works by Charles Christian Nahl and
G
ADO. Rnawere; moody daguerreotypes
-- .
shot a mere decade after photography
was invented; intricate 19th century
quilts; and the copper-coated stern of the
famous Gold Rush ship Niantic.
For children of all ages. there's a
prCnstakingly reconstructed miner's cabin; an
outdoor site to pan for gold; nnd dirt — two tons of
the stuff trucked in from Calaveras County — to
demonstrate hydraulic mining.
These are among more than 2,000 objets d'art
and objets trouves that make up-Gold Rush! California's Untold Stories: the multidisciplinary ex.
hibitkin that opens at the Oakland Museum of
California on Saturday.
I See GOLD BUSH, D.6I

9-6 Fridey, jneiery 23. 1998 *
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Worth its weight
in art and artifacts
• The ambitious show commemorates the 150th anniversary of
when gold was discovered by
James Marshall at Sutter's Mill
and marks the largest Gold Rush
exhibition ever mounted.
It tells a torrid and unprece-

SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER
dented tale, one that put California
on the map.
Hundreds of thousands of people from all over the world descended on Northern California to
strike it rich, marking the lamest
mass migration in American history. By 1852, nearly 275,000 immigrants had arrived in California.
In pursuit of gold. technology
advanced, the land was trounced
and the state gained an identity: as

a place of tremendous opportunity,
tolerated eccentricity and few constraints.
"California began as an urban
society with a great deal of wealth
and a diverse, multicultural population that has remained so today,"
said J.S. Holliday, a historical consultant to the exhibition and author of "The World Rushed In."
Holliday. who recently completed his follow-up book, -"Gold Fe-

MORGAN FREEMAN CHRISTIAN SLATER
"A COMPELUNG,

ver!" co-published by the Oakland
Museum, said that in 1860. California was 40 percent foreign born.
"The world rushed in and has
•continued to rush in ever since,"
Holliday said from his home in

Carmel .
Because of the enormity of the
exhibition — which displays things
that have never been shown before
— it was divided into three parts.
The largest of the three shows is
"Gold Fever! The Lane and Legacy
of the California Gold Rush," filling the entire Great Hall's 11,000

The other exhibits are "Silver &
Gold: Cased Imager of the editornia Geld Rush," featuring some
150 daguerreotypes . and ambrotypes friim 1848- 1860, and "Art of
the Gold •Rush,'"'a collection of
paintings, drawings and watercolors from, the period.'
•
"The Gold Rush was the formative event in . California history in
. the 19th- century,--said museum
project director L.• Thomas Frye.
"You cannot' understand the way
this state . is today without understanding the dynamics of the Gold
' y lib all around us —
•Ruda: 103 latex
under oui feek in car rivers, in our
attitudes abort whatit means to be
a Californien.":. '
'
San FrairaiM"wers transformed
froni issleariy Lavin into' a polyglot
of the main
'exhlbltldn.chxoniclea The City's
developmeraidaring the Gold Rush
Between' '1849 and 1853, San
PralICiSOY8 p*Iation surged from
800 to More than Kooa
• Called the "Paris of the West."
it ideated forttmas for men like

William Ralston, the builder of the
Palace •Hotel. And, a tawdrier part
of The City vras born and given the
manlier Barbary Coast. It catered
to men who wanted to drink and
gamble their gold away.
Paintings on display show The
City before, during and after the

Gold Rush, An original chandelier
hints at the opulence of the Palace
Hotel. Porcelain and artifacts reveal a Chinatown that was thriving
in San Francisco more than IGO

Years allck•
The main exhibit also devotes
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space to two companies that were
created during the Gold Rush and
still have headquarters in San
Francisco.
Wells Fargo was founded in
1852 and. by 1855, there were 19
.
.
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printing press is among 2,000 objects in the muDidisciplinary edubiL

banks in San Francisco. The company's stagecoaches were used to
transport gold from the mines to
The City.
And in 1853 German immigrant
Levi Strauss sailed to San Francisco. Legend has it that he was approached on the wharf by a miner
who wanted to buy trousers. Using
canvas he'd brought along, he began making pants and overalls for
miners. Some of the early Levi
shirts and jeans are part of the
display.
In all, the exhibition is stunning
in its scope and impressive in its
detail — managing to engage and
educate. The audio tour is a must.
with English. Spanish or Cantonese narration infrared activated for

each mom.
The only drawback is the limited gallery space. The main gallery
is SO crowded with artifacts and
exhibits that it's hard to see everything in one visit.

But as historian Holliday says,
"This is a dynamic educational
force" that's worth mulling over
and returning to. •
"The long-lasting reverberation
of the Gold Rush," Holliday believes, "is the image California
gained in those years, of a place of
freedom, opportunity and recklessnese and a place where there is no
significant penalty for failure."
After "Gold Fever!" and "Silver
& Gold" close July 26 — "Art of
the Gold Rush" closes May 31 —

they will travel independently to
the Smithsonian's National Museum of American Art and the Crocker Art Museum in Sacramento.
The Oahland Museum is at 1000 Oak
St. Orritiond Hours for "Gold Huth"'
are Fuesdays through Sundays, 10 arn.
co 5 p.m: Fridays. 10 am to 9 p.m:
elated Mondays Admission is $8 for
adults. $6 for senior eiti2ens..56 for students and $3 for members. Children untier the age of 5 are admitted. free. For
information, call. 1-888-625-6873.

Gold fever strikes again — in California classrooms
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MAKING MOST OF YOUR SATURDAY
Rent it:
"The Game," one of last year's
sore intriguing thrillers, is new on
video this week Michael Douglas

The long-anticipated Oakland Museum exhibit
opens today, 150 years after first nugget found

stars as a humorless multimilEonlire businessman whose brother,
idayed by Sean Penn, buys him an
•inusual birthday gift: a ticket to a
nysterious game which has no inttuctions and no rules. The deeper
Nattglas' character becomes inr dyed, the more it appears that the
tame is murder and the only way
n win q by staying alive. The story
:ontains some huge plotholes, but
is still an entertaining ride.

Wial a Rush

Suring it:
Ives' "Hymn for Strings" is just one
d the pieces the Fremont Symphony Orchestra MI play at 8 tonight at the Gary Soren Smith
Center for the Fine and Performing
Arts, 43600 Mission Blvd, Fremont.
Other program highlights include
Haydn's "Surprise Symphony" and
Wagner's "Siegfried Idyll." Con-

By Jolene

OLD! There's gold In
these parts, huge chunks
of It Just sitting In a gold
camp Inside the Oakland
G Museum of California.
There's a 2-pound gold ring. A gold
Academy Award trophy. A pair of
gold opera glasses. And the first
chunk of gold found In California. on
Jan. 24, 1848.
These and some 2,000 other objects are displayed inside a maze of
canvas-walled galleries for "Gold
Feverl The Lure and Legacy of the
California Gold Rush." a landmark
exhibit celebrating the sesquicentennial of the discovery of gold in California. The museum throws open the
tent flaps today, exactly 150 years
after James Marshall picked up the
first gold nugget at Sutter's Fort in
Coloma. The exhibit continues
through July 26.

ducted by David Sloss, the or.
chestra will be joined by.Zachary
Spellman, the San Francisco Opera
Orchestra's principal tuba player.
rickets cost $20 to $25. Call (510)
794-1652.

Groove to it:
Since it was founded in 1973,
Sweet Honey in the Rock has featured 22 vocalists through the
years. The ensemble of AfricanAmerican a cappella singers cur-

:en/1y includes Ysaye Maria Barnwell, Nitanju Bolade Casal, Aisha
Kahril, Carol Maillard, sign language
interpreter Shirley Childress
Johnson and founding member
Bernice Johnson Reagon. Its unique
Intend of gospel, spiritual ITU*.
blues and jazz has earned the
Cxammy.winning Sweet Honey a
loyal following. The ersemble.will
make its annual Black Hisdarir:°'•,'
Month appearance at 8 tonight at
"rdlerbach Auditorium, near Tele.
t aaph Avenue and Bancroft Way,
on the University of California at
Berkeley carrnpiin. Tickets cost $25.
Call (510) 642-9988.

Usten to it: .
One of the snazziest jazz clubs in
the Bay Area, Yoshrs at Jack
London Square, 510 Embarcadero
West, Oakland, is comfortable and
intimate. Ifs got incredible sight.
lines, too. Put McCoy Tyner's AfroCuban All-Stars on stage and
,ou're bound to have a good time.
lvner winds dawn his annual stint
it the club with performances at 8
nul 10 tonight. Among his band.
, riates: tenor sax player David San.:hez and trombonist Steve Tune,
rickets cost $28. Call (510) 238-9200
ur 15101 762-BASS,

SYMPHONY
REVIEW
Drowned out
at first, Volodos
gives stunning

performance
3y Chris &docks
ORKSPONDENT

Recorded music Is so prevncm that many listeners arc stir- uised when they attend lice
miccrts featuring works they
illtik they know well,Concertos can be especially
,roblematic. hecause we all ac
inure such a false sense of bal.

Thym

STAFF WRITER

D. ROSS CANIRON- Ste WOMB

A display In the new Oakland Museum of California exhibit on the 1848 California
gold rush allows visitors to gets "feel" for how the fltbt nugget of gold discovered In
the American River wouldflt in their awn hands. The massive exhibit opens today.
fr.

Artifacts from
settlers'
Journeys
across the
country to
cash in on the
California gold
rush are part
of the Oakland
Museum's
exhibit (right).
A diorama
shows how
various
ethnIcItles
panned for
gold In the
American
River (below).
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A huge gold rush camp

To Illustrate the significance of the
gold rush, and to separate myths
from reality, Oakland Museum has
transformed its largest gallery Into a
huge tenViity:a gold 'rush camp
filled with artifacts and displays that
. tell the story of what It was like to
thine to California and to Hie here
during the gold rush.
.'As visitors explore this re-created
"settlement," circa 1848, they peer
Inside a real miner's cabin, stroll
past the hull and rudder of a ship
that was abandoned In the San Francisco harbor, and get a firsthand
look at massive, room-sized gold.
mining machines that leveled mountains In the quest for gold.
The largest exhibit ever

The 8750.000 "Gold Fever!"
show, the largest exhibit ever produced by the Oakland Museum.
travels to the Autry Museum of
Western Heritage In Los Angeles In
the fall, then to the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium next year. A 300page illustrated catalog by exhibit
consultant J.S. Holliday. author of
the forthcoming book "Gold Fever!
The Lure and Legacy of the California Gold Rush.' Is scheduled to
be released In September.
The exhibit was inspired by L.
Thomas Frye. project director and
former curator of history at the Oakland Museum of California. and by
Heather Fltudey, project manager. It
was designed by Gordon Chun and
Andy Stacklin. The 1 1.000 - squarefoot exhibition also Is the result of
years of planning and networking by
18 slaff professionals. plus another
Please see Week CUE-5

Each day this week CUE has
featured articles leading up to
Cablornia's celebration al the
gold ash sesquicentennia&
which begins today.

Monday
Pie freewheefing Mos.
ahem of the gold rush pyre
Ca gornia an image that persists
today, historian JS. Hodder

sets,
Tuesday
The Chatttaugua, an oldfashicned theater event brings
back charecters inetutfrg
women and Native Americans

hem gold lush dri: •

Wednesday
A Buringame tecole.maker
is crest% a modern foe at labon the patterns et
gold rush-cre quilts. and tefevi.
sion critic Susan Young reviews
the PBS documentary "The
Odd Rush"
fiCS based

Thursday
Rare daguerreotypes end
enbrotypes make up one of
throe mice gold rush eshlits
opening Saturday et The Oakland Museum of Cardornhk

- Friday

'Mat the Gold Rah' et
The (billiard Museum docu.
manta the period from OAS to
the

lEns

wild

•

7'44

apeactold
, l'ard legacy ri
Aold Rush:

• puthensin wad ever presewed cn this rernerluble era:

Yon can join the gold
rush beginning today.
See page CUE-5 for
details and directions to
The Oakland Museum.

'
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Exhibit: Gold rush comes to Oakland

Hanks loves
the moon

Continued from CUE-1
....nugget. The lure of gold was
4•• often so strong that, after a ship
:4. history consultants.
•__
„docked and passengers disem•' Objects large and small rebarked, the ship's crew would
!"--- rating to every face of life in
'also head for the gold fields.. •
early California were gathered
347A ship.would come into the...
i.' from sources all over the map.
nofonly would the pas,i' Frye and colleagues made
rs get off but theerew '") countless trips to gold rush
d desert to the gold fields,"
, towns. talking with people. ex,:one
news account read. !-Wittiln
:
ploring old mining sites. and
.: !a year or two, there were hun• gathering artifacts for the show.
•."::dreds and hundreds of ships.„ . Exhibit builders fashioned
sitting side by side, rotting in
...i. creeks and hillsides that look
.
eilhetarbor.7.-'•'
" • ••••
like actual mining sites. Carpen- •
••,!". • Bio the -sad truth is that by
Wm assembled an original cabin
'•:.;.;the time many miners arrived in
from Siskiyou County, and built
,I.,•;California. the gold that could.
feplicas of sleeping berths used
easily spied and collected-.
• by those who traveled to the
; ,was gone, and mining had beVest Coast via ship.
. 1. come a group activity requiring
g • Unlike exhibits whose dis"ttss callEM" - * :h hard work: Several different
plays are accompanied by labels
The California gold rush ex- , .methods were employed, many
,.•
°404nd other written descriptions
hIbli at the Oakland Museum
of which are illustrated by full'
!die the objects at hand, "Gold
features common household ; scale replicas In the ;Gold
Feverr features a wireless .
°Node made from goid.
;fever?. displays.
7
audio tour: Visitors may use
•
. • .7
Chinese were known
tot special headsets activated by In-.
gravest° arid gold4Ths
With help a laborers !ran i
Afrared triggers at various sec . • ' '
indlillfaLiprOach
:r ;
-el
wail and the Medit
lions of the exhibit. In addition -.1. he &tided
.
q tp Informative narrativee..theseuo
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explaining —
wr,'
to t "Vidlied . or doing an unless theta:
I • 1848; and more than 75 voice • • inted.
hoorg Wire Wrifileingas labOreref*;.r
ot
.
ft artists have recorded the words • • people
'
010;15'; .,•„,ttiteminers..r.,`'....,:-.:',...,i';12:;y.sis.'
traveled to
of people who lived the gold •
..
country, and how the sudden:: -̀ ' 1 ii; Sonoterii'frOm Mexico' ex. :17",
ik Dish in three different Ian••:• influx of a quarter
Of ainiflIcrii.. t*tedite ' bY:pulverizingrOcki
fr guages: EngUatt, Spanish and
people
from nearly a •doren dir..• lira ro lone-edged Pit • ....,1rr
1.1.. eantonese. Produced by the
ferent cultures affected the envi •.: called an . arrastra. In the center
tmnprollt Antenna Audio Tours
of the pit they constructed a
ronment: economy and .; • ,), oompany in Sausalito. the audio
government
of the fledgling. , boom Ming with heavy rocks
is four draws visitors from room
o
•
.
.
:
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which
would be dragged around
state.
:a kr room with both automatic
One display shows pieces of .. the circle bymules so that the
and manually selected recordwagons. suitcases. rifles,- . ,,,,.......,,
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cooking utensils and advertise- , 7- .."'"u. • ,• . - .
e.
tricots for gear neoded to rnake
'Elaborate ma'ciontis
:....
.., Experiencing the rush
the six. to ntne-month journey.
.
i; "Our goal is to Immerse
' At the far end of the galleir „*,.
from the East Coast to the_, ..
', people tn the time of the gold
ratean
ld.o,
.eihictemn
gota
Sierra. One woman s account. of ''. ."are even moreela
r • rush through the use of archival
the journey addresses the gni: .,.
1,.. and actual recordings of
the
large-scale
industry
that'
cling nature of the trip: The : . .
people.' said Hilary Robbins.
country was so level that we ..
beetham
emeln
ate).F..
Itc845domint
Amogong
aretheeelan

b

project manager for the "Gold
'i Fever' audio tour. "We get

people looking and experiencing
, Instead of (reading).
6 -The power of hearing these
:stortes firsthand Is amazing,"
she said. Robbins and three
g other staff members have been
working on the 90-minute audio
;production since July 1997.
It : Another elementin the totalr Cmmersion concept of "Gold

Fever!" Is the collection of mu'•
I rat-sized prints of paintings. dagu
. erreotypes, lithographs and
• etchings that have been aircrushed onto the canvas walls.
C gliding dimension to each setting. The images show groups of
7LIIIITS at work, famous mining
sites and some of the major
destination points for miners
• heading west.
: Cherie Newell. pictorial researcher for "Gold Feverl."
spent two years gathering background on every existing gold
, rush image she could locate.
i She has 12 binders full of in! formation.
,
While only three of the illus.
nations she tracked down were
actually used for "Gold Fever!"
! murals, the exhaustive spectrum of Images She found in;0, spired the exhibit's developers
; to create new displays.
' "One of the most useful subects we researched were the
mission paintings, drawings
and lithographs." she said. We
found some phenomenal images
that inspired the Seaton on mls:^ skins."
. Some of the canvas cubicles
t are dedicated to individuals
I. such as Capt. John Sutter. the
' Swiss immigrant who arrived in
c California in 1839 with plans to
build a "New Switzerland."

could see the long trains of
white-topped wagons for many
miles. I thought if one-tenth of

it.•• n 11. • 11,

rors peeked at Mlen over their
newspapers. but no one approached him.

non-shaped machine that blaits
water at mountakie;.washing

, them away in days: a 3.000:
these people got ahead of us,
there would be nothing left In . pound dredge bucket that:"
scraped river beds, pulling up...1'4
California worth picking up."
rocks. dirt and gold: and a
She continues.
"Both
sides
of
stamping
machine that puiver:
the road were lined with deadiced ore 24 hours a day.
and abandoned - •
y misers
etorsgefou
t
wasMam
loaneas
ut.lt.
t rincdhoin
wagons. Around them were

Acting Is his career, but the
moon is Tom Hanks' passion.
Hanks, who played an astronaut in "Apollo 13." produced a miniseries about the
' moon to feed his childhood
rant* of going there himself.
, The 12-part series. "From

Ivann ' T rump loutielit a
Piece of Croatia's secondlargest daily newspaper Iris
week.
Donald Trump's first ex
also signed preliminary
agreements with a national
television network and a popular department store.
1 ern entering the field of
publishing. television and the
hospitality industry," she told
reporters. "I'm also entering
the retail business because my
company produces a line of

tie
'Iwo
lion. - lie sa ys lien • tutu now.
really wiirking tIslaying
with the (aridly. I don't dirt
up. My priority is family. - Awl
how is he getting along with
his a. Barbra Streisand,
these days? "I consider
Barbra a part of my family."
says the man whose title of his
upcoming Fox series, !The
Way We Work." brings echoes
from Strelsand's past.
- From wire reports
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phony: Volodos' electrifying playing
Continued fTOM CUE. 1 .

1E1

and"overwhelming", to the virtuosity he displayed on the recording...
Unfortunately. Volodos could
not be beard for long stretches
of time, for reasons that had
nothing to do with the recorded.
vs-live phenomenon. Rather,
the orchestra's over-enthusiastic response, encouraged by
guest conductor Tan Pascal Tor:,
Oftql PeggeFt ES L.:
. mret4ent
the tugoCend of the

San Francisco Symphony
>Conducted by Van Pascal
Toddler, with soloist Arcedi
Volodos
>8 tonight
s. Davie Symphony Hat
Grove Street and Van Ness
A
>vini* r Fmmilic°
iigs.6000

'I
eatCa i"-";it'there
like.r.I'M
! and tonight
few places in his piano con.certos.where the conductor can • .. But it was in the post-conart° encore. Horowitz's Vanssimply sooar the orchestra to
let itrip." The music requires 'tons on Blzet's "Carmen" (a
subtle, almost chamber-music.
solo piano work - no or.
chestra). that Volodos demon*like textures in order to reveal
Its distinctive emotional char-- :. strated the superhuman
- otherwise, primary and technique which has caused
.Secondary melodic lines become both critics and audiences to
' search for superlatives. It was
&Infused and
amusing to obsene the reactii•VIt was disheartening to see,'
tons of the orchestral players as
Volodos attempting to play
they watched the performance:
chamber music and subduing
Some had broad smiles on their
his ojvn part to a rosin Line in
faces, while others could only
the orchestra. andyet not regape and shake their heads in
cetving the same deference
disbelief. Volodos playing was
when he had the mein line as
that stunning.
the soloist:
The program opened with
d
bal„gi • FortunatilY. the skewe
aflee-was not constant. parlicu- Henri Dutilleux's "Metaboles."
lady in the final movement, and a work which demands close
atliniee Votodos could show off study and repeated listening, It
,liitieleehilYliig playing which combines post-impressionistic
heasocaptured the imagination washes of color with a Stravin'of auCliences.WOrldwide. We can sky-Indebted orchestration, and
shows off Dutilleuis mastery of
irigy MiPe thkitorteller will
'have made adjustments (down- the huge orchestral forces he
demands. The performance
inthe
estralpar
a LS
oTimin,
.....47hces
,.i.ward
5.1h
,s.711)1)50.
Friday contained a few tentative mo-

meats near the beginning, but
gained assurance and excitement as it progressed.
Tortelier concluded the program with the United States
premiere of his own orchestralion of Maurtce Ravers Piano
Trio. When the CD of this work
was released, some critics remarked that Torteller was a
brave man indeed to take on
Ravel. one of the most celebrated orchestrators in MUSIC
history, at his own game.
Like'the Dulilleux work. Torteller's orchestration Involves a
huge complement of players on
stage, and listeners might think
that Tortelier would be tempto I
to over-inflate the music.
(Ravers original work calls for
just violin, cello and piano.)
Flowerer, Tortelier does shed
light on the work and often pro
vides a different perspective on
It.
Yes. the orchestration does
become grandiose at times. bin
It's similar to the bold gestures
occasionally exhibited by Rake
himself In a work such as
"Daphnis and Chloe." The orchestra delivered a powerhouse
performance under TortelierS
knowing guidance.
At the conclusion of the program. Tortelier spoke to the au.
dience on the genesis of his
orchestration. including several
anecdotes, and then launched
an orchestral encore, Chahrtcr :
"Joyeuse Marche." with gusto
worthy of Paul Foray in his
prime.

...

we : Story, character center stage
Continued from CUE-1

expected. Though It has some
blemishes. "Swept From the
guns' tools, bedding
lated businesses, which Catered ' Sea" is always involving, the
clothing.... The owners had
to the needs of the people who
kind of narrative-oriented. charleft everything except what procame to fInd gold.
acter:based Yarn about the
visions they could carry on their :
. One woman talks about --I:. power of love that never goes
backs, and hurried on to save •
making 818,000 worth of pies:.
out of fashion.themselves." Some 32.000 •
Another made a fortune sewing
-... Newcomer Rachel Weisz. who
plucky pioneers arrived by land
and selling affordable clothing.
'debuted in "Stealing Beauty"
in 1849.
...Another woman
and Is soon to be seen in "Land
recalled that
who ra" h°tel
Rislcy voyage. by sea • ,
Girls," bs mystery and an
up a mufiln
shewas °I-tenth
• essential Wrmiess and self-posJust as risky was the so
. r ., bags of gold.".0thers opened
wi
session to the complicated role
by sea. although it was ten In • bath houses, ran saloons and"
of Amy Foster. To the other res:mmi“,.
,
newspapers and adfertisementsfi.
.... establishments, and had
idents of her seaside village in
as safer and more comfortable.. .;opply s tores. some businesses,
,19th century Cornwall. Amy Is
Voices on the audio tape share ,. established back then are still
s
dLstantand strange. but we see
the reality: "We could neither
thriving: Ohtrardelli Chocolate
heies a kind of nature girl, a
stand nor sit and, of course.
-• Co.. Boudin Bakery. Lew
must lie down. And you can no ; Strauss and Wells Fargo Bank. - pagan sprite enraptured by the
:sea
as the Winger of gifts most
more walk than you can fly.....
Near the end of the exhibit,
•
The gale continued to in;
visitors hear from some con ., •.• •rare and Wonderful.
-.. , ynkrroociral WIncent Perez)
crease ... the ship rolled viotemporary Californians who
turns
out
to
be
the
most
un.
lently. At every plunge it seemed have inherited the legacy of gold
usual of those gifts. A Ulcratntan
that the next wave must bury . ::;rush, including environmen...
.highlartder who left home for
us. Scurvy and fevers were
151155 David Brower: politician
America. he is deposited by fate
common and on some of the"(. Jerry BrOW11; Jean Wakatsuki
at Amy's door. When they meet,
vessels whose passengers had
Houston. a Japanese-American
brought topical fevers aboard,,,.': whose family was interned in a . each has reason to consider the
a quarter, even half of the nip.
camp during World War II: and „ 'other an 'apparition, and there
lea kind of rare and unexpected
agers were slipped overboard o: Julia Parker, a Porno Indian
:eroticism in the gentle scene of
the waiting sharks." Some • •••:••••' whose family life was disrupted
62,000 survived the trip ,by sect.'1 , by the influx of people ruining
. her washing his wounds and of-'
tering him food,
in 1849.
their land, destroying the ant.;...
•
• •
Still, the hazards of the.
, . maLs and even digging up the
Theattriii; as far as he knows
Voyage seemed diminished by
graves of their ancestors. A col.
ft, 'is begun by Dr. James Kenthe stories about free gold. One- leetion of art made by American • nedy (MeKellenl. The doctor is
miner claims to have collected .:„. Indians from various tribes
introduced displaying complete .
816.000 In eight days. Another ' lustrates the suffering of those"'
baldness toward Amy. pro-1
said he had seen a 3-pound gold who survived the rush. :
mpting one of his patients. the •
strewed yokes: chains:harnisat .;:cahrhmis through mthing.t.e.
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REVIEW
> "Swept From the Sea"
> Starring Vincent Perm.
Rachel Weisz and Ian
McKenen
> Directed by Boehm ladron
At the Shattuck in
Beekeley, the Brenden in
Concord, AMC Kabuki in San
Francisco, AMC Saratoga.
Century Mountain View and
AMC Mercado in San Jose
> Rated PG-13

wealthy Miss Swatter fan expert
Kathy Bates). to ask "Why do
you hate her so much?" His tale
is told reluctantly and by way of
explanation.
As the most educated man in
the area and the only one who's
traveled outside England. it is
Dr. Kennedy who guesses that
Yanko is not the guttural idiot
the villagers take him for but an
Intelligent man speaking a foreign language. The two men
bond through a mutual love of
chess. and though Yanko gradu.
ally learns English, he cannot
change the suspicion the town
feels toward him.
Given that Amy is burdened
with a similar outsider status. it
Is inevitable that their need to

connect with another human
being will lead her and Yanko
each other. One of the film's
dramas involves the terrible
stresses the xenophobia and
small-mindedness of their nom
inal friends and neighbors plat
on these two.
As a woman of surprising
clarity and absolute faith In her
own Instincts. Amy Is much tit,
stronger of the pair. and Weiss r
fey performance also overshadows that of Perez, whose
status as one of People Magazine's "50 Most Beautiful
People in the World" only Firth
cancels out an awkward fake.
Slavic accent.
Other performers also soon,'
false notes. but the commanding figure of McKellen, on.
of the giants of British theater,
outweighs them all. A splendid
actor. McKellen does an almost
magical job with the doctor,
playing him with all manner oh
nuance and caring. turning the
character Into a complex figure
whose thoughts and actions always fascinate.
With its operatic plot line rup'
Its throwback insistence that
story and character matter,
"Swept From the Sea Is the
kind of film you have to choose
to give yourself- over to. "Fate I,
both Inscrutable and without
mercy." one character says. awl
sentiments like that are hard In
resist.

CUE editor

Sharyn Betz (510) 416-4837
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Public rushes to catch Oakland Museum's 'Gold Rush!'
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OLD RUSH FEVER
is raging again.
G Attendance at the
Oakland Museum's exhibition
"Gold Rush! California's Untold
Stories," which opened over the
weekend, exceeded all
expectations, according to Abby
Wasserman, the museum's
director of public information.
"Gold Rush!" opened to
museum members last Friday,
and between a and 9 p.m. a
record 2,426 members — as
well as Gov. Pete Wilson and his
wife Gayle — inaugurated the
exhibit. On Saturday the show
opened to the public, and
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m..
2,165 visitors explored the
exhibit.
"The only complaint was that

some people had only allowed •
themselves an hour to view all
three parts of the gold rush.
exhibit," Wasserman said. "You
really need at least an hour and
a half to take in everything."
The biggest part of the show
is "Gold Fever! The Lure and
Legacy of the California Gold
Rush," which is composed of
2,000 gold rush artifacts. "Gold
Fever!" features an extensive
headset audio tour available in
English. Spanish and
Cantonese. Wasserman said
museum patrons were
enthusiastic about the audio
tour and very few glitches with
the technology were reported
over the weekend.
Th e. other two parts of the
exhibit are "Silver & Gold:
Cased Images of the California

Gold Rus4; which features 150
dagumeotyk and ambrotype
photographs of life from 1848
to 1860, mid "Art of the Gold
Rush," the first-ever collection
of gold rush paintings,
watercolors and drawings.
There is also a trough for gold
panning set up in the garden, a
big hit with children visiting
over the weekend.
Wasserman said she
expected visitor numbers on
Super Bowl Sunday to be
significantly lower than
Saturday, but by 5 p.m. 1,557
non-football watchers had gone
through the museum.
"We've never done a show of
this size," Wasserman said. "So
- we expected the first weekend to
.

Please

see Gold, CUE-5

MARY F. CALVERT — 4tak. • .

More than 6,000 people flocked to "Gold Rush! California's
Untold Stories" at the Oakland Museum this weekend.
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Mark Hummel nurtures the Bay Area blues

Harmonica Gods

guitarist Robert Cray and his
-band, singer Boz Scaggs and
'Chicago-style harmonica player
Charlie Musselwhite — are
Grammy nominees.
, "I see that there's still a
market for it," he says, "I just
don't see that there's a club for
it" in the East Bay.
So one night a year, Hummel
forms his own "club." This

enced performers such as thc
Rolling Stones, Yardbirds, the
Animals, the Blasters and David
Bowie. His singles released on
the Vee-Jay label are collector's
Items.
Also on the bill is former
Steve Miller Band sideman and
Richmond native Norton Buffalo, whose harp playing won
him two Bammie Awards in

11.11111i/11R

there has ever been. That's true
about most instruments but
certainly about harmonica. It used to be that people thought
Bob Dylan was a good harmonica player. But today if
someone came along and played
like he did they'd say 'get off the.
stage.' But Dylan's probably a
better player than he pretends
to be."

Gold: Exhibit continues though July 26
Continued from CUE-1
be kind of bumpy. But everything went very smoothly. With
every day we're learning more
about how to handle large
crowds."
To help avoid long lines and
evenly distribute the audio
headsets, the "Gold Fever?"
portion of the exhibition Is run
on a timed entry basis. The exhibit can accommodate only
150 people at a time. Starting
today, visitors will be able to

make advance reservations by
calling (510) 238-6556.
Despite the crowds, Wasserman said she did not hear
complain is about parking problems over the weekend. Nearby
Henry J. Kaiser Convention
Center made parking available
to museum patrons during part
of the weekend, and Laney College, also nearby, was not in
session, which made more.
street parking available.
"Gold Fever?" and "Silver &

Gold" continue through July
26, and "Art of the Gold Rush"
continues through May 31. The
Oakland Museum of California
is at 1000 Oak St., Oakland, a
block from the Lake Merritt
BART station. Admission is $8
general, $6 for seniors and free
for children under 5; $3 for all
over age 5 on the first Sunday of
the month. Hours are 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Tuesdays through Sundays and until 9 p.m. Fridays.
For information, call (888) 6256873.

Young: 'The Warlord' fails to excite
Continued from CUE-I
Clinton'S hour-long speech will
give us the opportunity to go
eyeball to eyeball with the president to Judge for ourselves if
he's telling the truth.
Clinton is expected to provide
an outline of his priorities for
the year before a Joint session of
Congress in the live "State of
the Union Address" at 6 tonight on channels 3, 4, 5, 7,
9, 10, 11, 13, 40, CNN and
IMSNBC. The Republican response and network analyses
will follow.
A taped-delayed version of
the speech will air at 11 p.m.
on channels 2 and 54..
Among the likely topics of
balmicitiq the

could mean more Americans
than ever before will listen to
his speech. It provides Clinton
an opportunity to show his
strength as the leader of the
most influential country in the
world. The rest should be between him and Hillary.
In this absurd media stampede to cover Monicagate, several lows stand out but none so
bad as cable's Fox News on
Sunday. After trying to act like
a real news organization, the
morning show disintegrated
Into total tabloidism by showing
the First Lady and distaff members of Clinton's staff while
playing Tammy Wynette's ode
to the unfaithful husband,
"Stand By Your Man."
Yeah, that's the way to win
rortoerl for :) orws onfinniznlion.

more fun than a barrel of androids: Renegade swashbuckler'
Heenoc Xian (John Pyper Ferguson of "The Unforgiven")
Joins forces with former enemy
and fellow adventurer, Justin
Thorpe (John Corbett of
"Northern Exposure" and "The
Visitor) to do battle against The
Engineers, an alien race much
like "Star Trek's" The Borg,
trying to assimilate humans
into a collective.
When Thorpe's pre-teen
sister, Nova (J. Madison Wright
of "Earth II"), is kidnapped by
the Engineers, Xian, Thorpe
and some other renegades Join
forces to save he and the universe.
Directed by Joe Dante
("Gremlins," "Innerspace"),
the dialogue is trite and laugh1

. 11.
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to itilOy,

not in the long-discussed film
adaptation of the stage hit
"Chicago" but in a film called
"The Red Door," with
Stockard Channing and Rod
Steiger. The off-beat drama
has to do with a long-estranged brother and sister
who come together when
forced to face up to an ugly
family incident that's been
buried for 10 years. Matia
Harrell, who earned an Oscar
nomination for the short film
"Cadillac Dreams," directs.
Madonna's also reportedly
. considering a female JekyllHyde-style role in a movie
called "Imbalance."

Multimedia man
Henry Winkler, already a
prolific producer with the syndicated "Sightings" series and
cable's acclaimed "Dead
Man's Gun" anthology, is
poised to make two feature
films this year.
"One is a swashbuckling
comedy called 'Rogues.'
Howie Deutch, who directed
the new 'Odd Couple' movie,
is going to direct It," relates
Winkler. "The other is a seriocomedy called 'Peppermint
Lounge,' which Nick Castle
will direct."
Winkler also has a couple
of TV pilots on the boards.
He's been doing some directing, including episodes of
"Clueless." And he has the
stage musical version of
"Happy Days" in the works.
"Tenacity is the name of
the game. I think of myself as
throwing pasta against the
wall until it sticks," he says.
Obviously, the man who
once ruled videoland as the
- beloved Fonzie of "Happy
Days" doesn't have to work so
hard. Why does he? "I've
never wanted to be in one of
those books — 'Whatever
Happened To,'" he says. "I
live with that fear all the

Robert Forster has found
working in Quentin Tarantln,
line for the veteran actor is

Henry Winkler (right, with
Stephanie Faracy) keeps
busy so he Isn't just remem
bered for "Happy Days."
that little bitty boat "Riverdance." Meee-owl

Trickle-down
theory
Robert Forster was neve]
as hot as he's become since
his exposure in Quentin Ta
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shows its golden glitter

AYBE you've wondered why times: -The Gold Rush was like a force
Eastern-type folks say Call- that was released in 1849 and continued . . Parent control must come fi
fornia.is — shall we say —
to exert pressures and reverberations
different:
.
• . that shook California decade by decade.
battery. We alsn
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. farce.
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of administration
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ended two month
Juvenile crime continues lobe
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BY
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On behalf n11
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•
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Travel inside
India's hill stations offer cool
relief from hot, crowded cities.
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•• HOT 110(115 10 FUN EVENTS
iN Tickets for the following
shows go on sale at 10 a.m.
today:
Superstar British band
Oasis will return to the Bay
Area on Jan. 26 to play a
inega-show at the Bill Graham
Civic Auditorium in San Francisco. Pop radio darling Cor.
nershop will join ham and
Noel as the opening act.
Tickets are $22.50.
The Berkeley and San Francisco-based band Black Lab is
set to perform on Jan. 17 as
part of the Fillmore Sessions
series at the historic San Francisco venue. Stroke 9, also a
San Francisco band, will open
the show. Tickets cost just $9.
Humperdinck's "Hansel
and Gretel," the lest production of Golden Gate Opera's
(997-98 season, will be presented at 2 p.m. today and
Saturday on the stage of the
Randall Museum, 199 Museum Way, San Francisco.
Admission is $10, $5 for
children under age 13. Call
(415) 436-0673.

Mining the Past
L. Thomas Frye aims to bring
California history to life
in Oakland Museum's
upcoming exhibit
"Gold Fever!"

Some of the items that will be part
of the "Gold Fever!" presentation:
A sheet metal pan that miners used
to recover gold from California
rivers, a daguerreotype photo of
two miners and a suede bag used
to hold gold nuggets.

v. Black Nativity is a
gospel song play by Langston
Hughes that tells the
Ouistmas story from the black
perspective. The two-act show
is performed by the 45 members of the Men Temple Cantateers and 21) dancers. 'The
Black Nativity" is at 6:30 tonight at the Calvin Simmons
Theatre, Henry J. Kiser Convention Center, 10th and
Fallon streets, Oakland. Tickets
cost $25 for adults and $10 for
seniors and youth (age 1210
21). Call (510)444-8575.

By Jolene Piro
STAFF WIRER

TASH THE HISTORY BOOK AND
skip the history lecture. You have L.
Thomas Frye's permission. History,
says the former bead of the Oakland
S Museum of California's history department, is not words. Ills an experience.
"History is a box or a tool that was made and
used by someone in the past. Those objects aren't
always pretty or nice to look at, hut they speak to
you. They (say) something about that person that
matters to you." Frye said.
Frye. who just turned 60. has spent 30 years at
the Oaldand Museum digging up things that tell
compelling stories about
people who lived in Call.. fornia: diaries and photographs, books, boxes, gold
pans, mining tools, cooking
utensils. clothing and much
1110;e.

New York lights its
Christmas tree, while
the History Channel
clues us in on the real
origins of the holiday in
today's P/ offerings

N. "Christmas '97
from Rockefeller Plaza"
at 3 p.m. on Channel 4.
Jennifer Lopez and Matt
Lauer host the lighting
of the Big Apple's
Christmas tree.
N. "Christmas Unwrapped" at 5 and 9
p.m. on the History
Channel. Harry Smith
hosts this documentary
recounting how the
Roman Saturnalia, a
weeklong festival of
food and drink ending
on Dec. 25, became the
centerpiece of the Christian year.
N. "Hollywood Christmas Parade" at 4
p.m. on Channel 36,
Tom Arnold serves as
Ike grand marshal of the
66th annual parade,
held in the rain on the
Sunday after Thanksgiving. That didn't stop
the Hollywood troopers
Irvin

rnminn No in
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L Thomas Frye formally retired from the Oakland Museum last year to oversee the greatest storytelling project of his life, "Gold Fayed."

Last year. Frye formally
retired from the museum so
that he could oversee the
greatest storytelling project
of his life. Titled "Gold
Fever] The Lure and Legacy
of the California Gold
Rush." the exhibit will open
Jan. 24 at the Oakland MuInside on CUE-4
seum. 150 years to the day
III A trio of exhibits,
after carpenter James Maropening Jan. 24 at the shall discovered goldoonwthe
Oakland Museum, will American River. One of
three Oakland Museum exommaenmnoivraersa
te the
clsoth
hibits lobe featured In a
Presentallan called ..n
Calfomia's gold rush.
Rush! California's Untold
• GEmPsea of what it Stories," the $750.000
was like to live
"Gold Fever!" show exthrough gold fever.
plores the myths and realities of one of the most
complex periods in the state's history.
While the project has required the dedication and
expertise of many. Frye is recognized as its author
and driving force, the one with the vision and the
passion to pull all of the elements together.
"This exhibit is his dream," said Judith Marvin,
an htstortan from Nturphys who has assisted Frye
on his collecting excursions for 19 years. "It lathe
culmination of everything he has done in his life."
Frye grew op in Sacramento and moved to tire
attire University of
East Bay to study anthropology
California. Berkeley. the has lived In Oakland
Please see Frye, CUE-4
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E. Hall Martin's "Mountain Jack and a Wandering Miner" is part of the "Art of the Gold Rush" exhibit that opens Jan. 24 at the' ?
Oakland Museum.
.
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Frye: Using objects to tell stories
Continued from CUE-1
for 13 years.
After graduation. Frye's inwrest in objects and collecting
landed him a job as a preparator for the Oakland Public
Museum, one of three organizations that later merged to become the Oakland Museum of
California. Two years later, he
was named chief curator, then.
in 1969. director of the history.
department.
Marvin remarked that Frye
has been with the museum so
long that people refer to him as
-lhe voice of history.Frye has received awards of
two from the California Ills.
!mica' Society and a fellowship
for the Museum Management
Institute from the California
Arts Council. He also has served
on advisory committees for the
American Association of Mti.
siimis. the American Association tor Slate and Local History
and the National Endowment
Fir die Humanities.
•
, Perhaps most signiftcant.
Iw's credited with heading up
trite of the most ambitious his: tut y departments in the
wintry. which has eurated
'Imre than 100 special exhibi . •
quits between 1969 and 1996.
; "Tutu Frye has been a re- .
markable force In shaping the
itroductivity and the image of
Ile Oakland Museum since its
h iception." said historian J.S.
I lolilday. who worked with Frye
from 1967 ihrouth '69 and has
been working with him on the
gold exhibition.
"The history division has
tit 'Owed dozens of outstanding
exhibits under Ids leadership.
Tem has been a magnificent
courributor to the intellectual vitality of the entire museum."
Dennis Power, executive dilector of the Oakland Museum.
agrees. "We wouldn't be the in.
:dilution we are today without
Toni. - he said. Tom has been
a leader and an Inspiration for
the staff here. Our success in
limit raising Is. In large part.
titie to the fact that Toni is on
Our staff."
The gold rush project was
horn about three years ago.
Wilco Frye and other department heads began discussing
what they might do for the
150iii anniversary of the event.
Inspired by lots of intriguing
ideas. the team sought — and
t,ereived — a $50.000 planning
grant from the National Endow.
into' for the Humanities. By
summer. 1996. thbse Informal
plans had become a detailed. 2Inehdhlek splral-bound report.
which was submitted to the
,NE11. The report's bottom line
was a request for a 6500.000
,0'asii to help produce an
II .000-square-foot, tour-pail
traveling exhibit that would include. artifacts, art works, his.
torten' portraits and
daguerrotype photographs of
the gold rush.
Even now, more than a year
after the grant was awarded.
Frye can recall the moment he
learned that the NEli would
fund the project.
"We were out in the field, col.
testing rock and soil samples In
The woods behind the tiny town
kif Calaverlias. Front the top of
'Ails hilt we had stumbled upon
(DIs most glorious sight.
"We could see where the bug
!inns (narrow wood troughs
used for washing gold ore) had
been lined up. The depressions
th the earth and the piles of debris were still there. There were
broken whiskey bottles and pot
SIttuds from rice howls. It
looked as If the workers had
just packed up their things and
Moved on. Yet it was 150 years
ago.
"Al that moment, the cell

The exhibits
The most ambitious
• project in California's threa.
year.,statewide convnemoradon of the gold rush a Vold
Rush! California's Untold Stories," a trio ol exhibits that
• will open Jan. 24 at the Oakland Museum of California
*The centerpiece of
"Gold Rush!" — and the
largest exhibit ever presented
at Oakland Museum — is
"Gold Fever, The Lure and •
Legacy of the Cafdornia Gold
Rush." Dubbed the "keystone" of the state's commemoration, this display
contains more than 600 artifacts, including the gold
nugget discovered by James
Marshall on Jan. 24, 1848,
which launched the gold rush.
"Gold Fever!" project
rector L Thomas Frye is supervising a team of evens in
disciplines ranging from ar.
• chaeology to theatrical
staging. The nasuiting exhibit •
will cover taut 1.1,0304-no /
square feet and feature filth:
testa of miners' lives, a theatrical audio guide. filnifcotaget
and a re-created archaeological dig. Among the artifacts: .
150-year-old jars of gooseberries and olives, and bottles of
champagne and whiskey that
were found in partially burned'
ships, piers and buildings
below
,
, San Franciscei
•
•
to, The second component
of "Gold Rusk" is "Art of the
GOld Rush," a displa.y of 72 of
some of the finest paintings, \••
watercolors and draWings of
the era.
)-The third exhibit "Silver
and Gold: Cased trnagesof
the Gold Rush," features 150
daguerreotype and amtto- •
type photographs of people
and places of the era.
•

The opening of three ex . •
hibits will be accompanied by
a national symposium on die
California gold rtsh. &Wan
and writers from around the
country will examine the history, legacy, myths and marl- .
lies of the gold rush in panel
discussions scheduled for
Jan. 24 and 25 at the museum. In addition, a series of
pubfk lectures and programs.
will presented in conjunction
with the exhibit. Lecture and
program schedules will be announced later,

phone rang. I still remember the
voice saying. 'Well, we made a
decision.' As she said this. the
light was cutting through the
trees, casting these oblique rays
across the scene.
"She prefaced by saytng that
the NEH doesn't usually give
full funding, then said. 'You got
full funding.' To me. the setting
was just uncanny. It gives me
goose bumps. It was like we
were surrounded by ghosts of
(he people twhose stories have
yel lo be toldl.
"I remember at that moment
!was so shocked that I forgot
how much money we had re.
quested. - Not one to spoil a
surprise, Frye had a little fun
delivering the news to his colleague, project manager Heather
Huxley.
"When I went back to the
group. Heather had her arms
out and was saying. Well? I

said. di wasn't the news we
were expecting.' Which was
true. Then I told her. She,
kicked me.
For Frye. "Gold Feverr
Which is co-funded by several
other groups and foundatinds,
is a finale of sorts, a chance to
brtng together the best information, the finest objects, and the
most captivating stories that he
discovered and acquired during
his tenure at the museum.
"When I came here to the
Oakland Museum, it was brand
new." he recalled. "It was my
Job to create the California Hall
of Iiistory. Back then, we talked
about the focus that we wanted
to have, and we decided II was
lobe a museum of California.
That was unusual then..
"At that point it fell to me' to
do the collecting. to find Items
from all over California that..'
would tell the big story."
Frye's amiable personality
and insatiable Interest in objects were put to good use as he
scouted the state for authentic
'artifacts. •
"It was difficult at first." he
said. "We had no budget at all.
People had trevei heard of the !
Oakland trItisenm4but I Fes ,
there lo'conitheetheriet&give
their treasures to us. I re- •
member I would show them a
postcard plc:hire of the muFrye's effqrts turned up objects large atid small. In the
1960s, he acquired the contents
of the Ott Missy Office in Nevada City, where the first sliver
mined fromlhe nearby Comstock Lode was analyzed: Later,
he hauled Ida log cabin from
Siskiyou County, then the Interior of a k4hen from Ruff and
Ready (yes. -there is such a
place).
,
"I spent 'a lot of time out
there. meeting with caretakers
of the old mines, talking to the
people from the local historical
societies. The bars." Frye
noted. "are a great place to do
research. eapectally If you buy a
few drinks.
••
-You start talking to
someone and they either figure
out that you don't know any- .
thing and you're not worth their-,
time. or they 'decide ibu know
enough and they talk to you."
News of the impending "Cold
Fever!" exhibition prompted Incidents of unexpected generosity
In the last few months. Frye
said, addingthat some of the
items were handed over under
rather mysterious &cum•
stances.
"I would say that the subject
of gold brings people out of the
woodwork," Frye said. "We've •
had lots of calls, but there was
this one call from a gentleman
who asked If we were interested
in some gold. We said 'Yes!' and
he asked if we could meet at
this certain spot. I went there at .
the appointed time, and he •
came up to me and : asked who 1 was. Then he asked me to get in'
his car, this mint-condition vin,
tage Cadillac.
"I did, and he pulled Out .
pouch filled with gold nuggets
and coins. He had all of the provenance (details about where
they came from) in order and
asked if we'd have an Interest in
them. I said of course, and he
responded 'OE then, I'll give
you these. There may be more
where these came from.'" While "Gold Rush!" rep- .
resents far more work by a
larger team of dedicated
.
workers than any other exhibl- •
lion in the history of Oakland
Museum. Frye declines to guess
what the public response might
be.
"The public Is fickle." he observed. -Preditung something
like that is a dangerous patly:.„.;,'
We did a focus group on the

subject and we were surprised
(that people were not lmmedi- •
ately Interested) in the gold
rush. But we found that they became Interested in It as it focused on people and told them
• things they didn't know about"
That focus-group finding was'
great news for Frye, who Is a
master storyteller, one of those
people who can infuse the past
with such drama and detail that
Ittecomes pure entertainment.
Among his favorite exhibits in
years past was the 1981 display
"American Quilts: A Handmade
Legacy." which featured quilts.
photographs, diaries and details
about the struggles of the
women who made the quilts.
"We got those quilts to
speak." Frye said. "When
people came and began to read
•
about their lives, they would
break down In tears. Then
they'd go and get their family
members and friends and they
would line up around the museum for a chance to see the
show.
"It was with that show that
the power of objects and stories
was really brought home to
•
• me.".
, ,Colleagpe Niodey'saye Fryes
sensitivity tom:1rd 'objects is one
of his greatest strengths as an
historian.
"Tom is a creative histoNan; she said. "His strength Is
networking with people and fer.
riling out marvelous stories and,
tidbits and objects. He also feeLa
passionately about the artifacts.
He can look at something as
simple as a hammer or a basket
and see that it means some!
thing, that It has value not just
as a precious object but as a
symbol. That is what gives
Tom's projects meaning."
Frye said that while the pace
at the museum is becoming .1
more frantic by the day. he Is
looking forward to the final
weeks, as all of the people on
the "Gold Rushl" team begin to;
complete their ideas and plans.i
"This Is the time that I enjoy
most about this job. - he said.
'When an exhibition is coming.
together. when It begins to click
when people who know, what
they are doing are doing It and'
'doing it well, working as a team.
There is this sense of purpose,
this extraordinary sense of
teamwork.
-or course, the culmination
is on opening night. which is like theater. It's the moment
when It's all on the line. You
find out what works and what
!
doesn't."
While Frye admits that the
museum has been both his
hobby and Job for several years.
he can remember the days when
he had time to do some of his'
other favorite things. such as exploring California's back roads
and picking up damaged treat.
arises along the way.
• "I have an accumulation of
:what I call wounded objects.".!
'he explained. 'They aren't good
enough for the museum. bull
convince myself that some day 1
fix them. I have this one •
gold balance lit this beautiful
case. I dismantled it Into about
150 pieces. Every so often. I
look at it and wonder if I will remember how to put it back to
gether."
He may find out in Just over a
month. after the exhibition. .
opens and he has time to tie up
loose ends and consider the fu.
• lure.

• What's next?
"There are a few follow-up
'things to do." he said. "This
kind of thing takes some care
and feeding as It goes on the
road, but that won't take all Of
my time. I expect I will be like
the.Energizer Bunny. Fvebeen
running and running and run-, .
' fling. Finally I will just stop."

grant ill unn y, ltIiiit /11,1100 arrrs in the barely erplated
Sarraniemo lit llrtj, where lw began (maintain?, of
Sutler's Fort and phtnnml to (treetop an ((grim:Rural
barony. Sulter's plans, of (mese, took 0 dramatic turn
when his fort beranw one of the main commercial centers
serving the needs of gokl rush prospectors.
•

Women of the gold rush
"In the mining region (buena Wilson's westbound
family) encountered many men and, despite her scruffy
appearance, one evening a miner approached Luzena as
•she cooked biscuit for her family aver a campfire,
give you five dollars, ma'am,' he said, 'for them biscuit.'
Stunned at what sounded like a fortune, Luzena stared
at him speechless. Taking her hesitation for reluctance,
the miner doubled his offer."
They Sew the Gephant." by Jo Ann Levy
—hom

Marshall was not the first to consider the possibility
that gold could be found in the riverbanks of the
American River. As far back as 1846, when her family
moved to the Sierra Nevada foothills, Jenny Wimmer
mentioned that the shiny specks she saw shimmering in
the riverbank could be gold. trimmer's opinion was
discounted by her male counterparts. But she backed
Marshall when he said he discovered a "pea" of gold.
Marshall originally intended to have the nugget
• cast into a ring, but eventually decided
• to pass it on to Jenny Wimmer.
by ':;Goid &Rehr exhailt researcher Steven Lavoie
1 000

Mining camp conformity
"(The miners') heavy boots, sturdy trousers, checked
shirt, large belt, slouch hat, and gloves formed a uniform
worn by miners up and down the range of the Sierra that
made them indiStinguishable from one another. The
sameness of clothing available at the stores forced a
degree of conformity. So, too, did the similar
tasks at hand for miners."
'
— from Mays of Gold: The Calends Gold Rush and the
American Nation.' by Malcolm Rohrbaugh
't

000

Historical facts

;

Unlike the shoot-em-up style of justice portrayed in
Hollywood westerns, disputes in the gold camps were
handled swiftly and usually peacefully by the miners
themeelves, without jails or judges. "There were no
lawyers to delay —no petty technicalities to
obstruct the course ofjustice," missionary
Israel Lord observed in 1866
James IV. Marshall, the man credited with discovering
the first nugget of California gold, on Jan. 24, 1848, took
the nugget to Sutter's Fort, where he and his boss, John.
Sutter, tested the speeimen for authenticity. Believing
they had the real thing, the men returned to the discovery
site, where Marshall had been supervising construction
of a sawmill. Then Sutter, Marshall and the workers at
the site swore themselves to secrecy.
— by 'Gold Mahe' exfait researcher Steven Lavoie
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he Oakland Museum - of:C'alifornia
T
has organized the largest exhibition
in its history in commemoration of
the 150th anniversary of the discovery of
gold in California. Gold Fever ! The Lure and
Legacy of the Califiania Gold Rush, :1 major
traveling exhibiriim, opens on January 24th
and continues on view through July in the
Museum's Great Hall. 'This exhibition has
been designated officially a Signature Event
of the State's Gold Discovery to Statehood
Sesquicentennial, a three year commemoration of the Gold Rush beginning in 1998.
Gold Fever! is one of three major exhibitions the museum will present in 1998 on
the subject of the Gold Rush, and the key•
stone of the museum's Gold Rush!
California's Untokl Stories project. The project includes two art exhibitions, a national
educational symposium, and a host of public
anti family programs.
The exhibition focuses on the impact
of the Gold Rush on California's growth,
economy, population :situ natural environment. Exhibition developers have worked
with a team of ZO scholars in the fields of
American history, an history, cultural
anthropology, archaeology, ethnic studies
and environmental studies. "The 150th
anniversary of the Gold Rush is an ideal
time to go back alld eXpOSe its stereotypes.
bring forth new discoveries, look at its
legacy, and explore what it means for us
today, " says Thomas Frye, Chief Curator
of History Emeritus at the Museum. The
Gold Rush lured the world to California in
a frenzy. What happened to California and
to the people who were thrown together

here by this accident of fate is the story of
this exhibition. It was like „letting the ••
secret genie out of the bottle -,:once...
.unleashed,There'Was no turning back.
This is the untold story we are presenting to the public."
Gold Fever! occupies more than
l0,000 . square feet of exhibition
space. Its innovative, multi-media
installation is an exciting "total

cabin with the tools and necessities of life
in the mines. These and hundreds of other
original objects are set in exhibit tableaux
by which visitors can walk in the footsteps, and hear the words of the people
who were there. Daguerreotypes and
paintings augment the three-ditnensional
objects displayed. Throughoot tile gal•
!cries. music and other sound effects, such
as the pounding of an ore-crushing tamp
mill - an unforgettable din, said Mark
Twain - will provide an audio texture to
further immerse visitors in the Gold Rush
experience. Historic film footage and film
clips from Hollywood's depiction of the
Gold Rush will reveal the impact of this
period on our sense of identity as
Americans.
Visitors will begin the exhibition tour
with a look at nuggets. ingots, coins, jewelry and other artifacts that represent the
compelling symbolism of gold its human
history. They will diets enter a simulated
archaeological dig, where Indian, missbus.
rancho and Guild Rush artifacts - jars of
French mustard, Chinese rice howls and

chopsticks, miners' shovels, shoes, bottles

Miners at Spanish Fla t. A quarter plate daguerreotype taken in 1852 and attributed to
James Blaney Starkweather. Daguerreotypes, an early form of photography, were not 10
......years old when gold was discovered at Sutter's Mill on January 24, 1898. The rush that
: • soon followed drew many daguerreotype practitioners to California, making this major
world event the first to be photographically documented. .

.
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of champagne. portions of ships - remind
viewers that California's history lies literally beneath our feet.
Another area represents California oil
the eve of the Gold Rush - the diverse
cultures that existed here - its paintings.
documents and artifacts related to Indiats
life, ranching, trading anti hunting.
Included arc Native American baskets
and cultural materials used in daily life:
religious objects and farming implements
of mission life in Spanish and Mexican

.California; evidence of the hide and tallow.trade between California ranchers
and Boston ships; and items related
to sea otter hunting and trading
practiced by Russians at Fort Ross.
Immersion in the events surrounding the moment of gold discovery
by James Marshall in the American
River on January 24, 1848 is a
highlight of the exhibition with
newspaper accounts of extraordinary riches found by those fortunate enough to get there first.
Visitors can follow the first
Argonauts who arrived from points
along the Pacific from Oregon to
Chile and Hawaii, whets "free
gold' - released from its bed of ore
/
taking. .0e
Th e
I
- C011.i. -e .13t.
stampede of the next few years
brought more than 250,000 gold
seekers to California, changing
themselves and the State forever.
For the newcomers, the possihili•
ties were endless. For California's

immersion' environment transporting
visitors to the events and moments
surrounding the pursuit of gold and
its legacy. Gold Fever includes
in objects, documents, photographs, art works and natural specimens from the Gold Rush.
Dramatic objects on view include
the stern of the fa onus Gold Rush
ship NIANTIC, sheathed in copper
(the bow still rests under San
Francisco's financial district); the
twisted boiler of the WASFIOE, a

Sacramento riverboat that exploded
disastrously, killing at least 54 people;
- a reconstruction of a San Francisco
archaeological dig, filled with a vast
array of 1 .850s goods, incfuding
remarkably preserved jars of Gold
Rush olives; a miner's hand-hewn log
. --- ---... —

Food and spirits preserved from the Gold Rush era, from an archaeological site in San Francisco where they were
• buried 150 years ago. Left to right: empty champagne bottle, French imported jar, a jar of intact olives, whiskey
in bottle, label from oyster can. Most food in California was imported and expensive.

. .

native peoples who were overwhelmed by the tide, the Gold
Rush was a catastrophe.
continued on next page
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National Symposium
Launches Lecture Series
Noted scholars and writers from throughout the
country will examine the history and legacy of the
California Gold Rush in a two-day symposiurn,
January 24 ,St 25. as part of the opening events of a
six-month series of programs titled Gold Rush!
California's Untold Stories. Following the kick-off
Symposium, lectures will be presented at the Oakland
Museum of California on selected Sundays throughout
the exhibition.

Symposium Highlights:
January 24, 1998
• J.S. Holliday, keynote speaker presenting the Gold
Rush as an event of worldwide importance.

• Malcolm Rohrbaugh, Professor of History.
University of Iowa describes the Gold Rush as a
national experience in 19th century America.
• • Patricia Limerick, Ph.D., Professor of History,
University of Colorado speaking on The Role of the
•
Gold Rush in Shaping the American West.
• Panel discussion looking at The Gold Seekers: Who
They Were, Why They Came and What They Found.
.
January 25, 1998
• Richard White, Ph.D. D., Professor of History,
University of Washington presenting The Myths and
Realities of the California Gold Rush.
• Kevin Starr, Ph. D. California State Librarian - The ‘.;
Gold Rush and the California Dream .4.
• Panel discussion on Statehood„Urban Expansion,a
•
•
Vigilance, Racial and Economic Conflict.

Archaeologicaidiscoveriei front three sites in San Francisco will be included in the Oakland Museum exhibition. One site was that of
a Chinese ownecittore and is the only major archaeological site ever found in San Francisco's Chinitunvn. It is recognized as the
largest, oldest and most important.overseas Chinese site in Americo with numerous artifacts in a good state of preservation. These
- Chinese artifacts, circa 1851, were recovered around presentday Embarcadero Center.

•
Z....S.-a- • • •

Admission to the symposium .is $40 for the general.,„
public, $30 for Museum members: Further information
and tickers 510/238-3
'
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Many who cattle never found gold. Successes
in the gold placers were few. Gold mining
quickly became a business with a paid labor
force, especially as miners followed the gold.
hearing quartz underground and established
hard-rock mines. The experience of coming to
California in search of gold was symbolized by

the phrase " seeing the elephant" which meant
that despite the hardships and adversity, the
gold diggers knew they were participating in a
great adventure.• a moment of history, even if
they didn't strike it rich. The journey through
the exhibition with personal audio guides will
provide visitors with the different experiences

of those who "saw the elephant".
The Gold Rush brought with it a: great diversity of peoples, whose roots took hold and grew
into the flourishing multicultural society that
marks California-today. Exhibits of the life of
miners and others will bring vividly to life
experiences of Anglo Americans, African
Americans, Chinese, Europeans, Mexicans,
Hawaiians - the men, women and children who
made the difficult journey and took up resi•
deuce in the gold fields and burgeoning cities
under arduous living conditions.

-

Mining Scene at Grizzly Flat, Placer County, undated, half plate daguerreotype.
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Hot Springs, Ark. 71913
501-767-4800

Real Stones
Real Quality
Real Value

the hard-working, adventurous spirit into
the experience.

Passing deeper into the exhibit, an area
is dedicated to the eve of the Gold Rush.
It represents the diverse cultures that
were pre-existing in California. displaying objects pertaining to the Native
American lifestyle, the mission life of
Spanish and Mexican California. trade
• objects from Yankee Boston ships, and
sea-otter hunting artifacts of the Russian
community.
Like an erupting volcano, the events
'surrounding the discovery of gold by
• James Marshall spread quickly, getting
enormous press attention and reactions
from people near and far. This urgency is
re-created in the museum with newspaper
'accounts of instant wealth. It is further
reinforced by following the first argonauts on their voyages to this golden
state. While the stampede continues with
over a quarter of a million hopeful
prospectors in its wake, things begin to
change. As several prospectors are disappointed, society becomes more culturally
diverse, mining practices begin to evolve,
-changing the face of the rugged California terrain, rivers, and agricultural land.
The tour of the GOLD FEVER! is also
complemented by dramatic audio which
provides informative narration pertaining
to the artifacts and features, as well as
theatrical memoirs taken from diaries and
correspondence of the Gold Rush era.
Music and sound effects also accompany
the audio tour, packing movement and

SILVER AND GOLD

As photography was developed only 10
years before the discovery of gold in the
West. the California Gold Rush was the
first historical event to be documented with
photographs. Those who photographed the
event were also pioneers in their practice.
Their records of the event are on display in
the Silver and Gold exhibit. This exhibit •.presents a remarkable history of the Native
Californians and those who came in search
of fortune, with portraits of Anglos, African
Americans. Chinese, South Americans, and
other settlers.
Also documented is the rugged lifestyle
of these early Californians. Their homes,
their work, their weary clothing and . lonely faces attest to the determination and
hardships faced by those who ventured
West. Also shown are portraits of wellknown individuals of the time, such as
Captain John Sutter, Andreas Pico, and
Mariano Vallejos.
As the technology for photography be- .
gan to evolve alongside the occurrence of
the Gold Rush, the exhibit also highlights.
that early progression. One characteristic
is the decorative casings used to display
the prints. These can be seen framing the
photos of the exhibit, with the equipment
used to produce the popular daguerreotypes surrounding. Besides documenting
the lifestyle of the early miners, the prints.
continued on page 16

Daguerreotype by unknown maker shows James Warner Woolsey,
Nevada City, with nugget weighing over eight pounds. Collection of

Mrs. Vivienne Bekeart.

Showrooms open
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Wholesale Only
Send sales tax number on jewelry
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Joseph P. Stachura
Co., Inc.
Dept. R2. 435 Quaker Highway
Uxbridge, MA 01569
Telephone: (508) 278-6525
Facsimile: (508) 278-9458
Export Orders Welcome
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Gift COOB
Red/gray and red/green o
size pieces for cutting good
grade solids. $10. $20. $30. $40. $60 and
$80 per oz.

HIGH GRADE COOBER PEDY OPAL
Excellent cutting opal In red and
red/green In medlun size pieces for
cutting high quality solids. $100. $150,
$200 and $300 per oz. Other grades
available up to $3,000 per oz.

MINTABIE ROUGH OPAL
Dark base opal for cutting good to top
quality solids. $10. $20, $30. $50. $100.
$200 and $300 per oz. Other grades
available up to $3.000 per oz.
Opalized Clam Shells Available from 55 ea.
to $100 ea. Cut Solid Opals from $10 per Carat
to $100 per Carat In a Variety of Sizes.

FIERY BLACK OPAL TRIPLETS
SIZE
4mm
5mm
6mm
6x4mm
7x5mm

Eix6mm
9x7mm
10x8mm
11x9mm
12x1Omm
I4x1Omm

I4x12rnm
I6x8mm
I6x12mm
It3x9mm

18xI3mm
20x15mm

A

8
$2-80
55-S20 53-40
56-60
$4
54-60
$3
S6-60
$a
513
$7
$18
$10
$26
$13
$30
$18
540
$24
$48
$28
$52
$32
$48
$28
564
$36
$64
$36
$90
$50
$120
$60

C+

$a

52-40
$2
$3
52-60

$5
$7
$9
$14
$16
520

$2-40
52-60
$3
$5
$ I1
$14

$16

Si I

522

$16

532
$38

$24

$16

530

Orders are processed same day and
sent airmail postage paid. Satisfaction
Guaranteed or money back. Send all
orders with personal check or bank check.

serve as documentation of the lifestyle of
the early photographer, who pushed the
limits of his experience, and the frontier of
gold prospectors. for his theme and studio.
In addition to the prints, another highlight is the display of historical footage
and Hollywood film clips dedicated to this
era. This combination provides an interesting aspect of the exhibit, as the project itself is set to look at the untold stories of
the era and expose stereotypes that have
developed over time.
ART OF THE GOLD RUSH
Not only did the Gold Rush attract photographers and those seeking fortune, but
the Crocker Art Museum Curator of Art
Janice Driesback informs, "Some came to
paint, but others originally came to
prospect and then turned to painting.
There were many motivations and different levels of training but, for the most part,
these men had struggled where they were,
and came here for a new start."
Art Of The Gold Rush is also a complementary exhibit to the Gold Rush! project
featured by the museum. Working in conjunction with Crocker Art Museum, the
museum put together this exhibit to document art from 1848 to the mid-1880s. During this time, artists began to migrate to
California, and by the 1880s, the first
artists' community began to take shape.
The paintings range from vistas of San
Francisco as it changed throughout the
Gold Rush; paintings of prospectors, settlers and life in the mining camps; views
of Sierra foothill towns, such as Placerville and Jackson; valley towns of
Stockton and Sacramento; portraits of new
and old California residents; and some
even showing other trade practices of the
time, such as fishing and agriculture.

As with the other exhibits, the effect of
these paintings combined gives a powerful
portrait of the life of the early miners and
California as well as the artists' impressions of the rugged territory. This exhibit
is supported by a catalog which contains.
the biographies of the artists. * • .* , .
In color, in black and white, in audio,
and in 3-D, the experience of the' Gold
Rush! gives one of the most incredible and
detailed accounts of the history that so
greatly impacted what the golden ,siate.is
today. The effects of the Gold' Rush ire
still felt in California, with its contribu-

tions in mining, agriculture, env'iroritfientai
issues, art communities, and its atirkdon.
to the hopeful and adventurous of .alj.ethnic backgrounds. Although some found
'fortune while others found lonelineSs.:or
disappointment, this exhibit-exiilores
every aspect.
.
A special feature that goes along. with,
the exhibit is a two-day symposium ex7
ploring the myths and realities of this historical event. The symposium will.be.held
on January 24 and 25, 1998. Topics-covered will span the attraction ot . the •Gbld
Rush, how it shaped the West, the origins
and development of the California:Dream,
social and economic conflietthe
prospectors, and far more. The symposium
will feature many renowned guest speakers, as well as panels and discussions: ;
Gold Rush! is on display at the (*land

Museum of California from January 24 to
May 31, 1998. After that time, different
parts of the project will be exhibited at
other museums. For more information,
(510) 238-2200. With so much packed into
this experience, there is certainly something for everyone, whether it be the 'trill
of discovery, the historical,-social, or aesthetic impact that the Gold Rush continues
to have on California. the United-States,
and the world! 'RP
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Elmer Bliss and Partners at Mining Claim, c. 1852. Daguerreotype by an unknown maker. The

Zelda Mackay Collection.
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